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THE HIGHEST RATED NEW FIRST RUN STRIP OF THE SEASON.

The bright lights of Access Hollywood may have blinded people to an even greater story. Twentieth Television and NBC are making a sweeping commitment to this extraordinary new show. We're totally dedicated to its energetic style and unique approach to entertainment news. Access Hollywood is a major program priority and we believe in this exciting new franchise and its continuing success. Now, there's no team that will bring you greater access.
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ROSIE PROPELLED KNBC TO ITS HOTTEST 3PM RATINGS IN 20 SWEEPS!

Los Angeles / KNBC / 3-4:00pm
HH Rating/Share

DONAHUE

SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL

Source: NIS overnights; NIS SNAP T.P. July 96 excluded due to Cymatics
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AND GAVE THEIR EARLY NEWSCAST ITS BEST RATINGS IN 5 YEARS!
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HH Rating/Share

KNBC NEWS AT 4:00PM

THANKS TO ROSIE, KNBC HAS THE #1 NEWSCAST AT 4PM & 5PM FOR THE FIRST TIME IN 20 SWEEPS!

Source: NBI overnights; NBI SNAP T/P (July 96 excluded due to Olympics)
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TV ownership makeover coming

FCC proposes counting LMAs as owned stations in sweeping revision of rules

By Chris McConnell
WASHINGTON

TV local marketing agreements (LMAs) have a new hitch. As of last Tuesday, any new LMAs may be subject to TV ownership and crossownership restrictions.

The FCC proposed the rule change as part of a series of proposed revisions to both its TV ownership rules and its methods for determining what counts as an owned station. Also covered in the three rulemaking proceedings: the FCC’s local duopoly restrictions, radio/TV crossownership restrictions and policies for calculating national ownership reach.

“We are striking a balance between the goal of precisely defining ownership and the equally significant goal of not impeding capital flow,” FCC Commissioner Susan Ness said in a statement on the proposals. “The proposals...are intended to be narrowly tailored to close loopholes, even as we liberalize direct ownership limits.”

The commission’s proposal would foreclose the option of brokering more than 15% of a station’s weekly time without having that station count toward the ownership limits. Current FCC “attribution” rules do not treat TV LMAs as owned stations, but radio LMAs are treated as owned stations.

“I think we need to look at the issue,” FCC Commissioner Rachelle Chong said of the proposal, adding that the commission needs to collect more information about LMAs. “It’s a factual issue.”

While the commission’s proposal would treat new TV LMAs the same as radio LMAs, existing agreements would remain exempted from the ownership limits. The commission proposed grandfathering agreements that were in place before last Tuesday.

“Without that, you would have major disruptions,” one industry onlooker says of the grandfathering proposal. But communications lawyer William Reyner speculates that the move will benefit holders of existing LMAs.

“It really gives some competitors an unfair advantage,” says Reyner, citing the 10-year terms of some agreements. Existing agreements, once they expired, would be subject to the ownership limits if the broadcasters wished to renew the agreements. The commission proposed to allow companies to transfer LMAs struck before the grandfather date.

The commission also proposed extending its “attribution” rules to another business structure not previously subject to ownership limits. Current rules generally exclude nonvoting stock interests from counting toward ownership caps. In a 1994 notice, the commission invited comment on whether it should retain that policy in all cases.

Last week, the commission proposed creating a rule that would subject nonvoting stock interests to the ownership caps in cases where a company owned a broadcast license, newspaper or cable system, and also held more than a 33% stake in another station within the same market. Program suppliers also would be subject to the new attribution rule if they held more than a 33% stake in a station to which they supplied programming.

The FCC invited comments on whether it should set the equity benchmark at 33%, and also on how it should define program suppliers for the purpose of implementing the new rule. The commission proposed subjecting any deals struck after Dec. 15, 1994, to the new attribution rule, but asked whether it should grandfather other arrangements.

While proposing the new restrictions on attribution rules, the FCC also proposed relaxing actual ownership restrictions. One proposal would allow companies to own television stations located closer together.

Current rules prohibit companies from owning stations with overlapping Grade B signal contours. The Grade B contours generally extend 50-70 miles from a station’s transmitter. The new rule would allow companies to own stations with overlapping Grade B contours provided they were in separate designated market areas (DMAs) and that Grade A signal contours did not overlap.

Grade A signal contours extend about 30-45 miles from a station’s transmitter.

Several broadcasters have asked the FCC to allow them to own stations with overlapping

Ness remains vigilant

FCC Commissioner Susan Ness is keeping an eye on the back door to TV ownership. She has led the charge to tighten the FCC’s rules on defining TV ownership even as the commission has moved to lift the ownership caps. During the past year, Ness has called on the FCC to start attributing local marketing agreements and has voiced concern about a series of deals she says have pushed the limits of the FCC’s rules.

“For any ownership limits to be meaningful, our attribution rules must be fair, clear and realistic,” Ness said last year in concurring with the FCC’s approval of a bid by Fox and Savoy Pictures to acquire three TV stations. When the FCC later approved Qwest Broadcasting LLC’s application to acquire TV stations in New Orleans and Atlanta, Ness raised more concerns. “This case is another in a series which push the limits of our rules, perhaps to attain a marketplace advantage,” she said in a concurring statement.

“She’s not eager to see things done through the back door,” legal adviser James Casserly says of Ness. “What’s bothered her is that we’ve had some unrealistic attribution rules.” —CM
Grade B contours. The commission last week said it generally plans to grant waivers to allow the deals in which Grade A signals do not overlap and where stations reside in separate DMAs. The commission also said it probably will not grant waivers in cases where the applications do not meet those criteria.

Several broadcasters have asked the FCC to allow them to combine several radio stations with a television station in the same market.

The FCC did propose extending to more markets its policy of waiving restrictions against radio/TV combinations, an action called for in the 1996 Telecommunications Act.

Currently, the commission generally allows radio/TV combinations in the top 25 markets, provided that at least 30 independent broadcast voices remain in the market. The FCC proposed extending the policy—and the 30-independent-voice test—to the top 50 markets.

On the issue of TV duopoly, the commission asked whether it should permit common ownership of two UHF stations or a UHF/VHF combination within a market.

In another rulemaking on national ownership rules, the FCC proposed using Nielsen DMAs—rather than Arbitron “area(s) of dominant influence” (ADIs) to calculate the number of TV households in a station’s market.

---

**Distillers reverse ban on radio, TV ads**

By Michael Katz

WASHINGTON

The reversal by the Distilled Spirits Council of the United States (DISCUS) of its long-standing, self-imposed ban on advertising spirits on radio and television has the TV, beer and wine industries feeling hung over.

The council's move to reverse the policy, which was put in place as part of the 1934 Code of Good Practice for Distilled Spirits Advertising and Marketing, was preceded—and possibly precipitated—by Seagram's decision earlier this year to advertise its Chivas Regal scotch and Crown Royal bourbon on TV.

The change is designed to help boost hard-liquor sales, which have been lagging behind those of beer and wine, DISCUS claims, because of the self-imposed ban. "The absence of spirits from television and radio has contributed to the mistaken perception that spirits are somehow harder or worse than beer or wine," says DISCUS President Fred A. Meister. "There is simply no justifiable social, political or scientific basis for treating spirits differently than other beverage alcohol...alcohol is alcohol is alcohol."

The television, beer and wine industries are keeping an eye on how regulators react to the policy change and how the change could affect the more than $500 million in TV advertising spent annually by beer and wine companies. Industry sources say many beer and wine executives believe that spirits advertising could jeopardize the revenue generated from beer and wine ads. However, they cannot come out directly against the new DISCUS policy for fear of being slapped with antitrust suits, sources say.

The FCC released a terse statement saying "this decision is disappointing for parents, and dangerous for our kids." (The FCC didn't return calls when asked whether it felt beer and wine spots also were dangerous to children.) Citing the higher per-ounce alcohol content of distilled spirits, FCC Chairman Reed Hundt last week drew a distinction between the distilled spirits ads and spots for beer and wine with the phrase "Liquor is quieter."

Ave Butensky, president of the Television Bureau of Advertising, says his organization has no position on the DISCUS decision.

The National Cable Television Association leaves the decision to carry hard-liquor advertising up to the individual cable operator.
Networks make cuts

By Lynette Rice
HOLLYWOOD

With four down and at least one more on the fence, most of the freshman prime time shows have received endorsements for the rest of the 1996-97 season.

NBC renewed Men Behaving Badly, Mr. Rhodes, Suddenly Susan, Something So Right and The Jeff Foxworthy Show, the last of which debuted last year on ABC. The network wouldn't comment on the pickups, but a source said an additional 11 episodes were ordered for Men. Susan, Something and Foxworthy were asked for nine and Rhodes, only five.

Pickup orders also went to NBC dramas Dark Skies, The Pretender andProfiler.

CBS gave the OK last week to Early Edition, Everybody Loves Raymond, Maloney, Pearl and Promised Land. Steven Bochco's Public Morals joined the year-old Almost Perfect on hiatus, with original movies and theatricals to air in their time slots through November. But the future is not bleak for the critically acclaimed but viewer-challenged EZ Streets, which also was pulled after only two airings. The network said it will rerelease the series later this season.

ABC is expected to announce the rest of its pickups next week, but it has already hinted what will happen. It has endorsed Sabrina: The Teenage Witch for a full season but has asked for only six more episodes of Life's Work. Gone from ABC's Saturday lineup is Second Noah—although the network eventually will air the remaining three episodes—and Common Law, six episodes of which will run later, as well.

Fox already made a decision on three of its new shows—Lush Life and Love and Marriage were dropped from the prime time lineup and Party Girl was pulled temporarily for rerelease later. Millennium has a 13-episode order.

Full-season pickups went to UPN's Malcolm & Eddie, Good Behavior, Sparks and Homeboys in Outer Space as well as The Burning Zone.

Set to run the rest of the season on The WB are The Jamie Foxx Show, Unhappily Ever After, The Steve Harvey Show and Nick Freno: Licensed Teacher. Additional orders also went to 7th Heaven.

WASHINGTON

WB station support

In addition to funding applications for new TV stations (B&C, Oct. 21), Warner Bros. is supporting a group of investors in their plans to buy existing TV stations in top-100 markets. Plans are for $200 million to be spent on up to 20 stations during the next few years, a source says. About 10 deals are expected to be announced shortly. WB may invest in the group, but wants to avoid attributable interests in the stations, which are or will be WB Network affiliates. In a statement last Friday, a WB spokesperson said only that the network is "supporting" and encouraging our current affiliates and anyone else interested in acquiring or starting stations in markets where we currently don't have coverage."

DENVER

Sparkman return?

J. Sparkman, the former cable operations guru at Tele-Communications Inc., may be making a comeback at the giant MSO. Sparkman, who has stayed in touch with TCI since his semi-retirement in 1995, "is and has been a consultant," a TCI spokesperson said. "He comes in to do some management consulting.

Sources told Broadcasting & Cable signs are growing that Sparkman may take a more active role in cutting costs and improving revenue and cash flow in beleaguered cable operations. A source familiar with the situation said Sparkman's return on something more than a consulting basis would hardly be surprising, given that "obviously, John [Malone] is not happy with what's going on in the basic business." Sparkman, through a TCI spokesperson, declined to discuss the issue.

TCI eyes TINTA spin-off

Tele-Communications Inc., in an effort to raise money to pay off debt, is contemplating selling off a big chunk of its international operations. Sources told Broadcasting & Cable that, under the plan, TCI would sell its international distribution assets but retain its stake in programming. To that end, it would spin off Flexi chic, the programming arm of TCI International (TINTA), into a separate company and retain its 8% stake—TCI chief John Malone has consistently shown a keen interest in his programming assets. TCI would then spin off TINTA's distribution assets and sell all or part of its 80% share in TINTA in an offering on European markets. That would enable TCI to raise substantial cash to pay down its $14.5 billion debt, analysts said. A TCI spokesperson acknowledged that executives have discussed and continue to discuss—that and other spin-offs, but said no target date has been set.

NEW YORK

Paramount preps cyberseries

Paramount Digital Entertainment is a few weeks away from launching an entertainment site on America Online, according to a source familiar with the project. The series, derived from a Paramount TV property, is the first one resulting from the development deal Paramount struck with AOL earlier this year. A second sketch comedy vehicle is in the works for AOL. Meanwhile, Paramount Digital is about to relaunch its audio-based Other People's Problems series on Microsoft Network. Another TV-based project also is being developed for MSN.

WASHINGTON

Johnson pushes for auction

BET Holdings Chairman Robert Johnson is still pushing for an auction of the digital TV spectrum. Johnson says he has retained a Washington lobbying firm to promote the idea on Capitol Hill and is circulating a petition to more than 100 national black organizations. He hopes later this year to hold a news conference to announce the signatures. "We're getting very receptive support for this," Johnson says of the petition.
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Some Things Can Never Be Replaced.
### Inside Edition-Oct.'95 vs. Replacement-Oct.'96

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>% Drop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>WNBC</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>Access Hollywood</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>-32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>WRC</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>Access Hollywood</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>-41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>KOMO</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Newlywed Game</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>-34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>WCCO</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>Pat Bullard</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>KTVK</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>Star Trek</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>-47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Nielsen
©1996 King World. All Rights Reserved.
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### American Journal - Oct.'95 vs. Replacement-Oct.'96

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Rating Drop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>WBBM</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Hard Copy</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>-18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>WCAU</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>Extra</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>KTVK</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>Star Trek</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>-46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>KCTV</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Tom Snyder</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>-22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>KGW</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Noon News</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRODUCED AND DISTRIBUTED BY**

[www.americanradiohistory.com](http://www.americanradiohistory.com)
Four more years

Broadcasters fear more content regulation could be on the way; cable isn't worried

By Chris McConnell

WASHINGTON

It was the administration that implemented the Cable Act, championed new TV programming rules, advocated cable-in-the-classroom initiatives and most recently signed the 1996 Telecommunications Act.

And now broadcasters and cable operators will have to contend with President Clinton’s vision for U.S. telecommunications policy for four more years.

That worries broadcasters, who fear that the administration that championed the V-chip and a three-hour children’s TV mandate will continue to keep an eye on what broadcasters are and are not broadcasting—whether it be children’s programing, alcohol ads or millions of dollars’ worth of political advertising.

The issues top a list of broadcaster worries that also includes the Justice Department’s interest in the concentration of radio ownership campaign finance reform (see story, page 7), and the digital TV standard.

The cable industry appears less concerned. Several observers think that despite cable’s earlier clashes with FCC Chairman Reed Hundt over cable regulation, the FCC will side with cable on the issue of opening local telephone markets to competition from cable and others.

“We continue to say the FCC got it right,” says Decker Anstrom, president of the National Cable Television Association. “I hope and assume that the administration and the FCC will continue to place a high priority on implementing the 1996 Telecommunications Act.”

That’s a far cry from cable’s reaction to the administration’s implementation of the 1992 Cable Act. In 1994 the FCC made a last enemy of the cable industry with its decision to cut cable rates by 17%. And Tele-Communications Inc. has remained on the losing end of a string of FCC decisions that have stymied the company’s DBS ambitions.

The administration and the FCC also have looked to the cable industry to help wire classrooms with cable, and the companies have responded. In July, for instance, cable firms announced a plan to offer free Internet access to some 3,000 schools.

During the past two years, the Clinton administration has turned to broadcasters for a pair of children-related policy plans, both of which drew objections from the industry. First, the administration endorsed the V-chip, and broadcasters and program producers quickly conceded and agreed to develop a ratings system. A more heated battle followed with the administration’s call for three hours of children’s TV programs weekly, which was set by the FCC this summer.

With another term ahead, broadcasters say they are preparing for more battles. “I think you’re going to see more [content regulation],” one industry source says.

“I do think there will be a continued effort at the FCC to use government to do good things,” adds another. “It would seem that the trend is toward more intrusion,” says a third.

Several other broadcasters point to political advertising as the next target of government action. The FCC’s Hundt has cited free airtime as a key part of “the new social compact” between broadcasters and the public. He also has suggested that broadcasters devote 5% of their digital TV spectrum to political airtime and to other forms of public interest-related programming.

“It’s overwhelmingly obvious that the American people would like us to use digital media as a solution to the campaign finance problem,” Hundt says.

James Hedlund, president of the Association of Local Television Stations (ALTV), worries about the cost to broadcasters of such campaign-reform initiatives. Hedlund says the cost of free airtime could be especially high for stations in larger markets: “You’re talking about big numbers.”

Hundt agrees broadcasters should not be expected to simply pay campaign costs out of their pockets in the form of free time. But he says the industry should play a part in solving the problem: “Now we should start talking.”

He also says broadcasters should embrace such public interest initiatives “as a sensible path to travel in order to get to deregulation on the commercial side.
“It’s time to get beyond the Washington lobbying, which consists of playing the same ole violin song,” Hundt adds.

The Clinton-appointed FCC chairman also has voiced concerns over Seagram’s decision to advertise dis ill-ed spirits on TV, prompting some broadcasters to cite alcohol advertising as another potential target of government action in a second Clinton administration. “Beer and wine [advertising] might be in for a ride,” adds one industry observer.

Several broadcasters add that decisions on issues closest to them will hinge on Clinton’s appointments to the FCC. National Association of Broadcasters Executive Vice President Jeff Baumann and others point to the vacancies on the commission.

One seat is vacant: another term expires this year and a third expires next summer. A fourth seat could open if Hundt decides to leave the commission, although he says he aims to stay through June 30, 1998.

“That’s the most significant thing,” says Baumann. “The greatest [impact] is the power of appointment.”

ALTV’s Hedlund also cites a more immediate concern: the digital TV transmission standard that broadcasters are pushing the FCC to adopt before year’s end.

The Clinton administration initially endorsed the standard proposed by the seven-company Grand Alliance consortium, but later cited computer industry objections and suggested that the commission adopt only those elements needed to insure a smooth transition to digital TV.

“The immediate concern is to get [Clinton] off the Microsoft bandwagon on the standard,” says Hedlund.

But Hedlund and others cite a potential upside to Clinton’s re-election in discussing the prospects of an auction of digital TV spectrum.

Clinton has supported giving broadcasters a second channel for digital TV, while Bob Dole proposed $34 billion worth of spectrum auctions that might or might not have included digital TV frequencies.

“Broadcasters have very little to complain about,” says Media Access Project Executive Director Gigi Sohn, citing Clinton’s support of the second channel.

But several broadcasters are not sure the issue won’t re-emerge in Congress. And others predict that broadcasters still could have a battle on their hands if the President proposes an early return of the analog channel that broadcasters now use to deliver TV signals.

McCain targets campaign reform

Likely Senate Commerce chief to push for digital TV auctions, lower ownership limits

By Heather Fleming

WASHINGTON

A change in Senate Commerce Committee leadership coupled with allegations of illegal foreign contributions to fill Clinton’s campaign set the stage for broadcasters’ next major battle on Capitol Hill—campaign finance reform.

A bill co-sponsored by Senator John McCain (R-Ariz.), who rises to the chairman of the Commerce Committee as a result of Larry Pressler’s (R-S.D.) defeat, would force TV stations to give Senate candidates free airtime; it is opposed by broadcasters. McCain, a longtime champion of campaign finance reform, says the bill will be a top legislative priority.

“The incumbents don’t like it, [but] the recent scandals provide motivation to act,” McCain said in an election night interview. referring to recent stories alleging illegal foreign contributions to Clinton’s campaign.

The president said Friday he told McCain he would “lo whatsoever it takes” to get his bill passed this year.

McCain and Senator Russell Feingold (D-Wis.) teamed last year on a campaign finance reform bill that would reward Senate candidates who agree to limit their spending with 30 minutes of free TV airtime, reduced postal rates for campaign mailings and deeply discounted rates for additional TV spots.

The controversial measure was blocked, but McCain plans to reintroduce the measure in January, and his committee may participate in Senate investigations of the foreign contributions. Senate leadership will decide in December what committee will handle “donor-gate.”

McCain also has no plans to give up on digital TV spectrum auctions, “I continue to be outraged that the American taxpayers are being ripped off,” he said.

To move telecommunications measures in the 105th Congress, McCain (R-Ariz.) (l) will have to work closely with Billy Tauzin (R-La.) (r), who is expected to take over chairmanship of House Telecommunications subcommittee.

Much of the Commerce Committee’s agenda will be dominated by familiar issues. McCain plans to continue his fight for digital TV spectrum auctions and keep his eye on the FCC’s implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. He also plans to revisit issues that were not settled to his satisfaction in the act, including foreign ownership rules for broadcast and common carrier facilities, local media concentration, duopoly, and crossownership rules.

But McCain’s is not the only new face leading communications policy on Capitol Hill. Representative Billy Tauzin (R-La.) will become chairman of the House Telecommunications Subcommittee, replacing retiring Representative Jack Fields (R-Tex.). His agenda includes overseeing the FCC’s implementation of the Telecommunications Act and re-examining the issues that involve the digital TV transition. Tauzin opposes auctioning the digital TV spectrum.

McCain and Senator Russell Feingold (D-Wis.) teamed last year on a campaign finance reform bill that would reward Senate candidates who agree to limit their spending with 30 minutes of free TV airtime, reduced postal rates for campaign mailings and deeply discounted rates for additional TV spots.

The controversial measure was blocked, but McCain plans to reintroduce the measure in January, and his committee may participate in Senate investigations of the foreign contributions. Senate leadership will decide in December what committee will handle “donor-gate.”

McCain also has no plans to give up on digital TV spectrum auctions, “I continue to be outraged that the American taxpayers are being ripped off,” he said. But Tauzin, on the House side, and Senator Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.), ranking
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member of the Commerce Committee, may foil those plans.

Even with support from then-Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole (R-Kan.) in the last Congress, the issue was soundly defeated, one Democratic Senate aide said. Now McCain has to deal with Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-Miss.), a friend of broadcasters.

But McCain is sure to engage Hollings in other lost battles that McCain plans to wage again, and committee hearings are sure to be anything but dull when such strong-willed personalities go toe-to-toe.

The South Carolina senator is likely to balance McCain's deregulatory fervor, having opposed earlier efforts to lift foreign ownership rules for broadcast and common carrier facilities, loosen local media concentration rules, and lift duopoly and cross-ownership restrictions. McCain plans to put those issues back on the table.

Both McCain and Hollings are "pretty straightforward and will deal with each other in that fashion," a Democratic Senate aide says. "In addition, having two of the most outstanding, toughest, brightest members of the Senate leading the committee will raise the committee's profile."

"Most members regard [McCain] as a more decisive leader [than Pressler]," says Phillip Spector, a communications lawyer with Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison. "But I think McCain will get along relatively well with Hollings."

On the House side, the key players on the Commerce Committee remain in place, with the addition of Tauzin as chair of the Telecommunications Subcommittee. Except for disagreements over foreign ownership restrictions, McCain may find an ally in Tauzin for broadcast deregulation. Representative Thomas Bilboy (R-Va.) will continue as chairman of the full committee, with John Dingell (D-Mich.) as ranking member and Representative Edward Markey (D-Mass.) as ranking member of the Telecommunications Subcommittee.

FCC oversight of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 will be a top priority in the House and Senate, although Tauzin also plans to consider overhauling the commission. McCain, on the other hand, enjoys a much more amicable relationship with the FCC.

Recapping the Commerce races

Election night had little impact on the two congressional committees that oversee telecommunications law and regulation. The Senate Commerce Committee lost its chairman, Larry Pressler (see story, page 20), but the three other members up for re-election won. One other member, James Exon (D-Neb.), is retiring.

Two members of the House Commerce Committee were defeated: Gaye Franks (Conn.), the House's only African-American Republican, and Dan Frisa (R-N.Y.), whose campaign turned into a referendum on gun control. Retiring from the House are five other members: Telecommunications Subcommittee Chairman Jack Fields (R-Tex.), Carlos Moorhead (R-Calif.), Cardiss Collins (D-Ill.), Gerry Studds (D-Mass.) and Blanche Lambert Lincoln (D-Ark.). John Bryant (D-Tex.) quit to make an ill-fated run for a Senate seat.

When the 105th Congress convenes next year, John McCain is expected to succeed Pressler as chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee (see story, page 18). Thomas Bilboy (R-Va.) will return as chairman of House Commerce. (Billy Tauzin [R-La.] will likely assume the chairmanship of the key Telecommunications Subcommittee.) And other members may come or go in the usual scramble for the vacancies and assignments on other committees.

Here's how the committee members fared:

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato (R-N.Y.) (74%) vs. Presentation (41%)

Jerry Blevins (R-Ky.) (72%) vs. Tom Stearns (32%)

Bill Richardson (D-N.J.) (67%) vs. Bill Rice (39%)

Rick Boucher (D-Va.) (65%) vs. Patrick Mcdonald (31%)

Thomas Mantol (D-N.J.) (71%) vs. Rose Bilboy (29%)

Edolphus Towns (D-N.Y.) (91%) vs. L. Smith-Parker (6%)

Frank Pallone (D-N.J.) (62%) vs. C. Jones (30%)

Shepherd Brown (D-Ohio) (61%) vs. Kenneth Blair (36%)

Bart Gordon (D-Tenn.) (54%) vs. Steven Gill (42%)

Elizabeth Furse (D-Ohio) (5%) vs. Bill Wills (42%)

Peter Deutsch (D Fla.) (66%) vs. James Jacobs (35%)

Bobby Rush (D-Ill.) (85%) vs. Norman Kweil (13%)

Amo Brown (D-Calif.) (62%) vs. Bruce Bink (31%)

Ron Klink (D-Pa.) (64%) vs. Paul Adametz (36%)

Bart Stupak (D-Mich.) (71%) vs. Bob Carr (27%)

Eliot Engel (D-N.Y.) (86%) vs. Dennis McCarthy (14%)

* indicates member of the Telecommunications Subcommittee

Source: Bloxberg

Top of the Week

TV draws 30% of campaign spending

Campaign finance reform—the hot issue coming out of the 1996 elections—could be bad news for TV. Most reform proposals set off campaign spending caps with discounted or free TV time—anathema to broadcasters.

Every four years, TV counts on heavy campaign spending for an afterburner boost to annual revenue. This year, according to the Television Bureau of Advertising, politicians spent a record $500 million on local and network broadcast TV. The Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau estimates they spent another $30 million—$35 million on cable.

If those estimates are correct, TV will have accounted for about 30% of total campaign spending, which, according to the Bureau of National Affairs, exceeded $1.8 billion.

-HAI

Senate Commerce Committee:

Tim Johnson (D-S.D.) (61.6%) vs. Larry Pressler (R-S.D.) (48.4%)

Ted Stevens (R-Alaska) (77.4%) vs. Theresa O'Brien (D) (10%)

Jay Rockefeller (D-W.Va.) (77%) vs. Betty Burks (23%)

John Kerry (D-Mass.) (52%) vs. William Weld (45%)

House Commerce Committee:

* Thomas Bilboy (R-La.) (79%) vs. Rodrique Syaron (11%)

* Billy Tauzin (R-La.) — ran unopposed

* Michael Oxley (R-Ohio) (66%) vs. Paul McCall (32%)

* Michael Bilbriki (R-Fla.) (69%) vs. Jerry Perros (31%)

* Dan Schaefer (R-Colo.) (82%) vs. John Flitge (38%)

* Joe Barton (R-Tex.) (77%) vs. Janet Richardson (13%)

* Dennis Hastert (R-Ill.) (64%) vs. Douglass Mass (36%)

* Fred Upham (R-Mich.) (66%) vs. Clarence Ammon (31%)

* Cliff Stearns (R-Fla.) (67%) vs. Newell O'Toole (33%)

* Bill Pasco (R-N.Y.) (65%) vs. Thomas Friscas (46%)

* Paul Gillmor (R-Ohio) (81%) vs. Annette Saunders (34%)

* Scott Klug (R-Wis.) (57%) vs. Paul Soglin (41%)

* James Moxey (D) (62%) vs. Gary Franks (R-Conn.) (46%)

* James Greenwood (R-Pa.) (61%) vs. John Murray (39%)

* Michael Crapo (R-Idaho) (70%) vs. John Sodl (30%)

* Christopher Cox (R-Calif.) (68%) vs. Tina Oute Lake (30%)

* Nathan Deal (R-Ga.) (54%) vs. Ken Poston (35%)

* Richard Burr (R-N.C.) (62%) vs. Neil Cashin (35%)

* Brian Bilboy (R-Calif.) (52%) vs. Peter Navarro (43%)

* Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.) (54%) vs. Drewes Nutt (46%)

* Greg Ganske (R-Iowa) (53%) vs. Conley McEwen (47%)

* Carolyn McCarthy (D) (69%) vs. Dan Frisa (R-N.Y.) (41%)

* Charles Norwood (R-Ga.) (57%) vs. David Bell (48%)

* Rick White (R-Wash.) (52%) vs. Jeff Coopersmith (48%)

* Thomas Coburn (R-Oklahoma) (55%) vs. Glen Johnson (44.5%)

* John Dingell (D-Mich.) (62%) vs. James DeSara (36%)

* Henry Waxman (D-Calif.) (72%) vs. Paul Steplean (28%)

* Edward Markey (D-Mass.) (70%) vs. Patricia Long (30%)

* Ralph Hall (D-Tex.) (64%) vs. Jerry Hal (34%)

* Chili Richardson (D-Mass.) (67%) vs. Bill Redmond (33%)

* Rick Boucher (D-Va.) (65%) vs. Patrick Mcdonald (31%)

* Thomas Mantol (D-N.J.) (71%) vs. Rose Bilboy (29%)

* Edolphus Towns (D-N.Y.) (91%) vs. S. Smith-Parker (6%)

* Frank Pallone (D-N.J.) (62%) vs. C. Jones (30%)

* Sherron Brown (D-Ohio) (61%) vs. Kenneth Blair (36%)

* Bart Gordon (D-Tenn.) (54%) vs. Steven Gill (42%)

* Elizabeth Furse (D-Ohio) (5%) vs. Bill Wills (42%)

* Peter Deutsch (D-Fla.) (66%) vs. James Jacobs (35%)

* Bobby Rush (D-Ill.) (85%) vs. Norman Kweil (13%)

* Amo Brown (D-Calif.) (62%) vs. Bruce Bink (31%)

* Ron Klink (D-Pa.) (64%) vs. Paul Adametz (36%)

* Bart Stupak (D-Mich.) (71%) vs. Bob Carr (27%)

* Eliot Engel (D-N.Y.) (86%) vs. Dennis McCarthy (14%)

* indicates member of the Telecommunications Subcommittee

Source: Bloxberg
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Senator McCain moves up

Broadcasters worry about his direct, deregulatory approach

By Heather Fleming

As Bob Dole conceded on national TV that his presidential bid had failed, he was surrounded by his close friends and family, including Senator John McCain (R-Ariz.).

But as Dole steps back after 45 years of public service, McCain is stepping out. With the defeat of Senator Larry Pressler (R-S.D.) last week, McCain is poised to take the chairmanship of the Senate Commerce Committee—a development that has broadcasters anxious.

A free-market purist and deregulator, McCain's colleagues and associates say he is "intellectually honest" and "principle driven."

"Just like [House Speaker Newt] Gingrich, you have to wait to see how he grows into the job," one telecommunications industry lobbyist suggests. "Gingrich kind of grew into the job and realized he had other responsibilities rather than espousing his purist viewpoint."

McCain seems to agree. "I intend for the committee to do as much as possible on a bipartisan basis," he said in an election night interview. "If you want to accomplish significant policy advances, it has to be on a bipartisan basis. You can't just ram legislation through."

Former Commerce Committee colleague Bob Puckwood (R-Ore.), who voted with McCain against the 1996 Telecommunications Act in committee markup because it was too regulatory, says McCain is "never so blind-eyed zealous that he can't see the forest through the trees."

In fact, McCain has teamed with his Democratic colleagues on numerous occasions on major legislation. One bill, which he co-sponsored with Senator Russell Feingold (D-Wis.), would reform campaign financing and is one reason McCain's chairmanship has broadcasters nervous.

The proposal would force TV stations in a given market to jointly give Senate candidates 30 minutes of free airtime. Additional time could be purchased at a deeply discounted rate.

This is not the first time McCain has buttressed heads with broadcasters.

Along with Dole, McCain has led the fight to auction the digital TV spectrum, an effort he plans to continue in the 105th Congress. He also sent a letter to FCC Chairman Reed Hundt encouraging the FCC to refrain from setting any digital TV standard.

But McCain has also crossed swords with the cable industry. Uncharacteristically, he voted in favor of the 1992 Cable Act, which regulated rates, but an aide says that was only because of the "egregious" behavior of the cable companies at the time and the lack of competition.

McCain worked to deregulate cable rates in the 1996 Telecommunications Act.

McCain is known for being frank and direct, but he is sometimes considered "mean-spirited" or "rude."

During a Commerce Committee FCC oversight hearing last June, McCain cross-examined FCC Commissioner James Quello about Quello's opposition to the FCC decision to reclaim and auction DBS channels once held by Advanced Communications Corp. "If you had your way, the taxpayers would have gotten nothing," McCain said. Quello said he did not feel strongly either way about the decision to auction the spectrum. "I think it's a pretty big deal," McCain re-
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**Pressler’s final chapter**

Lifestyle, fumbling cited as contributing to defeat

McCain volunteered to fly missions over Vietnam. When his plane was shot down in 1967, he suffered crippling injuries and was a prisoner nearly five and a half years.

In 1981 after retiring from the Navy, he moved to Phoenix and a year and a half later ran for Congress. After two terms in the House, he ran for the Senate in 1986 and won.

Decades after his days as a prisoner in Vietnam, he learned that Bob Dole had worn a POW bracelet with McCain’s name on it until the day he was released. Joining not only by political ideology but by a shared experience of war and personal tragedy, McCain was asked to nominate Dole for the presidency at the Republican National Convention. Many observers say McCain’s story of how he learned of the bracelet was the most emotional moment of the convention.

McCain was considered as a Dole vice presidential running mate and probably would have been offered a Cabinet post if Dole had won. But despite Dole’s failed candidacy, McCain’s ascendance to the chairmanship of the Commerce Committee likely marks only a first step in his rise to power in the Republican party.

---

**One out of six**

Broadcasters running for federal office did not fare well in last week’s election. Although a few came within striking distance of unseating the incumbent, the only broadcaster who won—Jay Johnson (left)—was seeking an open seat (Wisconsin’s eighth congressional district).

A 31-year TV veteran, Johnson benefited from widespread name recognition in the district. He has been a news anchor in Green Bay since 1981 on WFRV-TV and WLUK-TV.

Other broadcasters who were defeated: Ronna Romney, talk show host at WJR(AM) Detroit, who ran for the Senate against Senator Carl Levin (D); Anita Rufus, talk show host at KPS(AM) Palm Springs, Calif., who ran against Representative Sony Bono (R); Patrick Combs, talk show host at KLIN(AM) Lincoln, Neb., who ran against Representative Doug Bereuter (R); Connie McBurney, a 24-year veteran of KCCI-TV Des Moines, Iowa, who ran against Representative Greg Ganske (R); and Mark Baker, an anchor and reporter at WHEM-TV Quincy, Ill., who ran against Representative Lane Evans (D).

---
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Little suspense, little audience

Networks struggle to keep viewers when presidential result is known early in evening

By Steve McClellan and Michael Katz

With a Clinton victory apparent long before the President reached the 270-electoral-vote threshold last Tuesday night, news networks had to balance their duty to viewers with their understanding with Congress to hold back a bit.

Networks had informally agreed not to project results in a state until a majority of the polls in that state had closed, and not to project a presidential winner until 270 electoral votes were reached. All three major networks called the race at about 9 p.m.

"It's a fine line to walk," CBS's Rather told Broadcasting & Cable last week. He recalled that "Dole had said publicly and privately that it would be very difficult—maybe impossible—for him to win the election if he didn't win Ohio. And when Ohio came in [for Clinton], it's not a matter of making a projection," said Rather. "It is analysis to say, this is what Dole himself said. And when this state dropped in the other column, [the viewer] has to know that it's still possible Dole can win but he just took a real tough lick."

But instead of an early call when CBS projected Ohio for Clinton at 7:20 p.m., Rather told viewers there were "more alarm bells for Dole in the Midwest." And at ABC, anchor Peter Jennings told viewers, "No Republican has won without winning Ohio." In fact, Dole's own campaign headquarters issued a concession statement at about 9:30.

NBC anchor Tom Brokaw said Clinton's consistent, large lead in the polls probably made the issue of an early call easier for the networks to deal with. "I think that the country pretty well knew what was going to happen," said Brokaw. "And when the polls closed and it confirmed that, we were happy to report it then. We knew early on that it looked very promising for Clinton, and we had been reporting right up to the eleventh hour that these polls had not changed in months."

Brokaw said that even Dole was beginning to acknowledge the "probability" that he was going to lose, "so that I don't think that it was as tricky this time as it has been in the past."

But the absence of suspense in the presidential election brought 38% fewer households to the networks' election night coverage than in 1992, according to Nielsen Media Research estimates (see chart).

CNN anchor Judy Woodruff questioned whether the networks' use of polls diminished interest. "I'm beginning to wonder if it does have a dulling effect on the electorate," she said.

ABC had the highest average viewership among the Big Three from 7 to 11 p.m. with a 9.1/15, followed by NBC's 8.1/13 and CBS's 6.8/11. NBC and MSNBC simulcast election coverage. Fox's fifth airing of "Beethoven" averaged an 8.2/12 from 8 to 10 p.m.

Meanwhile the cable news networks tried to put their own signature on election night coverage. Month-old Fox News Channel went with election coverage from 7 p.m. to 6 a.m. "We had some technical problems in the first hour, but we straightened them out," said John Moody, vice president of news editorial for Fox Cable News.

Moody said Fox didn't try to outperform the other networks, but tried to set themselves apart by "not telling people what to think. I think there's a level of punditry at other networks, and..."
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At CNN, despite all its manpower, “we were still juggling a lot,” said Woodruff. She says she felt good about the network’s coverage, although “I don’t remember an election I’ve been involved in where there have been so many contests up in the air simultaneously, right down to the wire.”

C-SPAN, unlike the other networks, focused on the Senate races and, to a lesser degree, the House of Representatives, “because that’s our bread and butter,” said Susan Swain, the network’s senior vice president. C-SPAN also tried to provide local flavor to its coverage by taking feeds from 10 local TV stations around the country.

PBS more than doubled its election night coverage, to 5 1/2 hours, compared with two hours in 1992, which brought the network a 1.6 rating/share. “We don’t do what we do for ratings,” said PBS spokesperson Cory Shields. The corporate-owned networks “have a lot of bells and whistles,” he says. “They have a lot of style, and we have a lot of substance.” That substance included regional commentators covering the local races, and in-depth analysis and discussion from those who PBS considers “the best pundits, historians, authors and experts,” said Shields.

Generally speaking, the network anchors said they were pleased with their coverage. But as Brokaw noted, being in the anchor seat that night, “is like skiing in an avalanche. It’s hard to stand back and look at your form. There’s no time to pause; you’re just trying to keep up with the flow of information.”

“I thought it went pretty well for us,” Brokaw said. “It was eight hours of coverage. It’s going to be uneven around the edges. There are times when you’d like to rephrase something or you’d like to take another crack at an interpretation of something that is going on.”

Rather said that CBS’s use of a “virtual newsroom” and a new touch-screen computer system—which allowed him to put up new graphics the minute information was available—helped viewers understand the results better and faster.

All three major networks blew one call—the New Hampshire Senate race, when Dick Swett was projected the winner at about 7 p.m. (the actual winner was Robert Smith), the projection was withdrawn at 9:30 p.m. and reversed about 11. Responsibility for that was accepted by Voter News Service, which followed 114 elections and pooled service to the networks.

Meanwhile, ABC’s David Brinkley livened things up toward the end of ABC’s coverage. At about 12:30 a.m., anchor Jennings talked about the contributions of Brinkley, who was wrapping up his final on-air election night coverage. Not knowing he was still on the air, Brinkley called Clinton’s victory speech “one of the worst things I’ve ever heard.” He also said Clinton was a “bore,” and said the country could look forward to four years of “more god-darned nonsense.”

Heavy traffic jams ’Net

It was a big night for news sites carrying national election results last Tuesday—when Net surfers could access them.

As vote tallies poured in, PC users were frequently frustrated in their attempts to pore over the numbers deciding the congressional equation—long after the presidential results were a foregone conclusion. CBS’s Campaign 96, MSNBC, PoliticsNow, and CNN’s All Politics—which had prepared for the volume—all experienced some effects of the lag created by the demand for information even as their usage numbers peaked during prime time on Election Day.

“It was very exhilarating here,” said Merrill Brown, editor in chief of MSNBC on the Internet. Volume of usage exceeded five times the usual traffic on the site, as it literally plugged in more server capacity on the spot to sate the PC users’ appetite for poll counts.

Despite the slowdown, CNN’s All Politics caught a record 50 million hits—more than double its previous high for one day, according to CNN spokesman Steve Haworth. CNN had anticipated the activity with the installation of an additional T3 phone line to boost traffic capacity for the site three weeks ago. “It was a real threshold event for us,” said Haworth.

PoliticsNow suffered access delays due to an intermittent link failure.

---
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CBS arms for sports rights fights

Kenin out, Sean McManus likely replacement in move to get more negotiating muscle

By Steve McClellan

The network television rights packages for the National Football League and the National Basketball Association are up for renewal this year. Last week, CBS began preparing for the day, probably next year, when it may get to compete for one or both of those packages.

The network dismissed its sports president, Dave Kenin, last week, saying privately that top corporate executives felt they needed someone with more big-time sports rights negotiating experience if they expected to get back into major league sports coverage.

Kenin’s likely successor is Sean McManus, senior vice president, Trans World International, the sports marketing division within International Management Group, New York.

McManus, the son of ABC sports commentator Jim McKay, appeals to CBS because he has been on both sides of the negotiating table for sports rights packages.

Before joining Trans World, which represents the Olympics in negotiating U.S. network TV rights, McManus was with NBC Sports, where he was involved in rights deals for Major League Baseball, professional golf, tennis and college football.

Of course, there is no guarantee that CBS will get a shot at the NFL or the NBA. In both cases, the incumbents have exclusive negotiating windows to wrap up renewal deals before the leagues can even talk to possible competing bidders. That’s what happened with the NBA three years ago when NBC re-upped.

As for the NFL, renewal talks will probably start sometime next year, before the start of the 1997 season. And as much as CBS wants back in, Fox will likely fight as hard to retain its NFL rights—the games grab some of its highest ratings.

As for Kenin, he has a contract with the network that sources say will pay him through 1998. He reportedly declined an offer to run the network’s new Eye on People cable channel, but is said to be considering posts in and out of CBS.

In his two-plus years on the job at CBS Sports, Kenin is credited with getting the network back into college football, renewing a major NCAA package that includes the widely popular basketball tournament and increasing the network’s car race coverage.

ABC takes week seven

Wins five of seven nights and is strong out of gate for November sweeps

By Lynette Rice

Week seven of the season saw a new winner in ABC, thanks to a valuable loan from the Disney vault. Stellar ratings from the Sunday (Nov. 3) broadcast premiere of “The Lion King” (13.2/21) helped the network finish the week with an 11.1/18.

While overall numbers are down from last year, ABC also took the lead through the first seven days of the November sweeps.

From Oct. 31 through Nov. 6—the latest numbers available at press time—ABC claimed a 10.7 Nielsen rating/17 share, down from the 11.2/18 it earned during the first seven days of the November 1995 sweep. NBC was in second with a 10.5/17, down from last year’s 11.9/19 (NBC had been leading through Monday, Nov. 4, and on day eight of the sweeps weighed in with its must-see Thursday, which was expected to change the sweeps picture yet again). CBS was in third with a 9.7/16—a slightly decline from last year’s 9.8/16—while Fox was in fourth with a 7.8/12, down from last year’s 8.1/13.

The WB has so far earned a 2.8/4, up from last year’s 2.3/4 for the same period. No national ratings were available for UPN.

Meanwhile, in week seven, ABC took five nights, with Tuesday’s Home Improvement scoring its best ratings since April 2 (18.5/28), and Wednesday’s The Drew Carey Show weighing in with a record 13.9/22. In all, ABC had 10 of the top 20 shows, including Spin City at No. 7 and NYPD Blue at No. 10.

NBC followed with a 10.7/18—buoyed by its Thursday lineup, which earned an overall 18.4/31. NBC continued to reign in adults 18-49 with a 6.8/18.

CBS came in third with a 9.4/16—the only major network to post gains (2%) over the same period last year. CBS swept the 8-9 p.m. block Wednesday with The Nanny (10.6/17) and Pearl (9.0/15), and won Saturday when Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman (9.9/18) posted its highest ratings of the season.

Coming in fourth with a 7.5/12, Fox posted its highest Sunday night ratings in more than four years in the 18-49 demo, thanks to key wins by The X-Files (11.0/23). And for the seventh time this season, Fox won the 9-10 p.m. hour in adults 18-49 (6.5/19) with Millennium.

UPN finished the week with a 3.5/5, netting its highest ratings of the season with women 18-34 (2.3/6). The network bested The WB in adults 18-49 (2.5/5 vs. 1.3/4), while its Oct. 30 lineup achieved its best ever ratings in males, persons and teens.

The WB posted a 2.7/4, up 13% in ratings vs. the same week a year ago, with The Jamie Foxx Show earning a 3.7/6—a 16% jump in rating and a 20% jump in share from the previous week. Finally, 7th Heaven scored a 2.5/4 in households—its best rating/share since debuting in September.
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Magazines move to limit paparazzi

Paramount vows to clamp down on invasive footage; WB cracks down on photographers posing as extras

By Cynthia Littleton

For the second time in a month, George Clooney and Warner Bros. wound up in the center of a dispute involving a syndicated magazine show and ill-gotten video footage. Elsewhere, Paramount took steps to address Clooney's complaints involving the first such dispute.

Warner Bros. has pressed misdemeanor charges against three people accused of secretly capturing behind-the-scenes footage of Warner Bros.' latest "Batman" movie while posing as extras. The trio allegedly sold footage from the set of "Batman & Robin" to Inside Edition, which aired it on Oct. 15. A spokesperson for King World Productions declined comment on the allegation.

Warner Bros. says it is pursuing the case to send a warning to other overly ambitious photographers. The crackdown came less than a week after Clooney and the rest of the cast mounted a boycott of Paramount's Entertainment Tonight to protest the use of paparazzi footage on Paramount's Hard Copy.

When Madonna, Rosie O'Donnell, Whoopi Goldberg and Steven Spielberg joined the fight, Paramount pledged last week not to air celebrity footage that is known to have been obtained illegally. The studio also said it would no longer use footage from sources that verbally harass stars to provoke a reaction, nor will producers

WHERE THE MAGAZINES STAND

Syndicated news magazines were in the news again last week (see above). Below is a look at how the top magazine shows—syndicated and network—have performed this season.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYNDICATED NEWS MAGAZINES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Show/season-to-date rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 Entertainment Tonight/5.9</strong>—Paramount's entertainment franchise leads the pack as the top-rated syndicated magazine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 Inside Edition/4.8</strong>—King World Productions' top-rated news magazine has found its niche by focusing on investigative reporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 Hard Copy/4.0</strong>—Paramount's ET companion has been a lightning rod for attention among advertisers and celebrities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4 Extra/3.2</strong>—Warner Bros.' access strip continues to hold its own in the wake of a major format overhaul and new hosts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5 Access Hollywood/3.0</strong>—Co-owners NBC and Fox say they're committed to building a franchise for the latest ET challenger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6 American Journal/2.9</strong>—King World's magazine is targeting younger viewers in its third season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7 Real TV/2.4</strong>—Paramount's new all-video magazine has already won upgrades in several metered markets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NETWORK NEWS MAGAZINES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9 Strange Universe/1.1</strong>—Chris Craft/United Television's nightly roundup of news-of-the-weird is struggling in late fringe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10 Inside America's Courts/1.2</strong>—Ratings for the new Line strip are up in New York and other major markets where it's paired with midday newscasts on NBC O&amp;Os.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 20/20/13.2</strong>—The magazine has managed to thrive in ABC's Friday lineup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 60 Minutes/13.0</strong>—The veteran news magazine continues to hold its own.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 Primetime Live/11.1</strong>—Oct. 8 interview with Mark Fuhrman stands out this season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4 Dateline Tuesday/11</strong>—By far the most competitive of the NBC news magazines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5 Dateline Friday/10.4</strong>—Edgy alternative to Fox and CBS dramas and ABC sitcoms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6 48 Hours/7.5</strong>—Gaining steam now that it has abandoned single-topic story format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7 Turning Point/6.9</strong>—Can anything grow in the shadow of NBC's ER?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8 Dateline Sunday/6.7</strong>—Competition or no, NBC is in it for the long haul on Sunday.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Syndicated magazine show ratings, season-to-date (9/20/96 to 10/27/96) Nielsen QAA household. Network magazines are Nielsen season-to-date household ratings through Oct. 27.
Look for a broadcast server to get you on air today—and keep you there? You should give the HP MediaStream broadcast server a shot. Our bulletproof architecture is engineered to maximize dependability today. And minimize problems adapting to a changing industry. A single server provides 6 channels and nearly 50 hours of storage. And HP servers can be easily networked—allowing you to add even more channels and storage as you go. Plus, our open-systems approach ensures compatibility with a wide variety of third-party hardware and software vendors. Combine all that with HP's 24-hour service and support, and you're looking at the most reliable server money can buy. But don't just take our word for it. Ask the engineers at KCRA in Sacramento. Or MTV Europe in the U.K. Because from Arizona to South Africa, broadcasters around the world count on HP's broadcast server every day. And it hasn't let them down. It's engineered to meet your broadcast needs well into the future. But at $100,000, it's priced to fit your budget today.

For free product literature with more information, call 1-800-FOR-HP TV, Ext. 1635 today. You'll find out what HP's broadcast server can bring to your station, both now and in the future. If you're looking to invest in a server you can count on, take a look at the HP MediaStream broadcast server. Then give it your best shot.

There is a better way.
purchase unauthorized footage of celebrity families at home.

In a statement, Clooney called Paramount’s move “a tremendous leap forward.” Clooney praised Paramount TV chief Kerry McCullough for his willingness to change studio policy and said he planned to meet with McCullough to “discuss what further things we can do to improve this problem.”

But Clooney stopped short of calling off the boycott, vowing instead to keep a close eye on Hard Copy. “If what they promise comes true, I’ll be the first to end this boycott,” he said. “Proudly.”

A Paramount spokesperson said the studio “looks forward to an ongoing, positive relationship” with Clooney, O’Donnell publicly forgive ET on her daytime talk show last Wednesday.

Paramount’s stricter standards could have an impact on Hard Copy and the studio’s new reality magazine, Real TV (see chart, page 28) which thrive on exclusive video finds. ET, like competitors Access Hollywood and Extra, rarely uses such footage. Producers of Inside Edition and its sister strip, American Journal, declined to comment on King World’s policy, but both shows have recently touted video exclusives involving Princess Diana, O.J. Simpson and other high-profile figures.

Eyemark Entertainment’s Day & Date saw its ratings spike last February when it aired footage of John F. Kennedy Jr. arguing with his then-girlfriend in New York’s Central Park. But the show has backed away from bidding for hot footage after the tabloid feel of the JFK segment made advertisers, producers and host Dana King uneasy.

By prosecuting the “Batman & Robin” defendants, Warner Bros.’ attorneys say their goal is to uncover the larger operators that drive the booming market for candid and clandestine videos of celebrities. Paramount’s clampdown is likely to cut into the prices paid for broadcast rights, but veteran paparazzi say demand from foreign TV outlets and U.S. print tabloids is stronger than ever.

And that’s a fact that confounds even the world’s largest media and entertainment conglomerate. Warner Bros. says it also intends to pursue federal criminal and civil charges for copyright infringement and theft of trade secrets.

“This trend toward violating the boundaries of journalism and human decency in an effort to get video footage has really become out of control,” said Robert Friedman, Warner Bros. president of worldwide advertising and publicity.

The “Batman & Robin” defendants—Michael Carri, Gary DeRosa and Kimberly Weiant—have pleaded not guilty to burglary, trespassing, forgery and other misdemeanors. A pretrial hearing is set for Dec. 16 in Burbank Municipal Court.

The studio went to great lengths last month to catch the suspected video smugglers. After circulating a photo of the prime suspect, Carri, the studio brought in extra security on Oct. 19, the first day of filming with superstar Arnold Schwarzenegger. A production staffer spotted Carri, who allegedly had a note in his pocket reading “Batman only—$35,000” with a phone number.

All American cans Bey; Tribune quits game venture

Talker will be off by end of year; split with Tribune said to be amicable

By Cynthia Littleton

All American Television is saying goodbye to Richard Bey and hello to Match Game and Card Sharks.

All American had planned to launch the Mark Goodson game show revivals as a joint venture with Tribune Entertainment, but the two companies said last week that they have agreed to end the partnership unveiled at last January’s NATPE convention in Las Vegas.

Separately, All American officials confirmed that raunchy talker Richard Bey has stopped production and will be off the air by the end of the year. The Chris Craft/United Television strip launched nationally last season after a successful run in the group’s urban markets. But clearances fell below 50% this summer when Richard Bey was not picked up in Boston, Washington and other major markets.

All American, which bought the Mark Goodson Productions library on $50 million last year, is offering the game show hour as a midseason replacement. Given the track record of this season’s新鲜man strips, industry observers predict there will be room for at least two new hours by January.

Insiders said the split between All American and Tribune was amicable. Sources said the two companies couldn’t come to terms on some production and financial matters.

Although Tribune had been expected to produce the game shows, All American has recently made a heavy investment in original production.

Robert Noah, a veteran of many Reg Grundy and Mark Goodson productions, has been enlisted to oversee the international revival of titles from the Goodson library. Another game show classic, What’s My Line?, is being revived through a partnership with Miramax Films.

With a new $155 million line of credit, All American is also developing a range of daytime strip projects, including a talk/variety vehicle with Artel Neville and Fred Roggin. Earlier this year, the Baywatch syndicator moved into long-form TV production under the direction of producer David Gerber.

All American Communications, the publicly traded parent company with music and publishing arms, has long been considered a prime takeover target. But the expansion of production operations and personnel, coupled with its recent stock repurchase, has some convinced it is looking to grow as an independent through acquisitions.
International television: The View from the Top
Monday, November 25, 1996, New York Hilton
With a special salute to the 1996 International Emmy Awards

PROGRAM

Panel One: CONTENT: In a world of proliferating convergence, will Content still be king? (Mercury Ballroom, 9:00am)

Moderators: Jack Healy, International Media Financier, Elizabeth Guidor, Managing Editor, Variety
Producer: Bernard MacLeod
Panelists: Charles L. Allen, Chairman, Granada Media Group (UK)
Kay Kuplovecz, Founder/Chairman/CEO, USA Networks (USA)
Ian Moirto, Managing Director, Taurus Film/Kirch Gruppe (Germany)
Robert W. Phillips, Deputy Director General, BBC (UK)
Ian Ritchie, COO, Channel 5 Broadcasting, Ltd. (UK)
Helmut Thomae, Managing Director, RTL (Germany)
Curtis Vierkanz, President, HBI International (USA)

Panel Two: DISTRIBUTION: No longer a scarce commodity, will it drive Content and at what price? (Mercury Ballroom, 10:30am)

Moderators: Elizabeth Guidor, Managing Editor, Variety
Producer: Bernard MacLeod
Panelists: Alex Kehe, International Media Financier,

Panel Three: FINANCING: Who will provide the capital to Content and Distribution converge? (Mercury Ballroom 2:30)

Moderator: Lou Doobb, Executive VP and Anchor, CNN
Producer: Paul Loewenwarter
Panelists: Thomas Dooble, Deputy Chairman, Viacom Inc. (USA)
Richard Dunn, Executive Director, News International Television (UK)
Steven Rattner, Managing Director, Lazard Freres & Co. (USA)
Jessica Reiff, Managing Director, Merrill Lynch & Co. (USA)
Paul Styles, Head of Media Consulting, KPMG (UK)
John Suhler, President, Co-CEO, Veronis, Suhler, & Associates, Inc. (USA)

Cost of the day is US $450.00. Reservations required. Fax or mail your reply. A check for payment in full must to the International Council of NATAS must accompany your reservations. Visa, Amex and Mastercard are accepted.

Kindly reserve _______ ticket(s).
My check in the amount of $_________ is enclosed.
Amex/Visa/Mastercard Credit Card Information:
Card No.
Exp. Date
Card Name
Signature

Discounted rooms reserved at Hilton Hotel with cut off November 12. Reference “Summit”. Call (212) 586-7000
The WB likes Mike

Network looks for promotional mileage from 'Space Jam'

By Lynette Rice

Kids' WB!—dogged by an otherwise lackluster new season in kids' programing—is looking for a boost from the animated/live-action movie “Space Jam,” starring Michael Jordan.

The Warner Bros. film, which was scheduled to open last Friday, pits the basketball great against a “Tune” squad of Bugs Bunny, Porky Pig, Sylvester and Daffy Duck against an animated alien troop. Only a basketball game will decide the ultimate fate of the Looney Tunes.

Whatever the outcome, the $85 million-plus movie offers some potentially valuable cross-promotion for the Kids’ WB! Possible beneficiaries of the flick are Bugs ’n’ Daffy on weekdays and Sylvester and Tweety on weekends.

“This is the first time we’re going to be experimenting with how the whole branding effort could work across the board for Warner Brothers,” says Bob Bibb, co-head of marketing for The WB. “It’s fantastic for us. We’re new, and we cannot do anything but benefit from the feature status of this film.”

“It’s going to be a great shot in the arm for Kids’ WB! because not too many of the Kids’ WB! properties can be seen on the big screen with Michael Jordan,” said Lou Goldstein, co-head of marketing.

Last Wednesday, the network began referring to its affiliates as “Official Space Jam Stations” and started to air interstitials featuring a behind-the-scenes look of the film.

SYNDICATION MARKETPLACE

Re-upping with ‘Rosie’

The future looks bright for Warner Bros.’ new hit talker Rosie O’Donnell. After renewing the show through 2000 on key ABC and NBC O&Os last month, Warner Bros. confirms that it has sealed long-term renewal deals in about 40% of the country, including KCRA(TV) Sacramento, KATU(TV) Portland and WTHR(TV) Indianapolis. O’Donnell’s breezy talk/variety hour is commanding record license fees in some markets.

Judd signs licensing deal

A Naomi Judd signature line of consumer goods should be hitting retail stores around the same time her talk show debuts next fall. The country superstar, who is set to host a daytime strip for Ryster Entertainment, has signed a wide-ranging licensing and merchandising deal with Goodtimes Entertainment. The deal calls for Goodtimes to develop products including cosmetics and apparel, and possibly skin-care products and packaged foods.

AHMN lineup

The African Heritage Movie Network has unveiled its lineup of quarterly prime time specials for 1997. In honor of Black History Month in February, AHMN is showing the acclaimed "Once Upon a Time When We Were Colored," which had a limited run in theaters earlier this year. In May, it's Denzel Washington and Wesley Snipes starring in the Spike Lee film "Mo’ Better Blues." In September, AHMN pays tribute to the great baseball players of the Negro Leagues with "The Soul of the Game," starring Blair Underwood and Delroy Lindo. November’s feature is another Spike Lee movie, "Crooklyn," the New York-based AHMN, which is in the midst of finalizing the 1997 lineup for its monthly movie package, is offering the prime time collection on a straight barter basis with the distributor and stations each getting 13 1/2 minutes of ad time to sell.

‘Coast Guard’ tribute

MG/Perin is offering Coast Guard stations a free second run of an upcoming episode of the weekly reality series dealing with the crash of TWA Flight 800 over Long Island, New York, this summer. In tribute to the ultimately unsuccessful rescue effort mounted by the Coast Guard last July, MG/Perin is offering a barter-free second run of the show over an eight-week window beginning Nov. 18. The half-hour episode features exclusive footage of the crash shot by Coast Guard officers.

Space walk-on

Paramount Pictures is mounting a sweepstakes promotion for the new "Star Trek" theatrical release that gives Trekkies a shot at winning a walk-on role in Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. The "Star Trek: First Contact" contest is a joint promotion with the Best Buy consumer electronics retail chain, which is displaying "Star Trek: First Contact" trailers and other promotional materials in more than 300 stores throughout the month.—CL
The broader your vision, the better we look.

When you need satellite communications services, our fleet of Galaxy and SBS satellites can deliver the broadest possible range of services in the business. All with the unequalled level of quality and reliability you expect.

As the world's premier satellite operator, Hughes Communications' satellites provide service to business and entertainment leaders around the globe. So, if telecommunications are vital to the vision of your business, give us a call at 1-800-414-7382. We'll show you just how much better we look.

Hughes Communications
A Hughes Electronics Company
http://www.hcisat.com
scen es look at the movie. Other promotional spots set to air will feature the three-dimensional, shaded characters from “Space Jam” on the back lot of The WB.

The WB, much like its competition at CBS and Fox, has seen low ratings for its kids lineup this season.

According to an Oct. 28 report from Zenith Media Services, the Kids’ WB! weekday lineup from Sept. 9 through Oct. 19 was down 36% in ratings among children 2-11 from the same period last year. It wasn’t much better on Saturdays, where ratings have dropped an average 33% in the coveted demo—even with the heavily promoted *Superman* as its new anchor.

The competition has seen slippage as well. CBS is down 50% in ratings among kids 2-11 on Saturdays, while Fox is down 11% and ABC 7%, according to Zenith. Only UPN’s Sunday lineup has improved—by 25%.

“Although six weeks of performance tracking is too soon to sound the death knell for any kid program...it is clear that the networks will have to be creative, both in program development and especially promotion, to reverse the exodus of kids,” wrote Zenith’s Audrey Steele.

The WB may have found a life jacket last month when it rejiggered its Saturday lineup to attract older viewers earlier in the day. Already, ratings have shown growth, albeit marginal. On Nov. 2, the network checked in with a 2.4 rating/7 share in overnightsthings—up from the average 2.2 rating.

## Bohbot bucks kids trend

### In face of declining ratings, distributor increases children’s show output

**By Cynthia Littleton**

Even with ratings for first-run children’s shows hitting all-time lows, Bohbot Entertainment is expanding its slate for fall 1997.

The distributor is adding two new strips to its Bohbot Kids Network weekday programing block, giving it a total 12 hours of programing per week next fall.

Columbia TriStar Television is producing a cartoon spin-off of “Ghostbusters,” *Extreme Ghostbusters*, for next year’s lineup. The other new entry, *Dan.

---

**Hey, Frankie and Annette! It’s sunny like they said.**

Accuracy means a lot to your audience...

**ACCU WEATHER**

The World’s Weather Leader™

Call 800-566-6606

619 W. College Avenue

State College, PA 16801

http://www.accumwx.com

E-mail info@accumwx.com

---

**Ford sponsors ‘Schindler’s List’**

The Ford division of Ford Motor Company will serve as the exclusive sponsor for NBC’s broadcast premiere of *Schindler’s List*, Feb. 23.

---

Here it comes—**Miss America on ABC**

The network has secured rights to the annual pageant starting next year. ABC will broadcast the pageant—which used to be an NBC mainstay—for at least the next three years. The first three live broadcasts of the pageant were carried on ABC from 1954 to 1956. The 1997 telecast will air Sept. 13 live from Atlantic City.

**Big Sky switch**

KCTZ-TV Bozeman, Mont., switched last Tuesday to Fox affiliation. The former ABC affiliate is Fox’s first news-producing station in Montana, with weekday newscasts at 6 p.m. and 10 p.m. The station also is Fox’s first primary affiliate in the Bozeman-Butte market.

**Re-Zoning**

There have been some changes on the set of UPN’s *The Burning Zone*, which was picked up last week for another six episodes. Creator and executive producer Coleman Luck was dropped from the Universal Television show. Bob Papazian and Jim Hirsch (former executive producers on Fox’s *The Invaders* and co-executive producers on Fox’s then—L.A. Firefighters) will join the drama as executive producers.

---
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Monkeys and Street Shark:

Bohbot also plans to bring back its two-hour Amazin' Adventures weekend block. Although many broadcasters are turning away from the children's market, Bohbot officials say they hope to take advantage of opportunities created by Disney's plan to scale back to 90 minutes its two-hour Disney Afternoon block, and UPN's decision to delay the rollout of its weekday kids slate.

Bohbot has been expanding its production activities and international operations during the past year. Even so, the distribution and barter sales company recently scrapped plans for a public stock offering after a tepid response from investors.

Company officials and many others in the children's programing business say this year's record-low Nielsen ratings for network and first-run shows may be exacerbated by measurement difficulties. Critics say kids spend most of their TV watching time in their bedrooms, making it hard for parents to monitor viewing habits.

A survey by Statistical Research Inc., the New Jersey-based firm developing an alternative TV audience measurement system in Philadelphia, found that kids under 12 have TVs in their bedrooms in 36% of U.S. households. In the survey of 713 households, that figure climbed to 54% for homes with children ages 12-17. The survey also found that those kids spend one-third to one-half of their total TV-viewing time in the bedroom.

Viewers catch 'Crook & Chase'

Multimedia talker sees growth spurt in Northwest and Southeast

By Cynthia Littleton

Crook & Chase is a hit in the Northwest and Southeast.

Multimedia Entertainment's new talk show got the November book off to a good start in Seattle and Tampa, winning its time slot on the first two days of the sweeps against such competitors as Paramount's Maury Povich and Tribune's Geraldo Rivera.

A growth spurt by Crook & Chase couldn't come at a better time for Multimedia owner Gannett Co., which acquired the talk show syndicator with its $1.7 billion purchase of Multimedia last year.

Multimedia's other new talker, Pat Bullard, is struggling, but more important, Gannett is believed to be negotiating the sale of Multimidia to MCA, which is looking to beef up its syndication unit.

Gannett denies that Multimedia Entertainment is for sale, but sources say MCA has offered $5 million to $75 million for the distributor of Sally Jessy Raphael and Jerry Springer.

Crook & Chase, a light-hearted talk/variety hour hosted by TNN veterans Lorianne Crook and Charlie Chase, has been cleared in about 70 markets since it was launched in syn-

Errata

In the Nov. 4 story "Prime time spirituality on rise," the Touched by an Angel caption on page 40 incorrectly identified the series as an ABC show. It is on CBS.

Call for Entries

The American Legion 1997 Fourth Estate Award Competition

"The American Way Of Life"
Any work published or broadcast during 1996 which covers an issue of national interest and which contributes to the American way of life is eligible.

Entry deadline is January 31, 1997
Award to be presented at the 1997 National Convention, Orlando, Florida

Submit entries to:
The American Legion
Public Relations Division
700 N. Pennsylvania St.
Indianapolis, IN 46204

For more information call (317) 636-2353
Visit our web page at www.legion.org
### People's Choice Broadcast Guide

**Oct. 28-Nov. 3**

**Key:** Ranking/Show/Program Rating/Share • Top Ten Shows of the Week are Numbered in Red • Television Universe Estimated at 97.0 Million Households/DR: One Rating Point=970,000 TV Homes

#### Yellow Tint is Winner of Time Slot • (NR): Not Ranked; Ratings/Share Estimated for Period Shown • *PREMIERE • Sources: Nielsen Media Research, CBS Research • Graphic by Kenneth Ray

### Week 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>8:00</th>
<th>21. Roseanne 11/8/19</th>
<th>8.7/14</th>
<th>11.2/18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>34. Life's Work 10/4/26</td>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>3. Home Improvement 16/5/28</td>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>14.2/23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>9. Spin City 14/9/23</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>10:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>55. Mr. &amp; Mrs. Smith 15/6/27</td>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>55. Ellen 8/2/14</td>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tuesday

| 8:00 | 32. The Nanny 10/6/17 | 5.5/9 |
| 8:30 | 36. The Practice 6/8/13 | 18.4/31 |
| 9:00 | 78. Professional Figure Skating Championship 6/8/11 |
| 9:30 | 79. Almost Perfect 6/5/10 |
| 10:00 | 91. DREW CAREY 13/9/22 |
| 10:30 | 19. PrimeTime Live 12/1/22 |

### Wednesday

| 8:00 | Diagnosis Murder 8/9/15 |
| 8:30 | 5. Friends 16/0/28 |
| 9:00 | 39. Dave's World 6/8/14 |
| 9:30 | 43. Family Matters 9.2/17 |
| 10:00 | 11.20/20 |
| 10:30 | 112.9/25 |

### Thursday

| 8:00 | Dave's World 6/7/14 |
| 8:30 | 43. Family Matters 9.2/17 |
| 9:00 | 43. Meet the World 9.3/17 |
| 9:30 | 74. Mr. & Mrs. Smith 7.1/12 |
| 10:00 | 11.20/20 |
| 10:30 | 11.9/25 |

### Friday

| 8:00 | 9.2/17 |
| 8:30 | 7.3/13 |
| 9:00 | 8.5/15 |
| 9:30 | 7.0/12 |
| 10:00 | 11.20/20 |
| 10:30 | 11.9/25 |

### Saturday

| 8:00 | 9.6/16 |
| 8:30 | 10.6/16 |
| 9:00 | 10.3/15 |
| 9:30 | 110.2/20 |
| 10:00 | 112.9/25 |

### Sunday

| 7:00 | 7. The King Lion 15/2/23 |
| 7:30 | 7. Touched by an Angel 15/3/19 |
| 8:00 | 16. ABC Sunday Night Movie—To Brave Alaska 12/3/19 |
| 8:30 | 15. CBS Sunday Movie—Mary & Tim 12/7/20 |
| 9:00 | 30. NBC Sunday Night Movie—Ace Ventura: Pet Detective 10/17/17 |

---

**Program Ratings/Share**

- **ABC**: 11.1/18
- **CBS**: 9.8/16
- **Fox**: 10.0/17
- **NBC**: 10.8/18
- **UPN**: 7.5/12
- **USA**: 3.5/5
- **WE**: 2.7/4

---
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Our Service is

- Expanding metered market service - 38 by 1997.
- Increased diary sample targets by 15% in all 211 markets.
- Expanded diaries to report 24-hour viewing.
- Expanding customer-service resources.

"Excellent ... Nielsen's right on target with these quality improvements."

Royce Yudkoff
Managing Partner, ABRV Partners

Nielsen Media Research
A Cognizant Company
ARS stock still drops
Winn says 26% fall will not derail purchase of EZ

By Elizabeth A. Rathbun

A merican Radio Systems Corp.'s cash-and-stock purchase of EZ Communications Inc. is on track despite a 26% decline in ARS's stock price since the deal was announced.

"I'm sure there's some concern among EZ shareholders that ARS's stock price has fallen 26%, from $36.50 on Aug. 5 to $27 last Wednesday," ARS CFO Joe Winn said during a conference call last Tuesday. But "these short-term swings in the stock market [will not] affect this deal."

Closing on the deal, announced Aug. 5, still is scheduled for January 1997. Under the terms of EZ's merger into ARS, each EZ share will be worth 9/10 of a share of ARS. EZ stockholders also will get an additional $11.75 per share.

Although radio stocks overall plunged two weeks ago, ARS was harder-hit than most companies (EZ stock, for example, fell 15.1% in the same period.) But then, the key reason for the market plunge was ARS-related: The Justice Department on Oct. 24 limited the number of stations and the amount of ad revenue the company can control in Rochester, N.Y.

To add insult to injury, ARS stock fell nearly $4 last Tuesday after third-quarter results were released. The numbers show revenue up 109% and net income down 35% from a year ago, to $934,000.

"We're a little bit mystified by it," Winn says of the market's reaction. Analysis points out that ARS had a bigger-than-expected loss of 7 cents per share and that its broadcast cash flow on a same-station basis rose 12% which is less than that of other radio companies.

Despite the roller coaster, Winn remains a radio booster. "We continue to feel we're in a great industry here, and we're very pleased with the results of our stations and how we're absorbing them," he says.

Some, however, question whether broadcast companies' results can justify the high prices that have been paid for stations since deregulation. They attribute the stock market plunge in part to investors' realization that high cash-flow multiples could not be justified.

Westinghouse ponders split; CBS income down in 3rd quarter

The Westinghouse board of directors last week was considering a plan to separate its broadcasting and industrial assets, but took no action. Analysts expect an announcement on the issue before Dec. 10, when a special shareholders meeting has been called to consider the proposed merger with Infinity Broadcasting.

Some reports said a plan on the asset separation could come as early as this week. "Everybody knows they're going to split it into two parts; it's just the way the parts configure [that remains to be worked out]," says Smith Barney senior media analyst John Reidy. But there are a number of complex issues, adds Reidy, such as how to apportion the company's debt to the separated units and how best to avoid jeopardizing $1.6 billion in tax-loss carryforwards.

Meanwhile, the company issued third-quarter earnings results that show that CBS sales, on a pro forma basis, were up 2%, although operating income was down 12%. Operating income at the owned television stations was down because of lower ratings and affiliation switches, and at the network it was down because of election coverage costs, prime time promotion costs and affiliate compensation.

Those costs were partially offset by syndication revenue. Radio division sales were up 14%, with a 52% gain in operating income, the company said.

For the first nine months, network sales totaled $1.997 billion, while operating income was $111 million. Sales at the TV station division were $583 million, with operating income of $191 million.

Changing Hands

The week's tabulation of station sales

COMBOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Buyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WKBQ(AM)</td>
<td>Emmis Broadcasting Corp.</td>
<td>$42.5 million</td>
<td>Emmis Broadcasting Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKBQ-FM</td>
<td>Granite City, Ill./St. Louis</td>
<td>$80.6 million</td>
<td>Emmis Broadcasting Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKKX-FM</td>
<td>Granite City, Ill./St. Louis</td>
<td>$80.6 million</td>
<td>Emmis Broadcasting Corp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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YOU DIDN'T SEE THIS.
YOU DIDN'T READ THIS. DO WE UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER?

Listen carefully—we haven’t got much time. We’re ICE™—the Information, Communications, and Entertainment Practice of KPMG.

Every day, we’re involved in a number of activities concerning highly sensitive issues like IPO strategy, new venture analysis, and Internet business solutions—as well as audit and tax planning.

Here’s how we work. When a situation arises, just one phone call to an ICE contact (officially, just for the record, we call them “partners”) can pull together a team of professionals versed in the various disciplines of your business—whether it be finance, accounting, information technology, or telecommunications, to name just a few. In fact, as we speak, we’re all over the world advising, fixing, re-engineering, and creating strategies for ICE-related clients of every size and type.

This briefing is now over. We’ll get in touch when we can.

If you need further contact with us before then, try our Web site at http://www.ice.kpmg.com, or call 1-415-813-8194 and ask for our National Managing Partner, Steve Riggins.

Of course, I.e will officially deny all knowledge of the call.
**Broadcasting**


**Seller:** Zimmer Radio Group, Cape Girardeau, Mo. (Jerome R. Zimmer, president/25% owner); owns WOOWZ-FM Harrisburg/Carbondale and WCLI-AM-FM Carbondale, Ill.; KZIM(AM)-KESZ-FM Cape Girardeau and KGIR(AM) (formerly KCCQ) Cape Girardeau—KCCQ-FM Gordonville/Cape Girardeau, KCLR-FM Bolivar/Commerce and KTRG(AM)—KCMQ(FM) Columbia, KWOC(AM)—KKLR-FM and KJJZ(FM) Poplar Bluff and K5(AM) (former—K5) Sikeston, all Mo.; is buying KTLU(FM) Boonville, Mo.

**Facilities:** AM: 1380 khz, 5 kw day, 1 kw night; FM: 104.1 mhz, 50 kw, ant. 500 ft.; wkkx-FM: 106.5 mhz, 90 kw, ant. 1,027 ft.

**Formats:** AM-FM: top 40; wkkx-FM: country

**Broker:** Media Services Group Inc. (seller)

**KYQO(FM)** Arkansas City, KLLS(AM) Augusta, KXXX(AM)-KQLS(FM) Colby, K5(AM)-KOLS(FM) and construction permit for KDGB(FM) Dodge City, KZLS(FM) Great Bend, KYUU(AM)-KKSLS(FM) Liberal, KILS(AM) Minneapolis, KKNF(AM) Oberlin and KWL5(AM)-KGLS(FM) Pratt, all Kan.

**Price:** $14.8 million (includes $1 million noncompeet agreement)


**Seller:** Lesco Inc., Wichita (Larry Steckline, president)

**Facilities:** K5QQ: 106.5 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 1,278 ft.; KLQS: 104.5 mhz, 46 kw, ant. 512 ft.; KXXX: 790 khz, 5 kw day; KOLS: 100.3 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 610 ft.; KGNO: 1370 khz, 5 kw day, 230 w night; KKL5: 95.5 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 570 ft.; KGD5: 93.9 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 511 ft.; KLLS: 107.9 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 886 ft.; KYU5: 1470 khz, 1 kw day, 125 w night; KLLS: 101.5 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 550 ft.; KGLS: 92.7 mhz, 50 kw, ant. 492 ft.; K3NF: 101.1 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 420 ft.; K2LS: 1290 khz, 5 kw day, 500 w night; KGLS: 93.1 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 1,007 ft.

**Formats:** KYQO: hot country; KLLS: 70's; KXXX: contemporary country; KOLS: adult contemporary; KGNO: full-service country; KGLS: adult contemporary; KGNO: not on air; KGLS: adult contemporary; KYUU: pure gold; KLLS: country; KKNF, KWL5-KGLS: C&W

**KTM5-AM-FM** McAlester, Okla.

**Price:** $300,000

**Buyer:** Bottom Line Broadcasting Inc. (Bill Eustis, president); no other broadcast interests

**Seller:** Trayne Communications (Tom Payne, president)

**Facilities:** AM: 1400 khz, 1 kw; FM: 104.9 mhz, 3 kw, ant. 454 ft.

**Formats:** AM: real country; FM: adult contemporary

**Broker:** Whitley Media

**KF5Z-AM-FM** Fond du Lac, Wis.

**Price:** $1 plus assumption of liabilities

**Buyer:** RBH Enterprises Inc., Fond du Lac (Randall B. Hopper, president/owner)

**Seller:** Lakeside Broadcasting Wisconsin LP, Fond du Lac (Donald G. Jones, principal)

**Facilities:** AM: 1450 khz, 1 kw; FM: 107.1 mhz, 3 kw, ant. 312 ft.

**Formats:** AM: MOR; FM: oldies

**WMC5-FM** Millbrook/Montgomery and W20HT-FM Troy/Montgomery, Ala.

**Price:** $17.75 million

**Buyer:** Benchmark Communications, Baltimore (Bruce R. Specter, Joseph L. Mathias IV, general partners); for holdings, see “Changing Hands,” Sept. 30

**Seller:** Capital Communications, Meridian, Miss. (Ronald Eubanks, principal)

**Facilities:** WMC5-FM: 97.1 mhz, 3 kw, ant. 328 ft.; W20HT-FM: 105.7 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 1,847 ft.

**Format:** Country

**Broker:** Stan Raymond & Associates

**KHDMI(FM)** Houma/New Orleans, La.

**Price:** $6.75 million cash

**Buyer:** Clear Channel Communications Inc., San Antonio (L. Lowry Mays, president); owns WQHE-FM and WYLD-AM-FM New Orleans; is buying WNOE-FM and KKND-FM New Orleans (for other holdings, see “Changing Hands,” Nov. 4)

**Seller:** KHOM Associates LLP (Raymond A. Saadi, James J. Buquet Jr., principals); owns KTIE(AM) Thibodaux, La.

**Facilities:** 104.1 mhz, 100 kw, ant. 1,946 ft.

**Format:** CHR

**Broker:** Seratin Bros. Inc. (seller)

**WTX6-FM** Fayette/Tuscaloosa, Ala.

**Price:** $5.1 million

**Buyer:** Osborn Communications Corp., Greenworth, Conn. (Frank D. Osborn, president); owns WAAX(AM)-WGEN(FM) Gadsden, Ala.; W5NC(AM)-WKSF(FM) Asheville, N.C.; WEGW-FM Dayton/ Springfield, Ohio; WTVS(AM)-WTVN(FM) Jackson and WYNU(FM) Milan/Jackson, Tenn.; WKKW-AM-FM, WVVW(AM)-WVOX (FM) and WEGW(FM), all Wheeling, W.Va., and WVLX(FM) Bethlehem/ Wheeling, and 50% of WDRR(FM) Sanibel/Fort Myers; is selling WJSU-TV Aniston, Ala., and KNNX-FM and KRBY-FM Fresno, Calif. Osborn is being bought by Capstar Broadcasting Partners, which owns WINE(AM)-WKRF(FM) Brookfield, WNLX(AM)-WXFX(FM) Norwalk and wstc(AM)-WKHL(FM) Stamford, all Conn.; WBBR-AM-FM Wilmington, Del.; WKGS(FM) Gifford/Vero Beach, WZZR(FM) Stuart and W2OL(FM) and WAXE(AM)-WAVW(FM) Vero Beach, all Fla.; WPUT(AM) Brewster, WWB(AM) Mount Kisco, WFBS(FM) Patterson, and WBFAS-AM-FM White Plains, all N.Y.; WBVF(FM) Coal Grove and WIRC(AM) and WMVL(FM) Ironlion, Ohio; WBBM(AM) Allentown and WZOO(FM) Bethlehem, Pa.; WKEE-AM-FM and WHRD(AM) Huntington, WCTR-AM Kenova/Huntington—WTRC-FM Huntington, and WZZZ(AM) Milton and WFXN-FM Milton/Huntington, all W.Va.; is buying WOLZ(FM) Fort Myers, WTK(AM)-WEEI(FM) Port Charlotte/Fort Myers, WWYM(AM)-WLRQ(AM)-Coca, W2KHF-FM Rockledge and W2MK(AM)-WWDC-FM Melbourne, all Fla.

**Seller:** Tuscaloosa Broadcasting Co. Inc., Athens, Ala. (Bill Dunnivant, president); owns W2NN(AM)-W2YP(FM) Athens/Huntsville, Ala.

**Facilities:** 98.1 mhz, 100 kw, 906 ft.

**Format:** Country

**Broker:** Stan Raymond & Associates

---

**Proposed station trades**

By dollar volume and number of sales: does not include mergers or acquisitions involving substantial non-station assets

**THIS WEEK:**

- **TVs:** S1,500,000,000
- **FM:** $434,805,000
- **AMs:** $185,227,226

**Total:** $1,509,419,583

*SO FAR IN 1996:*

- **TVs:** S10,065,672,145
- **FMs:** $2,434,436,704
- **AMs:** $185,227,226

**Total:** $11,434,720,619

*SAME PERIOD IN 1995 (AS OF NOV. 13):*

- **TVs:** S3,131,325,545
- **FMs:** $2,121,374,936
- **AMs:** $185,227,226

**Total:** $3,531,887,707

**Source:** BROADCASTING & CABLE

**November 11, 1996**
There's a NewStar rising at Tektronix.

Start with today's hottest newsroom automation and editing software. Add hardware and systems expertise unmatched in the industry. The result is the most complete, advanced newsroom solutions available this side of the stars. NewStar and Tektronix have put it all together — and you can find out more by calling 608-274-8686.
**KFTER(FM)** Breaux Bridge/Lafayette and **KMDL(FM)** Kaplan/Lafayette, La.
Price: $4.475 million (includes $25,000 noncompete agreement)
**Buyer:** Communications Corp. of America, Lafayette (Thomas R. Galloway Sr., chairman/owner); owns KPEL (AM)-KTDY(FM) Lafayette, WGMB-TV Baton Rouge and KMS-TV Shreveport, all La., and KVEO-TV Brownsville, KPEJ-TV Odessa and KWKT-TV Waco, all Tex.; is buying KEZA(FM) Fayetteville, Ark., and KYLE(TV) Bryan, Tex. Galloway also has interest in KPEL-FM Erath, La.
**Seller:** Schilling Distributing Co., Lafayette (Kenny Hix, principal)
**Facilities:** KFTER: 96.5 mhz, 22.5 kw, ant. 328 ft.; KMDL: 97.3 mhz, 42 kw, ant. 535 ft.
**Formats:** KFTER: '70s; KMDL: classic country

**KMLA(FM)** El Rio, Calif.
Price: $550,000
**Buyer:** Gold Coast Radio LLC, Oakland, Calif. (members Salvador Coja, Guillermo Gonzalez, Francisco Coja, Jose Luis Morales)
**Seller:** Clintan Corp., Sedona, Ariz. (Raymond W. Clintan, president)
**Facilities:** Not available
**Format:** Not available
**Broker:** American Radio Brokers Inc.

**KISI-FM** Malvern, Ark.
Price: $150,000 (includes $25,000 noncompete agreement)
**Buyer:** Malvern Entertainment Corp., Malvern (co-owners Scott Gray and Janet Gray); owns KBOK-AM-FM Malvern
**Seller:** Lyons Communications Inc., Malvern (Monte Lyons, president)
**Facilities:** 101.5 mhz, 6 kw, ant. 318 ft.
**Format:** Lite AC

**Construction permit for KCHQ(FM)** Altamont, Ore.
Price: $30,000
**Buyer:** George J. Wade, Riddle, Ore.
**Facilities:** 101.3 mhz, 60 kw, ant. 882 ft.
**Format:** Dark

---

**Big deal**
The following station-sale application, previously reported in Broadcasting & Cable, has been made public by the FCC: A.H. Belo's $1.5 billion stock-and-cash merger with the Providence Journal Co. involves nine TV stations and two satellites: KMS-TV Tucson, Ariz.; KTVB(TV) Boise, Idaho; KHNL(TV) Honolulu and satellites KBC-TV Hilo and KCKG(TV) Waikiki, all Hawaii; WTVS-TV Louisville, Ky.; KASA-TV Santa Fe, N.M.; WCNC-TV Charlotte, N.C.; KGTV(AM) Portland, Ore., and KING-TV Seattle and KREM-TV Spokane. Wash. Broker: Bear, Stearns & Co. Inc. (Belo).

Agua and wuau(tv) Caguas/Bayamon, P.R.; is buying wnoz(AM) Aguadilla/Aguada, P.R. **Seller:** ABG Realty and Investment Corp., Bayamon (A. Gomez, principal)
**Facilities:** 1560 khz, 5 kw day, 750 w night
**Formats:** Beautiful music

**WMBH(AM)** and **KQXY(AM)** Joplin, Mo.
Price: $400,000
**Buyer:** Land Go Broadcasting Inc., Joplin (Patrick E. Golay, president/33.3% owner)
**Seller:** William B. Neal, Joplin
**Facilities:** WMBH: 1450 khz, 1 kw; KQXY: 1560 khz, 10 kw
**Formats:** WMBH: talk; KQXY: news/talk

**WTOB(AM)** Winston-Salem, N.C.
Price: $355,000 in cancellation of notes
**Buyer:** Salem Media of North Carolina Inc., Winston-Salem (Stuart Epperson, president/owner). Epperson owns 50% of Salem Communications Corp. (for holdings, see "Changing Hands," Oct. 28). Epperson also owns 50% of KFAK(AM) San Francisco; has interest in KKLA(FM) Los Angeles and KBIO(FM) Manito Springs, Colo. Epperson's brother-in-law is Edward G. Atsinger III, 50% owner of Salem.
**Seller:** Sbordone Communications Inc., Melrose, Mass. (Gary Sbordone, principal)
**Facilities:** 1380 khz, 5 kw day, 2.5 kw night
**Format:** News

**WLBA(AM)** Gainesville, Ga.
Price: $275,000
**Buyer:** La Favorita Inc., Austell, Ga. (joint owners Samuel and Graciela Zamarron); owns WAQM(AM) Austell and wxem(AM) Buford, Ga.
**Facilities:** 1130 khz, 10 kw day
**Format:** Spanish

**WWSJ(AM)** St. Johns/Lansing, Mich.
Price: $127,500
**Buyers:** Larry and Helen Harp; Wayne and Elmina Hill, Grand Rapids, Mich.; no other broadcast interests
**Seller:** Mint City Radio Inc., St. Johns (Robert D. and Beverly J. Ditmer, principals); no other broadcast interests
**Facilities:** 1580 khz, 1 kw day
**Format:** Country

**WUL(A) Mufwau, Ala.
Price:** $35,000 cash
**Buyer:** Mark Hellinger, Jasper, Ga.; is buying wabv(AM) Abbeville, S.C.
**Seller:** McGowan Media LLC, Eufaula (Steve McGowan, principal)
**Facilities:** 1240 khz, 1 kw
**Format:** C&W
**Broker:** Thorburn Co.

**KTEMI** Lompoc, Calif.
Price: $20,000
**Buyer:** Classic Communications Corp., Santa Ynez, Calif. (Rosario Guerro Miller, president/51% owner); no other broadcast interests
**Seller:** Los Padres Broadcasting Corp., Bishop, Calif. (Milton M. Zack, principal); no other broadcast interests
**Facilities:** 1410 khz, 500 kw day, 77 w night
**Format:** Dark

**WHPB(AM)** Belton, S.C.
Price: $4,000
**Buyer:** Robert Earl Bryson, Spartanburg, S.C.
**Seller:** Cecil V. Clement, Belton
**Facilities:** 1390 khz, 1 kw day
**Format:** Religion

**67.5% of KYST(AM)** Texas City, Tex.
Price: $2,082
**Buyer:** Cruz Velasquez, Sugarland, Tex.
**Seller:** Thomas E. Edmonson, Houston
**Facilities:** 920 khz, 5 kw day, 1 kw night
**Format:** Spanish

**50% of KGLA(AM)** Gretina, La.
Price: Forgiveness of debt
**Buyer:** Stephen A. Melgar, Brandon, Miss.
**Seller:** Ernesto Schweikert III, Metairie, La.
**Facilities:** 1540 khz, 1 kw day
**Format:** Spanish

—Compiled by Elizabeth A. Rathbun
From morning until late night, television speaks to viewers with a myriad of talk shows. And this is one genre that is constantly reinventing itself, with veteran shows changing their positioning, no shortage of syndicated programming and plenty of new offerings from network TV and cable.

Join Broadcasting & Cable on December 2 as we explore the world of talk TV. We’ll look at the prospects for current and new programs, pay close attention to ratings and reach, and examine the latest freshman crop of talkers and related shows.

If you are involved with talk shows, this issue is your chance to speak up. Your message will reach 35,000 leading decisionmakers in television, cable, advertising and related industries. Call your Broadcasting & Cable sales representative today to reserve your ad space.

Special Report: Talk Shows
Issue Date: December 2, 1996 • Ad Close: November 22
WKTU hits the right mix

Second time around, dance music propels station to the top in New York

Radio

By Donna Petrozzello

Whether you're in a retail store on Broadway, a dance club or a trendy bar, it's difficult to maneuver around New York City without hearing WKTU(FM), the self-proclaimed "beat of New York."

In the nine months since its debut, the station's rhythmic dance format has spread like blazes through the Big Apple, garnering the largest weekly audience in the city in September—2.5 million listeners ages 12-plus. Also, 48% of the station's audience listens to WKTU as their favorite station.

With its self-described "mass appeal rhythmic" format, WKTU ranked first in audience share among adults 12-plus, 18-34, 18-49 and 25-54 for Monday-Sunday, 6 a.m.—midnight, in Arbitron's summer 1996 survey.

In WKTU's strongest demo, adults 18-34, the station earned a 12.7 audience share, pulling it far ahead of its closest competitors: hip-hop WQHT(FM), hot adult contemporary WPLJ(FM) and contemporary hits WHTZ(FM). And according to Arbitron's mid-fall Arbitrends survey, it seems as though WKTU will do it again.

John Fullam, WKTU general manager, attributes the station's nine-month rise to the top to its "feel-good, positive" vibe and "mass appeal" positioning: "In my 20 years in radio, I've never heard people say so often that a radio station makes them feel good," says Fullam from WKTU's offices in Jersey City, N.J. The station's antenna sits on the World Trade Center tower, giving its 5.4 kw signal coverage equivalent to 50 kw, he says.

WKTU's owner, Evergreen Media Corp., took a calculated risk when it bought the station (103.5 mhz) in 1995 as part of its $306.5 million purchase of 12 stations owned by Broadcast Partners Inc. At the time, the station's calls were WNY(FM), New York's only country outlet, whose audience share hovered at 2.0 and whose share of market revenue put it just within the top 20 stations.

WKTU's GM John Fullam (r) is shaking up New York with the station's rhythmic format and eclectic air staff that includes RuPaul (above).

After extensive market research, Evergreen chose to reinvent the lagging FM by looking back to the very successful WKTU of the late 1970s—early 1980s with its disco format on 92.3 mhz and resurrected the call letters and a similar format.

Scott Ginsburg, Evergreen chairman, says the company "had perhaps the largest stake ever in changing a major market station" when it created WKTU. He adds that although WNY achieved only modest ratings, it still had a "verifiable and predictable cash flow. Unfortunately, that wasn't significant enough to make our investment pay off." Ginsburg says that his goal when launching WKTU was to "double the cash flow of WNY within 36 months."

In less than a year, WKTU has tripled the cash flow earned by WNY. According to Fullam and market revenue totals compiled by independent accountants at Miller Kaplan Arase & Co., WKTU ranked 21st in revenue share among New York radio stations in March, just weeks after the format change.

In August, WKTU jumped to sixth in market revenue, and in September it moved into fourth, says Fullam. "It usually takes the better part of a year before advertisers buy into a format, but we've been able to convert ratings to revenue and move into fourth place in less than a year."

According to market revenue figures in Duncan's Radio Market Guide for 1996, New York revenue totaled $428 million last year, and the market's fourth-ranked station in revenue share, oldies WCBS-FM, earned $27.3 million of that. The market's top-ranked station, sports talk WFAN(AM), took home $35.1 million in revenue last year.

Duncan estimates that New York radio revenue will reach $451 million in 1996. Fullam says he wants to ring in 1997 with WKTU among the market's top three billers.

WKTU's revenue growth has been so swift, the station billed three times more in September than in March, Fullam says. As a result, WKTU raised its rates for a typical 60-second middy spot to $2,100 from the $300-$400 WNY charged.

WKTU's success with advertisers undoubtedly hinges on a format that the station has sold as "mass appeal for New York." Steve Rivers, Evergreen vice president of programing who helped fashion WKTU's format, says the company "felt that mass appeal music was rhythmic in nature and that there was a sizable hole" in the market for WKTU's format.

Frankie Blue, the station's program director, says that beyond filling a mass hole which more niche-targeted stations in New York had overlooked, WKTU has "created a lifestyle. People feel good when they listen because they are going back to the best days of their lives—their youth."

At least some of WKTU's draw revolves around its ability to conjure memories of songs popular 20 years ago. It relies on disco hits by the Bee Gees, Donna Summer and The Commodores as heavily as current dance records.

Building on the "name equity" that the old WKTU holds for New Yorkers, Evergreen hired several of the former station's DJs to host airshifts on the new
Get noticed at NATPE

When it comes to NATPE coverage, Broadcasting & Cable is the preferred news source among leading TV and cable station general managers, syndicators and program buyers. In fact, 1996 NATPE attendees judged Broadcasting & Cable #1 in a range of categories:

- Most useful daily at NATPE
- Most effective advertising vehicle at NATPE
- Most up-to-date trade news
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wkcu, says Blue, who describes himself as a "glorified go-fer" at the old wkcu before moving to program other stations and The Box music video channel.

But the lion's share of wkcu's success is credited to its adeptness at tapping into things characteristically New York. "Broadway" Bill Lee hosts weekday afternoons. "Goumba Johnny" co-hosts weeknights, and "Brooklyn's Own" Joe Causi spins discs on Sunday evenings.

In May, wkcu hosted one of New York radio's hottest tickets, a "Last Dance" party at the famous disco Studio 54 with a roster of artist appearances. And in an effort to bond with listeners, wkcu let callers announce songs and commercial breaks for the station's first 60 days before hiring full-time air talent.

"That marked the radio station," says Blue. "We heard callers from Staten Island, Manhattan, Long Island, all over. It showed the station was alive all over New York."

In keeping with New York's love for things glitzy and risqué, wkcu signed celebrity cross-dresser RuPaul to anchor morning drive, despite his lack of radio experience. wkcu has capitalized on the public's prurient interest in RuPaul as well by hosting his recent live performance and CD signing at Virgin Records in Times Square.

"wkcu is a bit of an enigma in a way," Rivers says. "Some people call it a '70s dance station, some call it a disco station. But, in fact, it is a top-40 station for New York. It's a multicultural station that appeals to all the races of New York and reflects a city full of rhythms."

Clusters create new sales strategy
Infinity's two-person teams attracting first-time advertisers to its seven Dallas stations

By Donna Petrozzello

Infinity Broadcasting may be on to something in Dallas.

The group has established "Infinity Sales and Promotions," a two-person selling team dedicated to enticing new advertisers to Infinity's seven-station cluster in the market. Formed in July, the team has generated some $150,000 in revenue from new or infrequent radio advertisers. (The stations are adult contemporary kvil-fm, nostalgia kdm[m]am, gospel kvhn[m]am, smooth jazz koai[f]m, country kync[f]m, r&B krbv[f]m and oldies kluv[f]m.)

Those new Dallas radio clients include Wal-Mart, Kimberly-Clark and regional tourism boards, says Bob Cooper, general manager of kvil-fm. Cooper was instrumental in launching the new sales division.

Many of the advertisers new to radio typically have been heavy users of daily newspapers and local television, Cooper says. Those advertisers who usually choose TV or print over radio often favor broad-based, one-stop buying, and they traditionally gloss over radio's numerous signals and various niche formats, he says.

To reduce the confusion, Infinity Sales has packaged together the group's seven Dallas signals, giving advertisers significant reach in the market through a mix of formats and demographic audience segments.

"We saw an opportunity to get new clients to the medium that for one reason or another haven't used radio," Cooper says.

With its range of formats and niche audiences, Cooper says, the cluster offers a "one-call-does-all" broad-based buy for radio advertisers. And by dedicating sales managers strictly to developing new accounts, Infinity Sales "gives stations access to one person whose sole job is selling radio," he says.

A groundbreaking ceremony was held Oct. 31 for a multi-million-dollar construction project that will relocate Emmis Broadcasting's Indianapolis-based corporate headquarters and radio stations to the city's new Monument Circle complex.

Estimated to cost between $12 million and $15 million, the 125,000-square-foot facility will serve as the broadcast center for the group's wibc[m]am, wend[f]m and wnaf-fm, all Indianapolis. The building also will house Emmis corporate offices and its Indianapolis Monthly magazine.

The building's design calls for broadcast studios to be constructed at ground level, providing pedestrians the opportunity to watch live broadcasts and air personalities. Emmis President Jeff Smulyan says that "having our broadcast stations together, along with our publishing division and other business areas, encourages a cohesive presence."—DP

New home for Emmis
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Time Warner wins suit against NYC

City can’t force TW Cable to carry Fox, Bloomberg news

By Jim McConville

Time Warner last week won its court battle with New York City as a federal judge ruled the city overstepped its bounds when it tried to force Time Warner Cable to carry commercial news networks from Fox and Bloomberg on the city’s public access channels.

U.S. District Court Judge Denise Cote last Wednesday issued a preliminary injunction against the city. She had issued a temporary restraining order on Oct. 11.

Cote found that the city had violated Time Warner’s rights under the federal Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 and the First Amendment of the Constitution to make its own programming decisions when the city tried to force the cable company to carry News Corp.’s Fox News Channel (FNC) and Bloomberg LP’s Bloomberg Television Network.

“The city’s action violates longstanding First Amendment principles that are the foundation of our democracy,” wrote in her 106-page ruling. “The city has engaged in a pattern of conduct with the purpose of compelling Time Warner to alter its constitutionally protected editorial decision not to carry Fox News.”

Lawyers from New York City’s corporation counsel say the city will appeal the ruling to the 2nd Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals.

Time Warner attorneys had argued in a three-day hearing last month that the city had misused its power by trying to use its five public access channels—set aside for public, government or educational programming—to launch FNC and Bloomberg.

Attorneys for the city countered that Time Warner gave up its program decision-making rights when it gave the city the five access channels under its exclusive franchise contract to serve New York City’s estimated 1.1 million cable subscribers.

City attorneys also argued that Time Warner had used its First Amendment petition as a smokescreen to protect its own news network, CNN—acquired in the Time Warner/Time Turner Broadcasting merger—from competition with FNC.

Cote found FNC and Bloomberg to be commercial programming, and said that placing them on the city’s public access channels violates the franchise agreement between Time Warner and the city.

The judge also ruled that the city had other ways to address what it may have perceived as antitrust violations by Time Warner Cable. “But forcing Time Warner to carry a competitor through coercive actions in violation of Time Warner’s constitutionally protected editorial discretion was not one of them,” she wrote.

Cote also said there wasn’t any evidence supporting the city’s claim that New York was in jeopardy of losing approximately 1,400 FNC city jobs if Time Warner refused to carry the Fox channel.

It appears that Cote may have agreed with Time Warner’s assertion that the city was acting on behalf of FNC to return a political favor to News Corp. head Rupert Murdoch, who had publicly supported New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani during his 1993 election. The city’s intent, wrote the judge, was “to reward a friend and to further a particular viewpoint.”

Cote apparently wasn’t buying the city’s argument that adding FNC and Bloomberg was a move to bring diversity to Time Warner’s cable programming. She called the move “a thinly disguised reference to its preference for the editorial content of Fox News.”

The city’s corporation counsel, Paul Crotty, says Cote’s ruling overlooks the anticompetitive power of the recently merged Time Warner and Turner Broadcasting Systems (TBS).

Basking in its victory, Time Warner held an impromptu press conference at its New York corporate office last Wednesday after the ruling.

Time Warner Chairman Gerald Levin issued a statement calling the decision “a victory for the constitutional guarantee against government interference in the media. The principle at stake went far beyond Time Warner’s cable operations in New York City.”

Publicly, News Corp. executives say they’re “extremely disappointed” with the court’s decision. But privately, some Fox executives said they were glad the decision went in Time Warner’s favor, since they weren’t that happy with the prospect of FNC being carried commercial-free on the city’s access channel.

News Corp. isn’t letting the issue slip away either. Its FNC was scheduled last Thursday to devote an hour of afternoon news time for a round-robin discussion of the court’s ruling.
“Would I watch a 24-hour sports news network from ESPN?
Yes.
Would I like getting scores and highlights all the time?
Yes.
Would I call my cable operator to get ESPNEWS?
Yes.
Would I dance the Macarena to get ESPNEWS?
Never.”

—Tom Miller, Time Warner Cable subscriber

The 24-hour sports news network from ESPN. Coming November 1st.
Northeast (860) 585-2479, Southeast (860) 585-2479, Central (312) 228-5800, Rocky Mountain (303) 740-8940, Western (310) 338-3300, Special Markets: CT (860) 585-2616, NY (212) 916-9200. Our website: espn.sportszone.com
Redstone downplays Cronin notes

In latest from MCA vs. Viacom, MCA lawyers introduce TV Land president’s notes on competition with USA

By Jim McConville

There are 8 million stories in the Naked City, and MCA and Viacom have two very different ones. Their court battle over USA Networks continued in New York last week, with top executives of both companies offering divergent details on their partnership. Also brought into evidence were notes and an internal Viacom memo characterized as “embarrassing” by Viacom Chairman Sumner Redstone.

MCA CEO Frank Biondi, who had been Viacom’s CEO until discharged last January by Redstone, provided a view from both sides of the fence. He testified that the Viacom chairman was exercising “selective recall” when it came to certain events in Viacom’s USA Networks partnership.

Seagram-owned MCA sued Viacom last April, charging that Viacom’s launch of cable network TV Land and its ownership of MTV Networks violates their 1981 partnership agreement prohibiting the companies from starting cable networks outside their USA Networks partnership. Viacom countersued, saying MCA was trying to force it to sell its share of USA Networks, which consists of USA, launched in 1980, and Sci-Fi Channel, launched in 1992.

Redstone previously testified that he was unaware of MCA concerns about competition between Viacom’s MTV Networks—which includes TV Land—and the cable channels in the USA partnership.

Biondi, however, testified last week that the topic of MCA’s concerns came up in Viacom discussions as early as September 1993, when Viacom met with Paramount executives to discuss their own proposed merger.

Biondi said Redstone’s response to MCA’s concerns was that “common sense” dictated that Viacom’s cable channels would be “grandfathered” into the partnership agreement. Viacom also had taken the position that TV Land was an extension of Nickelodeon and not a new network.

Biondi said, a position he testified he was less comfortable with than Viacom’s grandfathered stance.

Biondi testified that Paramount Television Group Chairman Kerry McCluggage, Viacom’s representative on the USA Network executive committee, thought USA might be hurt by the launch of TV Land.

Redstone and Seagram Chairman Edgar Bronfman Jr. had differing recollections on whether Bronfman had entered an oral agreement to waive all legal claims regarding Viacom’s ownership of cable networks outside of USA in exchange for Redstone’s permission to let Biondi go to work for MCA.

Redstone says the companies had such an understanding. Bronfman two weeks ago testified that initially he agreed to allow a waiver for TV Land, but said he changed his mind after Viacom’s deputy chairman Philippe Daumman reportedly rephrased the agreement to include all of Viacom’s MTV cable networks.

Redstone found himself in an awkward position when forced to acknowledge the existence of internal Viacom documents that show concern within the company about competition between TV Land and USA. Not surprisingly, Redstone’s response was to discount the documents’ importance and that of TV Land President Rich Cronin.

Redstone testified that he knew of the existence of a series of personal notes drafted by Cronin that reportedly said Nick at Nite’s TV Land would draw subscribers and advertising dollars away from USA Networks.

The notes were introduced as evidence by MCA lawyers in the now-four-week-old trial.

“They’re embarrassing, and frankly I wish [the notes] didn’t exist,” said Redstone under cross-examination by MCA attorney Herbert Watchell. MCA attorneys also submitted an internal memo by Cronin that said the launch of TV Land would circumvent the USA partnership prohibition on launching a competing network.

Redstone testified that he was aware that such a view existed within Viacom, but said it had never been articulated by company senior management. He dismissed the value of Cronin’s documents, saying Cronin is not a Viacom senior executive nor do his notes reflect the company’s corporate strategy.

“I [Cronin] is a middle-to-lower-level, gung-ho guy who wants to run a TV channel,” said Redstone.

Redstone previously testified that TV Land, launched last April, doesn’t compete with USA Networks.
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IT TAKES A UNIQUE TALENT TO LEAVE SUCH A LASTING IMPRESSION. CBS IS PROUD TO WELCOME THIS YEAR'S HONOREES TO THE Broadcasting AND Cable Hall of Fame.

HONORING:
Marcy Carsey & Tom Werner Hugh Downs Mel A. Karmazin Brian L. Roberts Howard Stringer Robert C. Wright

POSTHUMOUSLY HONORING:
Howard Cosell Carl Haverlin Robert Kintner Bill Leonard Phillips H. Lord Gilda Radner

Welcome home
We are here to honor thirteen individuals whose conspicuous career excellence has brought distinction to them and the industries they serve. They box the compass of the Fifth Estate; singly and together, they represent the best their media has to offer.

We at BROADCASTING & CABLE know them well. Following their careers and the impact they have had on the Fifth Estate has been our charter since 1931. Chronicling industry events and achievements for 65 years, our editors have made a career of spotting the shining stars.

The concept of the Hall of Fame grew out of Broadcasting's 60th anniversary in 1991. Altogether, the honor roll now numbers 150.

Our vision of the Hall of Fame goes beyond presenting awards and scrolling the roll of honorees. It is an annual gathering of industry colleagues and friends to share memories and honor the achievements of those professionals who have made our industry what it is today. Those here tonight have helped us continue in this grand tradition.

To assure that the Hall of Fame's tradition of excellence continues, we donate the proceeds of this year's event to the International Radio and Television Society Foundation and the Broadcasters Foundation. The main goal of the IRTS Foundation is to provide professional experience and guidance to educators and students in the communications departments of colleges and universities. The Broadcasters Foundation provides financial assistance to broadcast colleagues in acute personal financial need.
CONGRATULATIONS TO TONIGHT'S HONOREES.
Cocktail Reception

Welcome and Introduction
by Publisher Peggy Conlon
and Editor Donald V. West

Dinner

Inauguration of Broadcasting & Cable
Hall of Fame Class of 1996 by
Sam Donaldson, ABC News Correspondent

Presentation of the Fifth Estate Awards

Dancing

The Larry King Orchestra

Adjournment
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You can tell
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A Man
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By the Company
Howard Stringer  Tom Werner  Robert C. Wright
He keeps.

Congratulations to Brian L. Roberts
on your induction into the Broadcasting
and Cable Hall of Fame.

From your friends at
Comcast  QVC
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Congratulations to this Year's Hall of Fame Honorees

Marcy Carsey, Hugh Downs, Mel A. Karmazin, Brian L. Roberts, Howard Stringer, Tom Werner, and Robert C. Wright
The 1996 Broadcasting & Cable Hall of Fame
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CONGRATULATIONS

MARCY & TOM

YOUR CARSEY-WERNER FAMILY IS VERY PROUD OF YOU.
Marcy Carsey and Tom Werner have built one of the most prosperous independent production companies in television history by bucking industry trends and following their instincts.

Founded in 1981, the Carsey-Werner Co. set a new benchmark for success and quality in TV comedy with the second show the partners ever sold to a network. That series was NBC’s The Cosby Show; the rest is TV history.

As producers, Carsey and Werner have always been guided by their own tastes as TV viewers. “To be worthy of its airtime” has been the mandate for every project since the pair began working together in ABC’s programming department in the mid-1970s.

“Our goal was never to do hit shows, it was to do good shows,” says Werner. “All of our shows have something to say about humanity through identifiable characters who are relevant and honest.”

A decade after the debut of Cosby, Carsey-Werner’s series roster includes such distinctive hits as Roseanne, A Different World, Grace Under Fire, Cybill and 3rd Rock from the Sun. Both partners cite teamwork as the key to their success.

“We’re smarter as a team than we are as individuals,” says Carsey. “We are very different personally, but we don’t separate the work. We do everything together and we question each other. One has to convince the other that what we want to do makes sense. And it helps tremendously that we really, really adore each other.”

Carsey, a native of Weymouth, Mass., began her career as an NBC tour guide in New York but quickly moved on to become a production assistant on The Tonight Show. She served stints as a program supervisor for William Esty Advertising and as a story analyst for Roger Gimbel at Tomorrow Entertainment before joining ABC in 1974.

Carsey had advanced to senior vice president, overseeing all prime time series, when she left ABC in late 1980 to form her own production company. ABC tapped Werner to replace her, but within a year he left the network to join Carsey as an independent producer.

Werner, a Manhattan native, got his start in television as a documentary producer before joining ABC’s planning and development department in 1973. His early production credits include the acclaimed PBS special Shirley Chisholm: Pursuing the Dream.
Congratulations
to

Marcy Carsey
and
Tom Werner

from
your friends at

MOSES & SINGER LLP
NBC salutes the extraordinary producing team of Marcy Carsey & Tom Werner, and congratulates all the Hall of Fame inductees.
Hearst Broadcasting

Salutes the 1996 Inductees of Broadcasting & Cable's Hall of Fame
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Phillips H. Lord
Gilda Radner
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Sports broadcaster Howard Cosell was both loved and hated for his propensity for “telling it like it is.” He was a crusader who spoke his mind no matter who was offended, and that outspokenness helped make him into a national figure in his own right.

The grandson of a rabbi, Cosell was born Howard William Cohen in Winston-Salem, N.C., on March 25, 1918. He attended high school in Brooklyn, where he began writing sports for the school paper. Bowing to parental pressure, Cosell got his law degree at New York University. He was a major in the U.S. Army Transportation Corps during World War II when he married Mary Edith Abrams, and upon his return opened a law office in Manhattan. He represented Willie Mays and the Little League of New York, which lead him to his first broadcasting job—a Saturday morning radio show on ABC that featured Little League baseball players asking questions of major leaguers. He worked the show free for three years before abandoning his law practice in 1956 to work full-time as an ABC TV commentator. He stayed with the network until 1985, when his Sportsbeat show was canceled after he harshly criticized ABC in his autobiography “I Never Played the Game.” Cosell grabbed fame as a blow-by-blow boxing announcer and was censured by many when he defended boxer and friend Muhammad Ali for claiming conscientious-objector status (and being imprisoned for it) during the Vietnam War. Eventually, Cosell would turn away from boxing after years of close association, refusing to broadcast the sport after concluding that it was too brutal.

Cosell also helped put Monday night on the football map as one of the original announcers on ABC’s Monday Night Football from 1970 to 1984, when he left the show saying that the National Football League had “become a stagnant bore.”

Cosell died of a heart embolism at NYU Hospital on April 23, 1995, at age 77.
Caesar’s Hour.
The Tonight Show with Jack Paar.
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Chairman of the Board of Governors of the National Space Society.
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Seven books.
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Need we say more?

Congratulations from Roone Arledge and everyone at ABC News on your much deserved induction into the Hall of Fame.
Hugh Downs

Hugh Downs is TV's marathon man. It has been more than a decade since the "Guinness Book of World Records" cited the pioneering announcer/host/newsman as the most ubiquitous face on commercial TV. The longtime co-host of ABC's 20/20 (for the past 17-plus years) has been everything from announcer to narrator to newsman to game show host to program director in a radio and television career spanning 57 years.

Born Feb. 14, 1921, in Akron, Ohio, Downs began his broadcasting career in 1939 at the prompting of his father, who "pointedly suggested I get a job because I was eating as much as an adult." His first paycheck—$12.50 a week—was earned in an announcing post at WLOK(AM) Lima, Ohio. Not convinced of the job's future, Downs's father suggested that he keep looking, but the young broadcaster had found his calling. In fact, when the station's program director left the following year, the 19-year-old Downs was given the job at twice his salary. After other local announcing/newscasting stints, Downs moved to NBC in Chicago, where in 1945 he made his first TV appearance—on WBKV-TV—to "fewer than 400 sets in all of Chicago."

That stage would grow considerably.

Downs did "the only two [NBC] feeds out of Chicago—Kukla, Fran & Ollie and soap opera Hawkins Falls—before moving to New York in 1954 to co-host The Home Show for the network. There followed a succession of high-profile posts at NBC: announcer for Caesar's Hour, starring fellow Hall of Famer Sid Caesar; announcer/guest host for Tonight; host of Today and game show Concentration; and host of PBS series Over Easy, for which he won an Emmy. In 1978, following a hiatus from commercial TV, he made the jump to ABC and 20/20.
Congratulations to The 1996 Hall of Fame Honorees
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Your skills are as varied as the world you inhabit.
Carl Haverlin's passion for music, broadcasting and history has served the public well. The president of music rights organization Broadcast Music Inc. from 1947 to 1963, Haverlin donated thousands of first-edition manuscripts, musical scores, compositions and letters by 175 classical composers—including Beethoven, Puccini, Strauss and Bizet—to the BMI Archives of Music. Hundreds of pieces of his collection were donated earlier this year to Harvard University's Houghton Library.

Haverlin's fervor as a chronicler of music and Civil War nostalgia was matched by his boldness in broadcasting. Born in 1899 and raised in Northridge, Calif., he worked at KFI(AM) Los Angeles as what he termed "a Carl of all trades" between 1924 and 1936. In his 12 years at the station, he was an announcer, program manager, promotion man and salesman, and contributed to creating KFI's formidable news department.

When NBC planned its first bicoastal broadcast with KFI as its West Coast affiliate in 1926, Haverlin conceived of airing the Rose Bowl game on the station. Despite limited experience in sports coverage, he took on the task of announcing the game, a role he performed until 1934.

Eager to broadcast performances of his beloved classical music as well, Haverlin struck a deal to carry weekly concerts by the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra on KFI by first committing the station to a $1,000 contract without the blessing of management, and later getting the Standard Oil Co. to sponsor the program.

In a speech to the National Music Council in 1972, Haverlin depicted music as a communal, historical thread linking many cultures: "Whatever its origins, the sounds of music were part and parcel of the general life of our founding fathers and their ancestors. It is our task to assemble them."

Haverlin died in 1985.
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E! applauds the induction of Mel Karmazin into the Broadcasting & Cable Hall of Fame.
“The nation’s most successful radio executive...”
- The New York Times

“King Karmazin...Mel is the personification of radio.”
- Mediaweek

“Here is a guy who has conquered the world in radio.”
- Variety

“Wall Street loves Mel.”
- Crain’s New York Business

“...one of radio’s savviest...”
- Billboard

“An admired entrepreneur who many in radio credit with raising the industry’s profile and stature...”
- The Wall Street Journal

“Mel Karmazin is the impish, boyish charmer who turned old-fashioned talk radio into the golden goose...”
- New York Daily News

“The most influential radio executive in the past 20 years... The radio industry’s King Midas...”
- Radio & Records

“...the man behind Wall Street’s favorite radio company...”
- Broadcasting & Cable

“He’s not a chickens**t weenie...”
- Don Imus, WFAN

“M-M-M-M-Mel’s the M-M-M-man!”
- Stuttering John, Itinerant Reporter for the Howard Stern Show

“We couldn’t have said it better ourselves.”

Congratulations, Mel! - the Staff of Infinity Broadcasting
Arguably one of radio’s savviest businessmen and a tenacious dealmaker, Mel Karmazin crafted the industry’s biggest deal this year by announcing the $4.9 billion merger of Westinghouse Electric/CBS Radio and Infinity Broadcasting. Karmazin, 53, is slated to preside as chairman of the combined Westinghouse/CBS/Infinity Radio, the industry’s top group owner in terms of revenue.

In the 15 years he has guided Infinity Broadcasting, Karmazin has been known for making strategic station buys, then watching his investments pay off. The gems in his crown include WFAN(AM) New York and KROQ-FM Los Angeles.

Karmazin’s shrewd business sense is matched by his high regard for radio as a medium. In public he jokes that he owns no television, and he sings radio’s praises to any available audience. A champion of the medium, Karmazin often says he “can’t imagine anything that is more fun, easier and more profitable” than radio.

Among his peers, he is praised for the purity of his endeavor and his commitment to preserving First Amendment rights. For more than a dozen years, he shaped Infinity’s expansion to include solely radio-related properties before purchasing outdoor advertising conglomerate TDI Worldwide earlier this year.


Perhaps the most public of his roles has been his unflinching defense of Infinity’s controversial mega-star Howard Stern. Although Karmazin agreed last year to pay $1.7 million in fines to the FCC to settle indecency complaints, he says that the payment was made to “normalize” Infinity’s relationship with the FCC to smooth plans for future station acquisitions. Karmazin staunchly defends his talent, saying, “Howard’s show has never, ever stepped over the line on the subject of indecency.”

“I got into radio because I could not get a job in television. I owe a debt of gratitude to the television executives who didn’t hire me.”
THE GREATEST RADIO COMPANY IN THE WORLD CONGRATULATES THE GREATEST RADIO LEADER IN THE WORLD!

You Rule Me!

— FARID, TERRY, JEANINE AND THE INFINITY CORPORATE STAFF
WE'D LIKE TO THANK MARCONI FOR INVENTING THE RADIO. AND MEL FOR GIVING US REASONS TO LISTEN.

CONGRATULATIONS FROM YOUR GLOBAL RADIO FAMILY.
USA Networks congratulates this year's honorees
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Robert Kintner was a hard-driving executive whose reigns at ABC (1949-56) and NBC (1958-65) were marked by strong ratings and revenue growth for both networks. One of his greatest legacies was his role in the development of NBC News. Kintner took on the venerable CBS News division by ordering that NBC News always top the number of hours provided by the competition. He was also known to cancel a full evening’s entertainment on NBC for special three-hour—or longer—news reports on important subjects.

Kintner’s interest in news dated from his earlier career as a $25-a-week reporter at the New York Herald-Tribune. He veered off his journalism path to become a lieutenant colonel during World War II and entered the TV business upon his return from the army in 1944. Within five years, he rose through the ranks at ABC to become president of the network. Kintner moved to NBC in 1957 to serve as an executive vice president and within a year become president.

He was stripped of his authority at NBC in December 1965, just as he was adding the chairmanship to his presidency. Friends said at the time that he had set a pace which couldn’t be maintained and that efforts to get him to temper his habits had proved fruitless. He officially left NBC at the end of March 1966 and briefly served as special assistant to President Lyndon B. Johnson and as cabinet secretary. Kintner died in 1980.

“Bob Kintner is an innovator, administrator and genuine ‘doer.’”
—President Lyndon Johnson
CONGRATULATIONS
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CABLEVISION
William Augustus Leonard II was 29 years old when he first joined the Fifth Estate as a roving reporter for WCBS(AM) New York (then WABC). It was the start of a career with CBS that in 1979 culminated with his appointment as president of the news division. Initially hired to broadcast a radio program called This Is New York, Leonard said he put into practice "the preposterous notion that a man could cover New York at night, broadcast his experiences at 6 a.m., return home and sleep a bit before getting up to cover daytime New York for broadcast at 3 p.m." His $273 a week was the largest sum of money he had run into at the time. "I was relieved they could no longer shoot me—they could only fire me." Leonard went on to become a floor reporter at the national political conventions (1952, 1956 and 1960) and in 1962 formed the CBS News Election Unit.

In 1968 Leonard became head of CBS's specials and documentary production. Among the pieces produced under his watch were the hotly debated The Selling of the Pentagon, Guns of Autumn and Trujillo—Portrait of a Dictator. "I don't believe in advocacy journalism," he said in 1975, "if you mean using precious airwaves under the guise of journalism to support your own point of view. But any good reporter can't help at times being in a position which cries for action. Happily, half the people accuse us of being too liberal and half of being too conservative." But he added, "if we are going to be free, nobody but the court of public opinion should watch over us." And although it is "difficult to convince people that we don't have an ax to grind...we should be able to take criticism, and to explain what we do and why."

Before becoming CBS News president, he also served as VP for the network's Washington bureau and presided over the development of such shows as 60 Minutes and Sunday Morning. Although Leonard retired in 1982, his interest in the medium never waned, and it was not unusual to find him dispensing advice at the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism before his death from a stroke in 1994.

"I don't believe in advocacy journalism if you mean using precious airwaves under the guise of journalism to support your own point of view. But any good reporter can't help at times being in a position which cries for action."
A&E TELEVISION NETWORKS
CONGRATULATES
BRIAN L. ROBERTS, PRESIDENT,
COMCAST CORPORATION,
AND ROBERT C. WRIGHT,
PRESIDENT & CEO, NBC,
AND ALL OF THE
BROADCASTING & CABLE
6TH ANNUAL
HALL OF FAME HONOREES.
Phillip Lord's names (his real one and his pseudonym Seth Parker) were synonymous with drama during the Golden Age of radio. A producer, writer and actor, his creations included Mr. District Attorney; David Harding, Counterspy; Sunday Evening at Seth Parker's; The Country Doctor; Sky Blazers; Treasury Agent; We, the People, and the classic Gangbusters.

The New England native moved to New York in 1927 to become a writer and decided to try his hand at radio after hearing a program on life in small-town Maine that he found lacking. His first production, Old Fashioned Singing School, was aired by a station in Hartford, Conn., and later on several others. It also attracted the attention of NBC, which hired him to do the Seth Parker series. The characters were plain Maine folks who, along with many of the situations, came from Lord's memories of summers spent in the state. He played the title role.

But Lord was far from a simple New Englander. With a lifestyle often described as "flamboyant," he put his successful career on hiatus in 1935 to sail his schooner (the Seth Parker) around the world. The trip made headlines when the ship encountered a storm off Tahiti. Lord and his crew were rescued, but the ship was wrecked and sold for scrap.

Lord developed a program strategy of using true stories that was reflected in We, the People, Mr. District Attorney and Gangbusters, which was based on material from FBI files. The show had the cooperation of J. Edgar Hoover and was an immense hit for CBS, debuting in 1936 and running for 12 years. The title also entered the language—with the show's extremely loud opening of guns and siren sound effects, "coming on like gangbusters" came to signify anything with a strong beginning.

The transition to television was difficult for Lord. He created The Black Robe in 1949, but the re-creation of court cases ran for just under a year on NBC. The TV version of Gangbusters debuted on NBC in March 1952, alternating Thursday nights with Dragnet. Both were hits, but when Dragnet was able to produce enough shows to go weekly in December, Gangbusters was canceled in spite of drawing a 42 rating that fall.

Lord retired in 1953, selling his program properties and production company to General Teleradio Inc. He died in 1975 at age 73.
Dear Gilda,
If there really is a heaven, now the angels must be laughing. With deep love, to one who was always an angel.

From all of us
Rosanne Rosanna-Dana’s oft-quoted “Weekend Update” mantra helped propel Gilda Radner into TV history. A member of the celebrated original cast of NBC’s *Saturday Night Live*, Radner boosted the show’s initial climb to late-night fame with her portrayal of Rosanna-Dana and a host of other characters, including Emily Litella (“What’s all this about Soviet jewelry?”) and the ultra-nerdy Lisa Loupner.

The Detroit-born Radner launched her entertainment career in the Toronto company’s performance of “Godspell.” She later joined the Toronto company of “Second City” before returning to the U.S. in the early 1970s to work as a writer/performer with the New York–based *National Lampoon Show* radio program.

She joined *Saturday Night Live* in 1975 at the invitation of producer Lorne Michaels. Aside from Radner’s Rosanna-Dana and Litella characters, other highlights included her Astaire/Rogers-esque dance with comedian Steve Martin, her lampooning of rock star Patti Smith and her portrayal of a victim of the deadly Land Shark. Radner stayed with the show until 1980, winning an Emmy for her work on the program. Toward the end of her *Saturday Night Live* tenure, she also hosted her own Broadway show, “Gilda Live.”

In 1983 she took one of her characters to the bookstore, writing “Rosanne Rosanna-Dana’s ‘Hey, Get Back to Work!’” The book features a 108-page preface followed by eight pages of text. She later would use a Rosanna-Dana line in the title of her second book, “It’s Always Something,” in which Radner describes her battle with cancer.

In 1988 she received an Emmy nomination for her guest appearance on *It’s Garry Shandling’s Show*. During the appearance, Radner told Shandling she had been absent from television because of her battle with cancer and then asked Shandling, “What did you have?” She died on May 20, 1989.
We salute

**Brian Roberts**

on his induction
to the 1996
Broadcasting &
Cable Hall of Fame
Since stepping into the presidency of Comcast Corp. in 1990 at the tender age of 30, Brian L. Roberts has left an indelible imprint on the cable world.

Now 37, Roberts has forged deals that have redefined Comcast on one hand and helped redraw the boundaries of telecommunications competition on the other. Those deals include acquiring controlling interests in home-shopping powerhouse QVC, the NBA's Philadelphia 76ers and the NHL's Philadelphia Flyers, a 20% stake in Teleport Communications Group and a 15% position in Sprint Spectrum. He also has expanded Comcast's international cable operations.

Roberts has earned praise from friends and foes alike for his honesty, straightforwardness and honor. Those who underestimate him, either in the boardroom or on the golf course (where he holds an eight handicap), do so at their own risk. Even Julian Brodsky, who helped launch Comcast with Brian's father, Ralph, has conceded that it's the son who's running the show now.

In a glimpse of what drives him and the industry, Roberts says it's more than simple ambition: "The thing I enjoy most about the industry is the fact that it's still basically dominated by entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs, I think, have a fear of extinction. We take nothing for granted."

A graduate of the Wharton School of Finance at the University of Pennsylvania, a former All-American squash player and a business whiz since childhood, he has earned the title of poster child for the cable industry. The pinstripe image belies the fact that Brian, like his father, climbed poles to string cable in his and the industry's early days. The flip side is that even before that, he was sitting in on business negotiations with his dad, watching and learning.

Now, Roberts is eager to propel cable into the future: "It will be a totally different business in the next 10 years than in the past 30 years. I'm not sure it's not more exciting and lucrative for those who want to conquer new frontiers."
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Congratulations
Howard
Our Chairman, Our Colleague, Our Friend
The quote at left was how Howard Stringer summed up his feelings about leaving CBS in February 1995 after almost 30 years to head Tele-TV, the television joint venture of Nynex, Bell Atlantic and Pacific Telesis.

Indeed, Tele-TV is as much an experiment as it is a venture—it's unclear when or to what extent the phone companies' bid for viewers will catch on. Never at a loss for words, Stringer remains philosophical about the information age and the prospects of various media players in it. In a speech earlier this year he summed up the apprehension that he senses as the industry tries to come to grips with the future: “Maybe it’s time to rename the age of information the age of anxiety, because we know so much but feel we understand so little.”

Before joining Tele-TV as chairman/CEO, Stringer capped his CBS career with a seven-year stint as president, CBS/Broadcast Group. During his watch, CBS became the first network to jump from third to first place in prime time ratings. He is also credited with persuading late-night phenom David Letterman to jump from NBC to CBS.

Stringer served two years as president of CBS News before heading the broadcast group. Before that, he was executive vice president of the news division, a post to which he was named after serving as executive producer of the CBS Evening News with Dan Rather from 1981 to 1984.

Nevertheless, Stringer believes interactive television is an untapped vein that will inevitably enrich the viewing experience. Earlier this year, he said he expects “enormous amounts of interactive game playing,” and “real” home shopping that would be an improvement over the “zirconimania” that is now characteristic of the category. And services such as Tele-TV, he says, will offer true video-on-demand. And there are lots of ideas for original programming—hundreds of channels worth. “Half the damn ideas I don’t understand,” he jokes.

“it was wrenching leaving CBS. But it is not often at this stage, at 53, that you get offered something this new and this exhilarating.”
THE WRIGHT STUFF

NBC salutes our boss, Bob Wright, and congratulates all the other deserving inductees to the Broadcasting & Cable Hall of Fame.
Robert Wright and NBC aren't taking any chances. Under Wright's leadership as president since September 1986, the General Electric subsidiary has invested aggressively in new media ventures while strengthening the core network and station businesses.

Wright has overseen NBC's investment in 19 cable networks, including the wholly owned CNBC and the 50-50 joint venture with Microsoft—MSNBC. Internationally, the network owns NBC Super Channel, CNBC Asia and Canal de Noticias NBC in Latin America. In the digital world, it has launched four businesses: NBC Desktop Video, NBC Data Network, NBC Digital Publishing and NBC Online Ventures.

Domestically, the company has solidified its hold on first place in prime time and has signaled a major commitment to sports with its acquisition of all but one of the Olympics through 2008. Its station portfolio also continues to expand, as evidenced by the recent acquisition of Outlet Communications and an agreement to buy two NBC affiliates owned by New World Communications Group.

Wright, 53, has spent most of his career at General Electric, reporting to company chairman/CEO Jack Welch. Before taking over NBC, Wright ran GE Financial Services, and before that was president, Cox Cable Communications.

Wright and Welch are known to be close personal friends. With Welch expected to retire in no later than four years (at age 64), there's been a lot of speculation on who will replace him. While no official decision has been made, Wright is clearly on the list of the prospective candidates.

But as to the future, Wright's focus is on NBC and positioning it to be a strong player in the era of media convergence. He recently told Broadcasting & Cable that "the scale of the business going forward and the dynamics of television in the home are huge. In the next five years there will be elements that we're not in that are going to be bigger than where we are today. And the excitement is trying to participate in those, the relationship with computers, satellites, CD-ROMs. All that is very exiting, and GE's basic conclusion is that this is no time to bail out of that option."
We are proud to salute and thank our leader, 1996 Broadcasting and Cable Hall of Fame honoree Robert C. Wright, for his vision and determination.

NBC Cable Networks also congratulates Brian Roberts, and all of the Hall of Fame honorees.
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the COOLEST
GAME ON earth
We are grateful to be honored with the Golden CableACE. It’s a special award we’d like to share with those whose lives are touched by breast cancer and all of the members of our affiliate family whose support means so much to us.
Malone predicts more rate hikes

"Modest" boost is part of plan to refocus company on core video business

By Price Colman

Telephone-Communications Inc. plans to raise rates modestly, focus on the core video operation and require emerging business lines to fund their own growth, TCI Chairman John Malone told investors and analysts last week.

The moves, coupled with what Malone called aggressive budgeting, are intended to help relieve TCI's debt and get the company into the debt-to-cashflow range of between 5.5:1 and 5.75:1 by year's end.

Revenue from rate hikes coupled with savings from self-sufficient companies and cutbacks in capital expenditures improves the financial picture substantially for TCI, Malone told analysts, adding detail to his plan for having free cash flow of $750 million-$1 billion by the end of 1997.

It's a move that could help TCI Communications' (TCOMA) debt rating, which is a step above investment grade and under review with "negative implications" at Standard & Poor's.

Malone acknowledged the dangers of a rate hike, a TCI spokeswoman said, but added that this year's big increase—averaging about 13%—was handled poorly. "[Malone] said the problem was that we raised rates without providing anything new," LaRae Marsik reported.

Marsik declined to discuss the size of the increases, which apply to basic and some premium services, saying only that they would be "modest." The plan calls for the bills of nonregulated subscribers—about 3 million of TCI's 14 million total—to change in January, everyone else's in July.

Meanwhile, TCI plans to deploy digital cable rapidly, renewing the focus on the core operation that has been cable's traditional strength. "I think he's trying to reassure the Street and say, 'We're not going off in six different directions willy-nilly. If we don't see a need to do hard-wired telephony or high-speed modem business, then we're not going to forge ahead with fiber into our systems at some accelerated speed,'" said Mark Riely of Media Research Group.

"He recognizes that if there is a competitive threat it is from DBS in the short-to-intermediate term," Marsik characterized Malone and Barney Schotters' two-hour conference call as an expansion of what Malone said at the recent Bear Stearns conference in Phoenix (B&C, Oct. 28). There, Malone emphasized digital cable and TCI's ability to deploy it quickly, cheaply and widely.

"It was all pretty positive," said one analyst who requested anonymity. "To hear him say 'Digital may be better than I thought' gives me renewed optimism for the near term for TCI."

Some have suggested that Malone not only is back, he's angry after taking a hard look at operations. He's not wasting time doing something about it. Last week, TCI split cable operations into three divisions that will focus on their specific markets: larger urban and suburban markets with advanced traditional cable networks, smaller and more dispersed systems with traditional cable and the advanced test sites with bleeding-edge HFC networks.

Financial markets have grudgingly acknowledged Malone's words—TCOMA stock is up about 13% from recent lows. Analysts also appear to be encouraged, although still stinging from TCI's poor third-quarter showing.

USA goes 'Undercover'

Buys Fox drama from co-owned MCA for $30 million

By Cynthia Littleton

USA Network is paying an estimated $30 million for the off-network rights to MCA's gritty Fox drama, New York Undercover.

USA will air the acclaimed Dick Wolf police drama as a late-fringe strip beginning in fall 1998. MCA is also planning to offer the show to broadcasters for weekend barter runs. A major station group deal is expected shortly.

USA, which is co-owned by MCA, has licensed the off-network rights to the first four seasons, or about 100 episodes, of New York Undercover, which is in its third year on Fox. In the face of competition from NBC's powerhouse Thursday 9-10 p.m. block, the show has averaged a 7.2 household Nielsen rating season-to-date.

Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed, but sources say USA is paying about $275,000 per episode. If so, the fee doesn't approach the $1.2 million Warner Bros. commanded from Tnt for ER. USA's price was driven up by strong interest in the show from FX, Fox's basic cable network.
One proud network.
Congratulations to all the CableACE nominees.

Movie or Miniseries “SOPHIE AND THE MOONHANGER” Variety Special or Series “LIFETIME

APPLAUDS: THE FIGHT AGAINST BREAST CANCER” Game Show Special or Series “DEBT”

Performance in a Comedy Special JULIA SWEENEY “LIFETIME APPLAUDS: THE FIGHT

AGAINST BREAST CANCER” Actress in a Movie or Miniseries SELA WARD “ALMOST GOLDEN:

THE JESSICA SAVITCH STORY” Supporting Actor in a Movie or Miniseries JASON BERNARD

“SOPHIE AND THE MOONHANGER” DENNIS BOUTSIKARIS “CHASING THE DRAGON” Writing

a Movie or Miniseries SARA FLANIGAN JUDI ANN MASON “SOPHIE AND THE MOONHANGER”
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MCI/British Telecom reducing ASkyB stake

TCI said to be talking about investing in DBS venture

By Steve McClellan

Even before last week’s MCI/British Telecom merger announcement, TCI and News Corp. were holding discussions about a possible TCI investment in the MCI/News Corp. DBS venture, ASkyB. Sources say those talks continue in the wake of MCI’s confirmation that it will reduce its stake in ASkyB to “something less than 20%,” as MCI Chairman Bert Roberts put it last week.

Roberts also said the company’s corporate alliance with News Corp. was being “redefined.” Roberts did not elaborate, but company officials said later that that meant MCI was capping its investment in News Corp. at $1.335 billion, giving it just under a 10% stake in the media conglomerate. The initial corporate alliance, struck in August 1995, called for MCI to invest as much as $2 billion, representing a 13% stake in News Corp.

But that won’t happen, says MCI spokesman Jim Monroe. “We anticipate that the current $1.335 billion investment in News Corp. will remain, and we don’t anticipate that it will be increased.” News Corp Chairman Rupert Murdoch will remain on MCI’s board until the merger with BT is completed, but won’t join the BT board after the merger is completed.

Separate from that agreement is the DBS venture, in which MCI put up an additional $682.5 million to buy the required licenses that were auctioned off by the FCC last January. So between the two deals, MCI officials confirm, the company has already invested $2.017 billion in News Corp. and the DBS venture. But that figure will be reduced by at least $545 million, to just under $1.5 billion, once MCI scales back its ASkyB stake to 20% or less.

With MCI reducing its interest in ASkyB from 50% to 20%, News Corp., the managing partner and half-owner in the DBS venture, will definitely bring in new partners, confirms ASkyB Chairman Preston Padden, who would say only, “I don’t have any doubt at all about that.”

Roberts said that when ASkyB gets new partners to take over most of MCI’s interest in the DBS venture, “we will obviously get reimbursed for that [50%] investment. It will still be a partnership in which you’ll find us doing some things. But it will be more of a passive ownership situation both at the parent company, as it is now, and in the ASkyB facility.”

Getting reimbursed for that investment would mean selling the DBS licenses back to News Corp. and any new partners. Such a transfer would require FCC approval. As a foreign company, BT could directly own as much as 20% in the DBS venture without violating the FCC’s foreign ownership cap.

Indeed, the ASkyB licenses that MCI paid for are already under challenge at the FCC and have not been officially granted to the venture. EchoStar, a competing DBS service, challenged the award of the licenses based on the foreign ownership of News Corp. (Australia) and BT, which already owns a 20% interest in MCI. Word circulating in Washington is that the market-oriented FCC will dismiss that challenge, and perhaps soon, although there is no official confirmation of that from the commission. Whether EchoStar mounts a new challenge, based on how BT and MCI dispose of most of their interest in ASkyB, remains to be seen.

Despite MCI’s decision not to invest the remaining $665 million in News Corp., called for under the original alliance agreement, analysts say Murdoch and his company have plenty of cash on hand—as much as $3.5 billion, if a plan to monetize a portion of its ownership in the UK’s BSkyB goes through as expected.

“Murdoch doesn’t need MCI’s money,” says Steve Barlow, the media analyst who follows News Corp. for Smith Barney. “At the end of the last quarter they had $1.5 billion cash on the balance sheet, and they’ve raised an additional $2 billion since.” The first $1 billion is already in hand, through a bond issue completed several weeks ago, says Barlow. Another $1 billion will come through the liquidation of a portion of BSkyB. That transaction is expected to close by the end of the week.

Meanwhile, TCI is already a partner in Primestar Partners, a DBS company in which several other major MSOs are also partnered, including Time Warner, Comcast, Continental and Cox. Currently, it’s a medium-power service that hopes to launch a high-power satellite in January.

It’s unlikely that TCI’s MSO partners in Primestar would be comfortable with a TCI-ASkyB linkup—Primestar was initially conceived as cable’s answer to DIRECTV, a service similar to what ASkyB hopes to become.

TCI does have two high-power satellites to bring to a DBS party. And there were suggestions last week that TCI and its Primestar partners were arguing over whether TCI had made a binding agreement to contribute those birds to the Primestar effort. “It’s definitely an outstanding issue,” said one source with knowledge of the situation.

At this point, it seems there are more questions than answers for many issues surrounding ASkyB and Primestar.
AN ALL-NEW FAMILY CHANNEL WORLD PREMIERE MOVIE EVENT

APOLLO II
THE MOVIE

On July 20, 1969, the whole world stopped. Where were you?

Sunday November 17 at 7PM E/P
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Sell Teleport, Justice tells Continental
Move will clear way for merger with US West

By Price Colman

Continental Cablevision must sell the 11.2% of Teleport Communications Group Inc. it owns to gain federal approval for Continental's merger with telco US West, the Justice Department ruled last week.

The DOJ's ruling, which was expected, sets up a two-step process for divestiture. Continental must reduce its stake in Teleport, a competitive-access telephone service provider, to 10% or less by June 30, 1997, and must completely divest by Dec. 31, 1998.

Privately held Continental has scheduled a shareholders meeting for Nov. 14 to vote on the merger. Continental and US West officials have said they expect the merger to be consummated by the end of November.

Before TCG conducted an initial public offering and debt sale on June 27, Continental, Tele-Communications Inc., Cox and Comcast were its primary owners. TCI owned 30%, Cox 30%, Comcast 20% and Continental 20%. The IPO, in which TCG sold about a 20% stake, and accompanying debt financing raised about $1.3 billion.

Following the IPO, TCI owned about 49 million super-voting (10 votes for each share) Class B shares representing about 31% of all (Class A and B) outstanding shares; Cox 39 million Class B shares, or about 25%; Comcast 25.63 million, or about 16.4%; and Continental 17.5 million, or about 11.2%. At the recent trading price of about $29 per share, sale of those shares would bring Continental more than $507 million.

The DOJ couched its action in the form of a lawsuit, filed in U.S. District Court in Washington, that seeks to block the merger if Continental fails to comply with the divestiture requirement.

At the same time, the DOJ filed a proposed settlement allowing the merger to proceed if Continental complies with the conditions.

The DOJ filing also prohibits US West and Continental from appointing members to TCG's board of directors, participating in TCG board meetings and bars US West from access to confidential TCG information pending completion of the divestiture.

In issuing the conditions, the DOJ said there was the potential for decreased competition in certain US West markets—Denver, Phoenix, Seattle and Omaha, specifically—if the merger were allowed to proceed without the divestiture provision.

"The antitrust laws don't allow a dominant firm to own even a part of a competitor trying to break into the market," said Joel I. Klein, acting assistant attorney general of the DOJ's Antitrust Division. The Internal Revenue Service is expected to rule this week on how Continental will be absorbed into US West.

Comcast cash flow, losses up
Net losses also up from third quarter 1995

By Price Colman

Comcast Corp. last week reported overall revenue and cash flow up 12% for the third quarter, with its net loss, primarily due to capital expenditures, increasing 35% to $10 million—or 4 cents per share—over third quarter 1995.

Philadelphia-based Comcast recorded overall revenue of $974.6 million and overall cash flow of $295.8 million. Results in three key areas—cable, QVC and cellular—improved, with cable being the weakest of the three.

In actions that will affect its future financial results, Scripps Howard and Comcast conducted special shareholder meetings last week to vote on the acquisition of Scripps' cable operations by Comcast. Shareholders from both companies were expected to approve the deal, worth an estimated $1.575 billion.

Comcast's cable division reported 6.6% cash-flow growth, to $193.9 million, on revenue of $392.6 million, also up 6.6% from the comparable quarter last year.

Analysts were upbeat about Comsat's financials, saying third-quarter results were in line with expectations.

Cash flow for the cellular division increased 12.5%, to $47.74 million, on a 19.5% increase in revenue, to $110 million. In recent quarters, the financial results for cellular operations had been hurt by fraud and the implementation of security measures to combat it. Cellular's improving results indicate that Comcast is dealing effectively with fraud and security issues.

QVC reported 16% cash-flow growth, to $69.2 million, on a 10.1% increase in revenue, to $431 million.

Analysts were upbeat about Comcast's financials, saying third-quarter results were in line with expectations, despite weakness in the cable advertising and pay-per-view areas that held down cable numbers overall. Analysts also are looking for improving fourth-quarter numbers for cable operations, partly stemming from a cable rate increase that will take effect this month.
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In a television world dominated by eye candy and packaged entertainment, here's a nourishing exception: JEC Knowledge TV.

At last, programming designed to unchain the brain in each of your customers, with knowledge that can change their lives. They'll bone up on foreign languages... learn to get more out of their computer... excel in business presentations and career choices... find ways to live healthier.

Fact is, only on Knowledge TV can they watch it today, and use it tomorrow.

In today's fast-changing, need-to-know universe, the time has never been better to attract adults who want this kind of relevant information.

Look at it this way: you're not just getting inside their heads. You're capturing their hearts, as well.

To learn more about Knowledge TV, contact: Jim Honiotes, 1-800-727-5663.
Encore strikes up the brand

Invests $40 million in awareness campaign for STARZ

By Price Colman

Encore Media Corp. has launched a $40 million national branding campaign for its STARZ! movie channel with high-tech commercial spots and heavy exposure on cable networks.

The goal of the campaign, which features two spots (total: $2 million) produced by George Lucas’s Industrial Light & Magic studios, is to generate the kind of household name recognition that HBO enjoys.

Encore is using the remaining $38 million in the branding budget for media buys on cable networks including TNT, TBS, CNN, USA, The Family Channel and Discovery as well as ABC, CBS and NBC radio networks.

“This is very, very aggressive,” says Mike Hale, senior vice president of marketing and business development at Encore. “The whole idea is to let the public know there is a big, new option called STARZ.”

Beginning next year, STARZ! will add output from Touchstone/Hollywood Pictures to the current output from studios including Universal, Miramax, Fine Line, New Line, Turner Pictures International and Imagine. The additions will give STARZ! access to 40% of Hollywood movie studio output, which puts it on par with HBO, Hale says.

Although not expected to be profitable until early in the next decade, two-year-old STARZ! has about 4.7 million subscribers through affiliation agreements with cable MSOs Tele-Communications Inc., Continental Cablevision, Cox. Cablevision Systems, Time Warner; DBS providers DIRECTV, Primestar and AlphaStar; and some C-band satellite services.

Promotions for STARZ! began last week with 60- and 30-second spots during “Gremlins” and “First Blood” and on Discovery. Hale doesn’t rule out broadcast network spots, but says the initial focus is cross-promotion on cable.

“Our view is that without STARZ! and Encore, the pay numbers in most cable companies would be worse…. By dropping us in with HBO and pay packages, it solidifies at that price point.”

Typical pricing for STARZ! and Encore is $5-$7.95 a la carte and $14.95 when bundled with HBO.

Encore is looking for the commercials to offer a big bang. The spots are produced at Industrial Light & Magic and directed by Matthew Robbins, co-writer with Steven Spielberg of “ET,” “Close Encounters” and “Sugarland Express.” Robbins’s commercial credits include the Darth Vader spot for Energizer.

DBS has helped premium channels such as STARZ!, Hale acknowledges, and cable—which has had spotty success with pay channels—is catching on.

With big-budget spots like the one above, STARZ is looking to gain kind of name recognition enjoyed by HBO.

Turner puts it to television

Says a lot of programing is stupid, sleazy and exploitive, but V-chip isn’t answer

By Jim McConville

Sounding more like an industry critic than a television executive, always outspoken Time Warner Vice Chairman Ted Turner urged TV programers to clean up their act. Calling much of TV “stupid, sleazy, lousy, violent and exploitive.”

Speaking last week to a packed house at the Museum of Television & Radio’s fourth annual William S. Paley lecture series in New York, Turner said TV now exerts greater influence over young minds than does family, church, school or government.

“We have a real responsibility,” said Turner. “I do not think that there is any industry in the world that has more influence than the media. It is a sacred trust. We have a real responsibility, like a minister or college president, to produce something worthwhile.”

Turner said the public has begun to “realize that the total effect of watching so much stupid, sleazy, lousy, violent and exploitive programing is bad for our society.”

He did not exclude himself from the criticism, saying that the more successful TBS has become, “the more my standards have been compromised for the sake of the almighty dollar and not losing market share.”

Saying he has produced more programing that he’s “proud of than ashamed of,” Turner added that there remains programing on Turner networks he’s not happy about. Still, he did not suggest he was abandoning the company’s programing philosophy. “It bothers me. But does it bother me.
When the average subscriber leaves, it costs you over two thousand dollars.
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enough to do anything about it? No.”

Turner’s vocal antiviolence stance notwithstanding, he said Time Warner/Turner pay channel HBO will continue to air unedited R-rated films.

TV viewing in the U.S. has become "pervasive" and "habit-forming" at the expense of family relationships, Turner said, and he equated excessive TV viewing with the dangers of overindulging. "One or two drinks before dinner won’t hurt you, but if you drink a fifth a day it’ll kill you," he warned. "Maybe we should be running announcements that say ‘too much television can be dangerous to your mental health.’"

Turner said broadcasters are too focused on the bottom line, "making a fortune selling Frolic Loops to little kids. Too many people in our business are too concerned about making money." Turner exhorted TV producers to exercise their “individual responsibility” to make programming they’re proud of.

He stopped short of advocating external controls on programming, however, saying that broadcast television has been "intimidated into getting tamer. With the V-chip it will probably get intimidated into getting tamer yet."

Showing a flair for the theatrical, Turner at one point assumed the fetal position on stage to demonstrate his reaction earlier that day to what he characterized as complex programming discussions with HBO President Jeff Bewkes. "I’ve always liked complexity, but you can get too much complexity. It’s like trying to build a Erector set without the instructions," he said.

In a question-and-answer session after the speech, Turner cautioned that not all of the major broadcast networks will necessarily survive over the long run, and he predicted that cable networks will continue to eat away at the Big Three’s ratings and advertising share. “It’s an irreversible trend,” he said.

Turner also said he sold TBS to Time Warner instead of other companies because he wanted to make sure CNN ended up with a company with strong journalistic credentials. He explained that the ongoing consolidation of media properties made joining with another, larger company inevitable.

Choosing Time Warner, said Turner, was a way to insure that TBS will be able to grow and have the programming that it needs to do so. "You can’t run a sports franchise if you don’t have any rookies coming in. Pretty soon you are going to be like CBS News, where everybody is 65 or older.”

---

**Head Endings**

**Eye on People picks agency**

CBS/Westinghouse has named Adler Boschetto Peebles & Partners (ABP) ad agency of record for its upcoming cable network Eye on People, scheduled to launch March 31, 1997. Network trade advertising will begin later this month and consumer advertising in January. ABP has been the agency for Group W Satellite Communications since 1989.

**Sobering world of Disney**

"Many things have happened to me in my life, but never did I think I would appear in a Walt Disney film," Nobel Peace Prize winner and Holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel said at the recent screening of a new documentary airing this month on The Disney Channel. Waging Peace is a riveting look at a week-long "experiment in promoting peace" organized last year by the Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity. The foundation brought together 30 teenagers from war-torn areas around the world for a conference in Venice on breaking down barriers of prejudice and ending the violence in the Middle East, the former Yugoslavia and Northern Ireland, and the gang violence in Oakland, Calif., and Chicago. "This movie deals with hope," said Wiesel at the screening and fund-raiser held on the Disney lot in Burbank. "Sometimes we need the wisdom of children. We, as adults, give them our past, but they represent our future."

**AMC in concert**

Rainbow Holdings Inc.’s American Movie Classics (AMC) will produce AMC in Concert at the Rainbow Room, a series of four one-hour musical specials highlighting pop song. Taped at the Rainbow Room in Rockefeller Center in New York, the series begins on Dec. 31, New Year’s Eve, with an episode hosted by singer Dionne Warwick and composer Burt Bacharach.

**Deal done**

Northland Communications Corp. has completed its acquisition of cable systems in Moses Lake, Wash., from Marcus Cable that serve an estimated 12,600 subscribers. Purchase price of the deal was not disclosed.

**Strip & Drag?**

The Outdoor Life Network will feature a three-day special covering the 1996 National Horse Show next month. Taped at Madison Square Garden in New York City, the special will air Dec. 3-5 at 8 p.m. First-night coverage will include Gambler’s Choice, Strip & Drag and Puissance (high jump) competition rounds.

**CNNSI names anchors**

CNNSI, the Time Warner/Turner sports news network to be launched next month, has named five additional news anchors: Steve Bartelstein, Steve Berthiaume, Justin Farmer, Eric Goodman and Chris Rose. CNNSI, the joint venture of Turner’s CNN and Time Warner’s Sports Illustrated, will debut Dec. 12.

**Roundball classic**

DBS operator Primestar Partners will sponsor the John R. Wooden Classic NCAA basketball tournament doubleheader for the second year in a row. This year the tournament matches the University of Arizona against the University of Utah, and the University of Louisville against Louisiana State University. The tournament will air Dec. 7 at 8 p.m. on NBC-TV.

**Heavy hitters on menu**

Several top cable executives are lined up for “Cable’s Menu: We Deliver Customers,” the opening general session of the Western Cable Show in Anaheim, Calif., next month. Scheduled for 10 a.m. on Dec. 11, the session will feature Peter Barton, president, Liberty Media Corp.; Michael Bloomberg, president, Bloomberg LP; Chase Carey, co-COO, News Corp., and chairman, Fox Television; and Terry McGuirk, chairman and president, Turner Broadcasting System. The panel will be moderated by Paul Kagan, chairman of Paul Kagan and Associates.

---

**—JM,CL**
Broadcasting & Cable Market Issues

Western Cable Unwrapped

Broadcasting & Cable's special Western Cable Show issue and show dailies give you the highest visibility at one of the industry's hottest shows. And this year we are providing a special seasonal promotion that will make your top prospects feel like the holidays have arrived early.

Delivered to the top 100 decisionmakers in the cable universe, (50 MSO presidents and 50 top systems general managers) this holiday basket of cheer will be filled with high quality gift items customized with your message and logo. You’ll be able to purchase the premium of your choice. These high profile gift baskets are on a first-come first-served basis, so act now. Remember, you must advertise in all four of our Western Cable Show issues to be eligible for our special gift basket promotion. Plus, you’ll also receive:
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Unwrap the possibilities at the Western Cable Show by taking advantage of this unique advertising opportunity. Call to participate today. For more information on special pricing call your sales representative or Millie Chiavelli at 212.337.6943.

MTV adds executives to oversee originals

By Jim McConville

MTV plans to expand its long-form original programming, which may include the introduction of two offbeat comedies now in pilot production.

MTV has named four executives to help oversee the network's new original program development: Jeremiah Bosgang, Michael Dugan and John Miller, all appointed vice-president, original programming and series development, and Carol Eng, director, original programming and series development.

Bosgang will oversee MTV pilot "Oddville MTV," based on the long-running New York City public access comedy show "Beyond Vaudeville." The show features interviews of guests with unusual and eccentric talents by host Frank Hope (stage name for Broadcasting & Cable assistant editor Rich Brown, currently on sabbatical).

Before joining MTV, Bosgang was director of comedy development for Fox Broadcasting, where he worked on the series "Martin." Dugan will oversee production of "Idiot Savants," an offbeat game show that quizzes contestants on arcane and trivial information. MTV has committed to 65 episodes of the series, which will air daily at 7 and 11 p.m., starting Dec. 9. Previously Dugan was VP, production, at HA! The TV Comedy Network.

John Miller will be in charge of production of current MTV shows "Road Rules," "The Real World" and "BuzzKill," the last as executive producer.

Before joining MTV, Miller was director of development for Foxlab, the Fox division that created syndicated shows "Cops," "Studs" and "America's Most Wanted." Eng was supervising producer for MTV, where she produced programs including "MTV Jams Live" and the 1994 MTV Video Music Awards.

Lisa Berger, MTV senior vice-president, original program and series development, says MTV plans to stick with its current programming mix of 70% music videos and 30% original programming. "What we would like to do is lessen the repeats and expand original programming."
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VDO expands Webcasting possibilities

MTV Europe to cover awards with VDOnet streaming

MTV Europe will Webcast its music awards show live this week using video streaming technology from VDOnet Corp.

The show hits the Internet Thursday through five VDO-Live servers stationed around the world in what will be the highest-profile demonstration of the VDOnet technology to date. The Nov. 14 event starts at 9 p.m. (Central European Time) 3 p.m. ET and can be accessed at the MTV Europe Website (ema.mtve.com).

The live Webcast is the first in what will be a growing number of Internet events, including rock concerts, an upcoming political summit in Singapore and college football games (see "Telemstra," Nov. -4). "These events are going to be occurring much more frequently," says Asaf Motl, VDOnet president. "We now have a broadcasting server that can grab a video feed, digitize the motion video and prepare it for on-the-fly streaming on the Internet."

VDOnet also gained the backing of two major media players recently when Microsoft Corp. and US West took a reported 20% combined stake in the Internet technology company.

As part of those agreements, VDOnet gains licensing rights to Microsoft NetShow, an open standards-based platform for multimedia applications online, and Microsoft NetMeeting, which enables real-time audio communications and simultaneous data sharing between several users via the Internet.

US West sees the real potential of VDOnet's technology in its ability to deliver a range of content via cable modem, with emphasis on the bandwidth capacity available, aside from the faster transmission speeds that cable modems afford.

US West's relationship with Continental Cablevision will likely produce cable modem trials in the foreseeable future. "We're interested in working with Continental in applications that don't take advantage of just high-speed access but of the wider bandwidth that cable modems offer," says John O'Farrell, president of US West Interactive Services.

In terms of Web access, O'Farrell sees VDOnet's streaming technology taking the Internet to a new level for PC users. "We firmly believe cable modems are not just about offering high-speed access to Websites. They're about creating a genuinely new experience," he says.

But US West's perspective...
on the technology goes beyond cyberspace into interactive TV applications including video on demand. Along with that sort of one-way video streaming, O'Farrell expects two-way video-conferencing to become another application, for both residential and business customers. He declines to indicate how quickly US West and Continental may mount trials or attempt to initiate services incorporating the VDO-net technology. But he says the investment wouldn't have been made if US West hadn't been certain of tangible results in "a speedy fashion."

For its part, VDOnet also has an expansive view of how its technology may be employed, including an application expounded in the context of interactive TV: multiple camera angles at sporting events. "The power of the Internet is in providing content that is not otherwise available," says Asaf Mohr.

MTV Europe will further validate that assertion when 'Net surfers not on the Continent can tune in its award show via PC this week.

Network Computing

Oracle announces partners at NC fest

Goal is to reach 'the disenfranchised'

By Richard Tedesco

etwork computers were the subject at Oracle Corp.'s OpenWorld forum in San Francisco last week, as Oracle announced hardware partners and CEO Larry Ellison preached the NC concept.

The seven partners planning to produce NCs are Acorn Computer Group and IDEA, both already shipping the machines, and Alai Digital, Funai Electronic Co., Ltd., Proton Industrial Electronic Co., RCA and Uniden. The last five plan to produce the scaled-down, reduced-funtion computing stations sometime in '99.

Acorn's NC is available at $400 in volume discounts in the U.S., where IDEA's Internet Client Station became available last week for $500 apiece.

Those price points help support one of the principal points that Ellison pushes as the foremost proponent of the high-tech alternative to the PC. "Where personal computers are needed, most people can't afford and don't understand how to use them," Ellison told his audience at OpenWorld, saying that the objective is to put the machines in the hands of "the disenfranchised," both here and abroad.

He demonstrated a selection of applets, including word processing, spreadsheets and presentation graphics, all under the code name "HatTrack," that are part of Oracle's Web-based InterOffice software. InterOffice 4.0, currently shipping, will enable users to originate e-mail and receive formatted documents without engaging separate applications for each function.

Last week Oracle also unveiled Oracle WebServer 2.1, now in production release, affording users a common platform to develop Internet applications on Microsoft, Netscape and Oracle servers. Oracle claims that its WebServer is the first platform with the capacity to support applications regardless of the hypertext server on which they were created.

That's a particularly useful aspect in the context of corporate intranets, where various Web servers can come into play. And notwithstanding Ellison's appeal for universal computing access, business environments will remain the NC milieu for the foreseeable future.

Voice of the people

Taking the political pulse of 'Net surfers, the Mother Jones poll on the Mojo Wire registered a slightly different count from the actual presidential election results.

In the magazine's final week of polling, Libertarian candidate Harry Browne led the field on the left-of-center publication's Website with 35% of the vote. Green Party candidate Ralph Nader drew 28%, followed by Bill Clinton (21%), Bob Dole (6%) and John Hagelin (3%).

In a separate poll conducted for top jobs in the administration, Mr. Wizard was the top choice for secretary of education, Noam Chomsky was tabbed press secretary, Joyceyl Elders drug czar and former senator George Mitchell (D-Me.) nosed out RuPaul by two percentage points for FEI director.—RT
7th Level animating Kids' World, Python

7th Level Inc. is launching Kids' World, an animated edutainment/marketing Website, on Nov. 18, with a makeover coming for legendary comedy troupe Monty Python's site.

Kids' World will be aimed at PC users, ages 4-12. Among the initial segments are Sarah's Survival Center, providing practical knowledge to grammar-schoolers, and Knowledge Bowl, a trivia contest aimed at older kids.

The package will provide up to four hours of programming per day, most of it random access, according to George Grayson, chairman of 7th Level. Grayson says the site will be ad-supported and will support the company's edutainment CD-ROM sales throughout its own site.

"It's the equivalent of launching the Cartoon Network online," says Grayson, who envisions the site (www.kidsworld.com) eventually growing to a 24-hour service.

Access to Kids' World requires a 486 machine running Windows 95 and using either Internet Explorer 3.0 or Navigator 2.0, with at least 10 MBs of memory.

Some edutainment segments will feature name talent voicing animated characters, including Howie Mandell as Little Howie and Charles Fleischer—the voice of Roger Rabbit—as a character named Virgil Reality. The Kids' World mix also will include straight game-playing. The host character is U2M2, a two-headed robot who provides a lesson in perspective by constantly disagreeing with himself.

Next, 7th Level intends to embellish the absurd humor of Monty Python with animation on its site (www.pythonline.com) in the form of five- or 10-second bits and skits, including some original material from Terry Gilliam. "It'll turn into an interactive show with linear segments," Grayson says.

So far, the Python site supports itself with CD-ROM sales and approximately $4,000 weekly in merchandise sales.—RT

Frontline’ to create ‘Webumentary’

By Richard Tedesco

Having advanced the form of the TV documentary, Frontline is looking to break fresh ground in cyberspace with the "Webumentary."

That's the shorthand term David Fanning, the PBS series' executive producer, uses to define what is, at the moment, a work in progress. "We don't know where we're going, but we'll be going to publishing in new ways," says Fanning. "We will be organized in ways that allow you to drop out, cop out, go at your own speed."

So Frontline intends to build on its documentaries with comprehensive stories in cyberspace that will expand their scope. The first example will appear in January, when its four-hour Gulf War documentary is rerun. A new section of material on its Website is being prepared to address the Gulf War syndrome, so prominent in the news over the past several months.

The Gulf War area of its site (accessible through www.pbs.org) received nearly 2 million hits within five days of the documentary's first airing last January. The idea now is to build more original content into what figures to be an enduring online resource. "We're trying to make it a Webumentary in that it will have its own narrative line," says Marrie Campbell, Frontline editor who oversees online content.

Frontline intends to emphasize the interactive aspect of the area, which may feature both RealAudio and Apple QuickTime technology for video clips.

The larger the issue on Frontline, the longer the corresponding online content will keep attracting PC users. Aside from the Gulf War, its documentary on the Tianamen Square demonstrations has generated steady interest online. "The sites that deal with the big events in our lives will endure," Campbell says.

Fanning sees Frontline's online component ultimately melding with its on-air component in a new form with the same essential purpose. "Documentaries are needed in our heart. Story organizes our ideas," says Fanning. "Story is our myth."
achievement

a • chieve' • ment (a chieve' mənt), n.
[Fr. achievement, from achever, to end.] "Accomplishing, performing, finishing a task. A great or heroic deed; a feat; something accomplished by boldness."
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Automating the future

Software suppliers tackle multichannel, server sales

By Glen Dickson

Multichannel" is the buzzword for many automation software suppliers today. With LMAs and regional and local cable channels growing in number, more and more broadcast plants are demanding software that can handle several channels of program playback and commercial insertion. The rise of video servers has also contributed to the development of multichannel automation systems, as even single-channel broadcasters have adopted redundant server schemes for on-air reliability.

KING-TV, the NBC affiliate in Seattle, is a good example of this trend. The Providence Journal station will be launching an LMA operation, UHF station KONG-TV, for licensee Zeus Corp. this spring. KING-TV, a longtime Louth automation user, wants to use video servers to handle commercial playback for both stations instead of the Betacart tape system it now uses.

The station plans to install upgraded Louth software next month and hold a "bake-off" between servers from BTS, Hewlett-Packard, Tektronix and ASC, says Brian Lay, KING-TV director of operations and technical support.

Lay says that KING-TV also is interested in extending the capability of the Louth software to work hand-in-hand with new digital satellite commercial delivery systems from IndeNet and DG Systems. "We want to be able to transfer spots in from the spot delivery server" like a DG or IndeNet Windows NT-based unit, says Lay. "Instead of dubbing video from one server to another, it becomes a networked file transfer operation. There's a real efficiency there."

If Louth can upgrade its software to handle those file transfers, Lay says, then traffic personnel will be able to check the incoming list of spots, approve them and immediately transfer them from the spot delivery cache directly to the main server. "That would get rid of a lot of the tape labor we have today," he says.

Sony, which will use its robust BZA-8100 multichannel automation software to handle playback for DBS service ASkyB, is marketing a more modest software and server package as its own Betacart replacement. The spot playback system, which has been purchased by Viacom and ESPN, marries BZA-810 server software with Sony's new Flexsys video server. It has 24 hours of RAID storage and can support up to three channels of playback.

Philips subsidiary Alamar, which has been focusing on big automation jobs like the AlphaStar DBS service, the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s operations headquarters in Toronto, and PBS's new technical center headquarters in Alexandria, Va., also is implementing multichannel automation ability in its broadcast automation software.

"I don't know the last time we sold a single-channel system," says Alamar COO Frank Alioto. "Even the call-letter broadcasters we've sold to are looking at two or three channels."

One of Alamar's software features is a Summary Screen, which allows an operator to look at the playlist of up to 16 channels on one screen. Alioto says that is a selling point with dual-channel operations such as Allbritton Communications' new all-digital TV facility in Birmingham, Ala., which runs WCFT-TV and WJSU-TV under an LMA; and Speer Communications' plant in Nashville, which houses both WNAB(TV) and the MOR Music TV cable network.

UK-based Pro-Bel, a new player in the U.S. market since its acquisition by Chyron last spring, has several software packages based on its MAPP media management application, including its high-end Compass automation system and mid-range Sextant multichannel product. "MAPP is a variety of Windows-based applications that allow you to integrate servers into broadcast operations, with or without automation," says Pro-Bel product manager Kathy Bienz.

The base MAPP system consists of a database manager, an acquisition application to load material onto the server and a playlist function. Its dedicated PC station can support two sep-
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Software from scratch

Hero Productions writes its own code

By Glen Dickson

When Hero Productions bought ASC Audio Video Virtual Recorder digital disk recorders to handle playout for its cable networks, it knew it needed comprehensive automation software to gain the full benefits of its new server architecture.

So the Miami-based teleprompt and production facility decided to write its own code. “We looked around [at the market], and we saw nothing to easily adapt to our format of playouts,” says Hero President Bob Behar. “We needed to be able to take in logs from the different channels, filter them and conform them to our own software needs. So we decided it would be a lot easier to do it ourselves. It was far, far cheaper, and we also had more control of what we wanted the functions to be.”

Hero’s automation software controls the playout of programing and interstitials for four cable networks: Travel Channel Latin America; Hero’s own music channel, HTV; and both the domestic and the international feeds of GEMS Television. The software keeps as-run logs that interface with the networks’ separate traffic and billing software.

“We have interstitials playing off servers, program segments and fillers playing off Beta tape, audio voiceovers coming off a DAT [digital audio tape] machine, and logos inserted through downstream keyers,” he says.

Hero’s Windows-based software runs on a Pentium PC. The normal playout configuration for each network includes three tape machines, a DAT machine, a downstream keyer (a QSI logo inserter), an ASC file server, an audio board and a switcher.

The six-month software project was handled strictly by Hero’s in-house engineering staff, says Behar. He says the biggest challenge in writing the code was getting the software to interface with the ASC servers. “We had to make sure the GPIs [trigger pulses for logo inserters] triggered at the right time, and we had some time errors between the servers and the sample rate of timecode of the tape machines. But little by little, these problems were all overcome.”

---

Cox chooses Philips

Cox Televideo, which supplies sporting event coverage to broadcast and cable outlets nationwide, has purchased six Philips BTS LDK 20 high-resolution digital cameras for use with its 32-foot mobile production truck. The Phoenix-based company, whose coverage includes NBA, NHL and MLB games, will be using the LDK 20PS model, which has a unique split-body design that separates the front lens assembly from the rear control housing and allows the operator to place the front of the camera in small areas. The LDK 20 cameras use 12-bit A/D converters and 24-bit digital video processing for high image resolution. —GD
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Newsroom software heats up

Sony shifts market strategy while Avid and NewStar square off

By Glen Dickson

As broadcast newsrooms ease themselves into disk-based news production, stations are looking for newsroom automation software that will make the best use of the new nonlinear technology.

After a big shift in the past few years from "dumb terminal" systems to networked PCs running Windows-based or similar operating systems, several newsroom software suppliers are pursuing the market's next "holy grail"—the journalist workstation that features both script composition and video editing at the same seat.

The two suppliers who seem to be the farthest along that road are NewStar and Avid, both of which have new newsroom computer systems that link to servers for video editing capability. Their approaches are different. NewStar, which was acquired last month by Tektronix, sells the EditStar option with its NewStar for Windows system to provide cuts-only editing for ready-to-air clips, using the Tektronix Profile for video storage. The EditStar stations are a companion product to the regular NewStar seats.

Avid, on the other hand, has included some low-resolution editing capability in every AvidNews station, but only for creating edit decision lists (EDLs). The company uses an AvidNews station and its NewsCutter nonlinear editor hand-in-hand, storing material simultaneously on a low-resolution server for AvidNews and in high-resolution for the NewsCutter, which then can be used to create a polished on-air edit.

Neither company has exactly taken the U.S. market by storm. While NewStar has made some big EditStar sales overseas, its first domestic sale of EditStar and NewStar together closed last week to NBC affiliate WDIV(TV) Detroit, KION(TV) Portland, Ore., beta-tested the system last winter (B&C, Feb. 19), but didn't buy because of budget constraints, says NewStar. As for the NewStar for Windows stand-alone systems, 10 are in the field, says NewStar director of marketing Jim Adams.

Avid has absorbed some shots from both competitors and customers for taking so long to bring to market AvidNews, its next-generation newsroom system. The company introduced Release 1.0 at the IBC show in September, and plans to begin alpha-testing in Europe in January and in the U.S. around March. Although Avid isn't announcing any test sites, KING-TV Seattle says it will be a beta tester.

Despite the delay, some broadcasters still say AvidNews is ahead of its competition. "Avid's out in front in terms of the overall video picture," says Grant Morrow, news systems analyst for San Francisco NBC affiliate KRON-TV, which uses Avid NetStation newsroom software. "They're as close as anyone to fully integrating video with the newsroom computer system..."

Another player to watch is the NewsWire-2000 system from NEXUS Informatics of Germany. NewsWire-2000 works with the high-end Quantel Clipserver to allow video browsing and cuts-only editing, and recently was purchased by CNN/SI as its newsroom computer system (roughly 30 out of the 80 NewsWire-2000 seats in its Atlanta headquarters will have editing capability).

Moving in the other direction is Sony, which announced an "open

TV Works is on the job

TV Works, Columbine JDS's new sales automation software, has completed beta-testing and is now up and running at 160 stations.

The software, a suite of Windows-based tools for the sales department, aims to automate most of the daily tasks of stations' sales management staff, including account management, avail/proposal generation and the creation of research materials.

"The ability to electronically examine ratings data also is built into the TV Works system," says Dan Havens, general sales manager for Columbine JDS's BMP division. "You can get a ratings analysis or a trend ranking for any daypart, time period or program average."

TV Works has linkages to Nielsen ratings and Scarborough/Prime media auditing software. The system also has linkages to other Windows-based tools, such as copy/paste functions with programs such as Excel, and can electronically transfer proposals from TV Works to the traffic department over a LAN.

"The whole idea is to have an interlinkage of information from the buyer right through to the traffic department at local stations," says Havens. -GD
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The biggest beneficiaries of Fuji's thirty years in magnetic tape manufacturing just may be the nervous systems of video professionals everywhere. Because consistent and reliable Fuji Professional Videotape comes with built-in peace of mind, so broadcast and production executives can use any of our analog and digital products with complete confidence.

Fuji offers one of the most complete and advanced product lines available, including all of the latest digital formats. And if your company's plans change to include some of the newly announced tape formats, relax. We haven't lasted thirty years in this business without learning how to adapt quickly.

FUJI
A new way of seeing things.®
approach” to newsroom automation software at World Media Expo last month after showcasing a jointly developed Sony/oracle newsroom production system at the NAB convention in April. The system demonstrated at NAB, which married Oracle’s server-based text-and-video newsroom system with Sony’s Betacam SX digital production gear, proved a little too ambitious for customers’ wallets, says Peter Lude. Sony’s vice president of automation and transmission systems.

“There were two problems,” Lude says. “It was expensive, and the prospect of replacing existing newsroom software and throwing it out wasn’t enticing to customers.”

So Sony is now looking to interface its SX gear with existing text-based systems, and already is in formal discussions with NewsMaker Systems to that end. Lude says that Sony will use a software methodology of “interface control documents” to tackle the compatibility challenge. The ICDs will describe both the physical and the electronic interfaces between SX equipment and legacy newsroom systems, and will prescribe protocols and data interfaces that other manufacturers will be able to write code to.

“For example, if a journalist is doing an archive search on AP Newscenter, and now he wants to pull some [SX] clips—what data needs to transfer?” Lude asks. “We’ll conduct a work-flow analysis, taking it from the journalist station through to the video side of the house.”

Lude says Sony will be demonstrating several newsroom software systems, but probably not Oracle, in its booth at NAB ’97. “We’re not going to tie any newsroom system,” he says. “That’s our past strategy.”

NewsMaker, which sold more than 250 seats of its PC-based newsroom system to CBS News last summer, is developing a new user interface for its software. According to Olaf Saugen, vice president of sales and marketing, the interface will be similar to a Web browser, with the functionality for the newsroom system stored on a server within the station that would connect via LAN to the NewsMaker terminals.

“Everybody’s obsessed with Windows, but we don’t think the performance is that fast,” he says. “So we’re going with the Internet/intranet juggernaut.”

NewsMaker’s new software will use Microsoft’s ActiveX Internet tool to provide browsing functionality to both the station’s server and the Internet, which Saugen points out is the “world’s largest single research facility.” Since the general consumer software trend is moving toward Web browser interfaces with Windows as an option, Saugen predicts that NewsMaker “will be right in the mainstream” in the future. “We’ll have all these clever people developing software that we can use,” he says.

WDIV makes NewStar buy

$400,000 purchase is first Tektronix/NewStar sale in U.S.

By Glen Dickson

WDIV (TV), the NBC affiliate in Detroit, has purchased Tektronix/NewStar’s NewStar for Windows newsroom automation system along with EditStar journalist editing workstations and Tektronix Profile digital disk recorders.

The Post-Newsweek station’s buy, worth roughly $400,000, is the first Tektronix/NewStar sale since Tektronix’s purchase of Madison, Wis.-based Dynatech NewStar last month (B&C, Oct. 14).

WDIV’s proposed production system will marry NewStar’s Windows-based newsroom software with four EditStar journalist workstations. EditStar relies on the Tektronix Profile disk recorder for nonlinear storage, allowing the journalist to perform cuts-only video editing in addition to composing scripts.

Marcus Williams, the station's chief engineer, says that EditStar’s functionality was the big selling point for the NewStar for Windows newsroom software: “It’s a great advantage for a producer to be able to edit material from the desktop and create a final product for air, instead of having to screen a tape and then hand it off to an editor. By storing nonlinearly [on the Profile], you also have random access to clips to re-edit them for another broadcast.”

WDIV will link one Profile to the EditStar units for news production, while a second Profile will use Tektronix’s new Profile Toolbox software to record and edit sports highlights for both WDIV and PASS, the regional sports cable channel that Post-Newsweek also operates out of the same facility.

“We’re basically looking at a staged approach, not a massive change-out,” says Williams, who plans to have the NewStar system on-air in March 1997. “Everything’s centered around our newsroom operation, so the first step is to replace our newsroom computer system. Right now we’re operating [DOS-based] NewStar-1.”

WDIV will install a minimum 60 seats running NewStar for Windows. The station then will start using the EditStar stations to cut newsclips, which will be dubbed to Betacam SP tape for playback. If all goes well with phase one of the new software and disk-based hardware, WDIV will look to purchase additional Profiles and link them via Fibrechannel networking, Williams says. Then the station will start using the Profiles to play news segments to air.

For its sports highlights application, WDIV will use the Profile Tool Box, a software utility package that brings basic media management, cuts-only video editing and event list management to the Profile recorder. Williams hopes the Tool Box will allow WDIV to record sporting events on the Profile, then clip highlights both for WDIV’s newscast and for PASS.

“We’ll use the Sony BVW-75 protocol and treat it like a tape machine,” he says. “It’s basically a clips manager. We can manage clips on the Profile on any one of the four channels and set them up as a playlist.”

WDIV also is bringing in nonlinear gear for its program production department, which generates promos and handles editing for syndicated shows, topical shows and local documentaries. The station has purchased an Avid Media Composer 4000 nonlinear editing system and supporting digitizing equipment to integrate with its two analog tape-to-tape edit suites.
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200 million watching.
Not the time to experiment with your team or your switcher.

When you're broadcasting live from the biggest event of the year, you absolutely need performance and reliability. You don't have time to bring anybody up to speed or to worry about a channel going down.

You want Grass Valley.
There are reasons why Grass Valley production systems have been the live broadcast industry's choice for decades: In the first place they're reliable. Operators worldwide feel right at home with the controls. They're flexible enough to fit neatly into OB trucks. Many models offer unique advantages like dedicated E-MEM® for each of the three M/Es, dedicated M/E preview outputs, instant configuration recall, and truly redundant power supplies.

With over fifty years experience in the industry, you shouldn't be surprised that we have the best live broadcast solutions. Call us toll-free at 1-888-TEK VIDEO (1-888-835-8433), ext. 903.

Have you talked to Tektronix?

www.tek.com/VND
HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

The Public Radio Service of Western Kentucky University seeks qualified candidates for the position of Station Manager. The Station Manager serves as Assistant Director of Public Broadcasting - Radio and reports to the Director of Educational Telecommunications. The Station Manager is responsible for the day-to-day operations of Western's Public Radio which includes direction of programming, development, and technical operations and staff. Duties include development of the program schedule; preparing budgets; supervising full and part-time on-air staff and master control operators; outreach activities; some on-air work required. This position requires excellent organizational and people skills. Western's Public Radio Service is a four-station network with headquarters on the campus of Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green and is a member of NPR and PRI. The combined coverage area provides service to over 60 Kentucky counties, plus southern Indiana and north-central Tennessee. Bowling Green is a thriving business and arts community, and has the added advantage of being located one hour north of Nashville, TN and two hours south of Louisville, KY, easy drives on I-65. The stations have a history of news leadership in Kentucky and the region. Successful applicants must have a Bachelor's degree, preferably a Master's degree in Broadcast Communications, Music, or a related field and at least three years supervisory and programming experience. Salary dependent upon experience. Excellent benefits. Outstanding university and area support. To apply, send detailed resume complete with names, addresses and telephone numbers of at least three professional references along with recent audio cassette demonstrating on-air abilities to: WKUY- FM Manager Search, Department of Human Resources, Western Kentucky University, 1 Big Red Way, Bowling Green, KY 42101. Position open until filled. Western Kentucky University is an EOE/AA employer. Women and minorities encouraged to apply.

HELP WANTED NEWS

Managing Editor. Radio syndication company in search of creative, well organized Producer/Writer to oversee multi-format prep service. Ideal candidate works on personality driven morning show in any format. Broad range of knowledge/experience and thorough knowledge of pop culture and current events is essential. Strong writing and editing skills and computer/Internet literacy a must. Send resume, writing samples and/or tape and salary requirements to Box 00984 EOE.

HELP WANTED ANNOUNCER

FM Announcer/Producer. WXXI, Rochester, New York. WXXI Public Broadcasting Council, a joint community licensee in western New York, seeks an experienced radio professional for its premiere classical music station. Prepare and host daily airshift and serve as producer for WXXI special program productions. Qualified candidates will have at least three years announcing experience; thorough knowledge of classical music, artists; and recordings; good writing skills and conversational speaking style; basic knowledge of broadcasting equipment. Send resume, letter and tape to: WXXI, Human Resources Department, P.O. Box 21, Rochester, New York 14601. WXXI is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Women, people of color, veterans and persons with disabilities are encouraged to apply.

HELP WANTED PRODUCTION

Guest Booker. Can you schmooze with the best of them? Have a great Rolodex? Able to book big names for radio interviews when others can't? If you are all of the above, we want to talk with you about exciting network opportunity. Rush resume and salary requirements to Box 00985 EOE.

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

AM-FM-LPTV, same ownership over 20 years needed experienced, hands-on Chief Engineer knowledgeable in computer, digital, audio, video and RF. Resume and salary requirements to: One Broadcast Center, Plano, IL 60545, Attn: Larry Nelson. Fax (630)552-9393. EOE.

SALES OPERATIONS MANAGER

Seeking General Manager/Sales Manager - Announcer position in small to medium market. AM or AM/FM with possible L.M.A. or future buyout. Top biller. Conscientious. Top references. Willing to relocate. Send 212-421-7699 to 2 Sutton Place South, Apt. 10-6, NY, NY 10022.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Moscow Russia Successful Women's Radio Station seeks 25% stock investor: $2.75 million. Interesting and profitable opportunity for media/tele-communications groups seeking entrance into Russian market. Principals only. Dugan Group at 860-868-2240.

HELP WANTED SALES

National Radio Network seeks Affiliate Relations Director. Send resume Box 00990 EOE.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Engineering Assistant. Paxson Communications of Jacksonville has an opening for an Assistant Engineer for a six radio station complex. Applicant should have at least an Associate's degree in Electronics, a minimum of three years experience in radio broadcasting engineering and should be capable of handling any emergency from the studio side to the transmitter sites. Computer knowledge a plus. No phone calls please. Send resume to: Richard Clemens, Chief Engineer, Paxson Communications, 8386 Baymeadows Road, Suite 107, Jacksonville, FL 32256. EOE.

WANTED - SALES

HELP WANTED NEWS

Managing Editor. Radio syndication company in search of creative, well organized Producer/Writer to oversee multi-format prep service. Ideal candidate works on personality driven morning show in any format. Broad range of knowledge/experience and thorough knowledge of pop culture and current events is essential. Strong writing and editing skills and computer/Internet literacy a must. Send resume, writing samples and/or tape and salary requirements to Box 00984 EOE.

HELP WANTED ANNOUNCER

FM Announcer/Producer. WXXI, Rochester, New York. WXXI Public Broadcasting Council, a joint community licensee in western New York, seeks an experienced radio professional for its premiere classical music station. Prepare and host daily airshift and serve as producer for WXXI special program productions. Qualified candidates will have at least three years announcing experience; thorough knowledge of classical music, artists; and recordings; good writing skills and conversational speaking style; basic knowledge of broadcasting equipment. Send resume, letter and tape to: WXXI, Human Resources Department, P.O. Box 21, Rochester, New York 14601. WXXI is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Women, people of color, veterans and persons with disabilities are encouraged to apply.

HELP WANTED PRODUCTION

Guest Booker. Can you schmooze with the best of them? Have a great Rolodex? Able to book big names for radio interviews when others can't? If you are all of the above, we want to talk with you about exciting network opportunity. Rush resume and salary requirements to Box 00985 EOE.

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

AM-FM-LPTV, same ownership over 20 years needed experienced, hands-on Chief Engineer knowledgeable in computer, digital, audio, video and RF. Resume and salary requirements to: One Broadcast Center, Plano, IL 60545, Attn: Larry Nelson. Fax (630)552-9393. EOE.

SALES OPERATIONS MANAGER

Seeking General Manager/Sales Manager - Announcer position in small to medium market. AM or AM/FM with possible L.M.A. or future buyout. Top biller. Conscientious. Top references. Willing to relocate. Send 212-421-7699 to 2 Sutton Place South, Apt. 10-6, NY, NY 10022.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Moscow Russia Successful Women's Radio Station seeks 25% stock investor: $2.75 million. Interesting and profitable opportunity for media/tele-communications groups seeking entrance into Russian market. Principals only. Dugan Group at 860-868-2240.
You’d be smiling too, if you created the fastest selling product in the history of consumer electronics. Two years ago, we introduced America to DIRECTV. Now with more than 2 million subscribers, we're planning our next stop on the digital frontier. And television is just the beginning. With your ideas, there’s no limit to how far we can go. We invite you to consider the following opportunity in our Castle Rock, Colorado, Broadcast Center.

**Broadcast Scheduling/Traffic Manager**

You will manage a staff of sixteen employees involved in the daily processing and completion of over 175 broadcast schedules and the daily preparation of extensive off-air activity schedules and work orders. Overall department responsibilities include: assignment of operation and maintenance staff, and all technical equipment needed to support DIRECTV's daily programming requirements; coordination with all in-plant departments for regular and maintenance activities; interface with Programming and other related departments at DIRECTV, El Segundo. You will also oversee planning and coordination of full-time and occasional incoming programs, numerous incoming sports and special feeds originating via satellite uplinks and digital fiber services. In addition, you will develop budgets, establish the Scheduling department's standard operating procedures, prepare staffing and equipment utilization reports, and prepare/analyze other related reports and projections as required.

We require a minimum of 8 years management experience in TV/Cable/Satellite operations as well as work experience in a broadcast/satellite traffic and scheduling department to include the scheduling of personnel, technical equipment and complex integration of regular and sports programming in a multi-channel environment. A BA degree in Communications or Television preferred, or equivalent industry experience in TV/Cable/Satellite operations. Desired qualifications include: hands-on experience with development and operation of computer-based broadcast and scheduling systems; familiarity with broadcast and cable satellite distribution techniques; operation of broadcast equipment including videotape recorder/reproducers, satellite receive systems and multi-channel broadcast automation systems; and advanced expertise with personal computer software applications.

As the industry leader, we offer an excellent compensation and flexible benefits package, plus the chance to make a major impact in a developing industry. For immediate consideration, please send your resume with salary history to: DIRECTV, Inc., Attn: Employment-SO, 5454 Garton Road, Castle Rock, CO 80104. You may also fax it to (303) 660-7088. E-mail: dtv_resume@ccgate.hac.com

DIRECTV is proud to be an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. We foster a culturally diverse workforce and strongly encourage women and minorities to apply.

---

**Sales Research Analyst**

NBC 4 has an immediate opportunity for a detail-oriented Sales Research Analyst. Reporting to the Research Manager, responsibilities include: maintaining the sales inventory system and research library, analysis of ratings and programming for management; developing sales materials and client presentations; and special projects, as required.

Work well with all levels of station management. Excellent analytical and math abilities are required. PC literacy, including desktop publishing, is essential. Expertise in computer systems: TVSCAN, Enterprise, MS PowerPoint, Word, Excel, Quark Xpress, Adobe Illustrator. College degree required. Ability to prioritize and manage multiple tasks and work well in a fast-paced, multicultural workplace.

TV industry experience is a plus!

NBC 4 offers a competitive compensation package and an exciting, culturally diverse work environment. Please mail resume to: NBC 4, Attn: Dept. E.R., Room C283, Dept. SRA/BC, 3000 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank, CA 91523.

We are proud to be an equal opportunity employer.

---

Director of Sales, KABB-TV/KRRT-TV Sinclair Communications, Inc. FOX and UPN affiliates in an LMA in San Antonio, Texas are looking for a dynamic and aggressive manager to lead its sales team to new professional heights. A minimum of 3-5 years local, national and general sales management experience a must. Only detailed-oriented individuals who possess great training and leadership skills, a complete understanding of inventory pricing and controls and are creative thinkers need apply. Knowledge of Bias a must. Send resume to Carol Wright, Station Manager, KABB-TV, 4335 N.W. Loop 410, San Antonio, TX 78259. KABB/KRRT is an Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer. KABB/KRRT is a drug free environment.

**Technical Sales Opportunity**

Odetics, an innovator in automated video library systems for the broadcast industry, is seeking an experienced Technical Sales Support Executive to assist our sales force in preparing and presenting sales proposals. The ideal candidate has extensive experience supporting technical product sales, customer interface, and oral and written presentations in the broadcast television industry. Salary commensurate with experience; excellent benefits including gym, pool, and cafeteria. Call Ron now at (714)780-7818, fax resume to (714)780-7999 or e-mail to rkon@odetics.com
Certified Broadcast Operations Administrator

NBC 4 is seeking an experienced Broadcast Operations Administrator who will coordinate, organize and accurately input the necessary information required to create the daily station log. Must have excellent organizational abilities, including detail-orientation and accuracy, as well as strong interpersonal skills. Ability to coordinate and organize large quantities of information from various sources is essential.

Strong computer skills are required. Experience with Enterprise Traffic System and Alaram is preferred. Ability to work well in a fast-paced, multicultural environment.

NBC 4 offers a competitive compensation package and an exciting, culturally diverse work environment. Please mail your resume to: NBC 4, Attn: E.R., Room C283, Dept. BOA/BC, 3000 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank, CA 91523.

We are proud to be an equal opportunity employer.

### Broadcast Operations Administrator

Positions Available: 1) VP Central Region Sales 2) VP South East Region Sales Career Opportunity: Pluto Technologies International designs and develops computer based video storage and networking solutions for the post production, broadcast, scientific, and manufacturing industries. We have immediate openings for experienced sales professionals who will be responsible for our US sales strategy and implementation. Computer literacy and high end video experience is required. A college education in a technical or creative field is a definite plus. VP Central Region Sales - Chicago: VP South East Region Sales - Atlanta Reports to VP Worldwide Sales in US. Responsible for the definition and implementation of a regional sales organization to market Pluto Technologies products to the Post Production and Broadcasting market. The ideal candidate will have first hand experience in the film and video production industry, and a strong technical background in video and computers. Requires 15+ years experience in Broadcast/Post Production sales, dealer/agent/rep channel management, as well as strong people management and recruiting experience. Compensation includes attractive salary, commissions, and bonus. Qualified candidates, please respond to: Pluto Technologies International, Inc. 2511 55th Street Boulder, CO 80301. FAX: 303-541-9043 EMAIL: art@plutotech.com No phone calls please.

Join one of the fastest growing broadcasting companies in the country! Sinclair Communications Inc. has an outstanding opportunity for a proven Account Executive in the Birmingham, Alabama area. The winning candidate must possess the following qualities: a dedicated work ethic with a desire to create new business, ability to negotiate ratings as well as rates, experience with qualitative research and Tyvision, major agency and new business experience. Send your resume to Sandra Stewart, L.S.M., WABM/WTTO-TV, 651 Beacon Parkway West, Suite 105, Birmingham, AL 35209.

Senior Account Executive needed immediately in our Local Sales department. We are looking for someone who has the experience, professionalism and motivation to capitalize on the booming Houston Hispanic market. This is an established list that also has great new business potential. KXLN-TV is a Univision O&O. Candidates should have a minimum three years of experience in major market broadcast sales. Bilingual sales skills (English/Spanish) and Houston local sales experience a plus but not required. Send resume to: A/E, KXLN-TV, 9440 Kirby Drive. Houston, TX 77054. EOE.

Local Sales Manager: KABB, a Sinclair Communications, Inc. affiliate in San Antonio, Texas, has an opening for a detail-oriented, aggressive, highly motivated manager to maximize revenue and direct a team of individuals to new heights. Must possess great listening and people skills. Minimum 2 years of USLM experience required. Knowledge of Bias a must. Send resume to Carol Wright, Station Manager. KABB-TV, 4335 N.W. Loop 410. San Antonio. Texas 78227. KABB is an Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer. KABB is a drug free environment.

WFSB, a Post-Newsweek Station, is seeking a National Sales Manager to direct the activities of its national sales rep. Candidates should have a minimum 3-5 years sales rep experience and should possess a unique set of attributes that will be needed in a demanding leadership role. Send resume to David Murray, GMS, 3 Constitution Plaza, Hartford, CT 06103-1892. EOE.

National Sales Manager, KHTV Houston. Tribune Broadcasting WB affiliate is seeking a customer-focused, self motivated professional with a minimum 3 years experience in national sales at a station or rep firm. Will be responsible for attaining sales goals. assiting with inventory control and maintaining communication with national rep/buyer community. Knowledge of Scarborough and TV Works preferred. No phone calls. EOE. Please send your resume to: KHTV, Attn: Personnel 9607-BC, PO Box 630129. Houston, TX 77263-0129.

General Sales Manager, WNOL-TV, the WB affiliate in New Orleans, seeks aggressive GSM with a strong record in Indy sales management to lead, train, and motivate expanding team. Must possess thorough research knowledge, a proven ability in new business development, a commitment to excellent customer service and strong communication skills. Only the most creative with the highest work ethic need apply. Send resume to A. Oliva. WNOL-TV, 1561 Canal Street, Suite 1200, New Orleans: Louisiana 70112. No phone calls. Deadline 1/11/96. EOE.

National Sales Manager, WDSU-TV, Pulitzer Broadcasting's NBC affiliate in New Orleans, is seeking an individual who has a local and national sales background with 6-10 years of experience. Candidates should understand and be skilled in strategic selling, "value added" and "share, share, share" sellers need not apply. This is a unique opportunity to join a highly motivated department in a new state of the art facility. Send resume to: Frank Flattman, General Sales Manager, WDSU-TV, 846 Howard Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70113. Drug testing required. WDSU-TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

### VIDEO SYSTEMS ENGINEER

College of DuPage seeks a full-time individual for our TV Services Department. You will plan, manage and coordinate all technical aspects of department and worldwide distribution of TV Services, including technical operations, hiring and supervision of technicians, engineers and support staff.

We require an Associate's Degree in Communication Electronics with 2+ years supervising engineering and maintenance of a complex video operation; or an equivalent combination of education and experience.

In return, we offer an outstanding benefit package and competitive salary. If interested and qualified, please call for an application.

630-942-2800 Ext. 6330
Office of Human Resources
COLLEGE OF DUPAGE
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
Equal Opportunity Employer
Senior Maintenance Engineer, Progressive, group owned South Florida television station is seeking a Senior Maintenance Engineer capable of component level trouble shooting of all broadcast equipment. UHF transmitter and/or computer experience helpful. Send resumes to Cliff Thomas, Director of Technical Operations, WPBF-TV, 3970 RCA Boulevard, Suite 7007, Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410. Phone calls welcome, EOE.

Maintenance Technician. Growth opportunity in a multi-media driven museum facility near Washington, DC. This start-up operation includes numerous kiosks, projectors and a broadcast facility. Project job responsibilities include daily routine maintenance/setup/repair of projectors and associated laser disc equipment. Provide overall technical support to entire operation including broadcast studio and touch screen based interactive exhibits. Two years experience in A/V systems required. Ability to use electronic test equipment, general computer and effective communication skills, formal electronic training, a good salary and excellent benefits. Reply to Box 00987 EOE.

Maintenance Engineer: NBC4 Columbus, is seeking an individual capable of performing correct and preventative maintenance on broadcast studio, Beta ENG, Microwave Relay, Live/ Satellite uplink trucks and related equipment. The individual shall also be capable of operating this equipment and demonstrate ability to provide engineering coordination and assistance to other departments. The successful candidate must have a minimum of 5 years experience in the broadcast field, UHF Transmitter experience and CDL desired. Computer literate, FCC General License and/or SBE certification required. No phone calls. Applications will be accepted until November 22, 1996. Mail resume to Pat Patterson, Assistant C.E., NBC4 WCMH, 3165 Olentangy River Road, Columbus, OH 43202. EOE. Drug screening.
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Weather Anchor/News Reporter. NBC2 in beautiful, historic Charleston, SC has an immediate opening for a person who will anchor weekend evening news and report three days a week. Some experience required. Resume, references and VHS tape to News Director, WCB-DT, P.O. Box 879, Charleston, SC 29402. Drug test mandatory. EOE. M/F. Telephone calls will disqualify you.

Television News Weekend Anchor/Reporter. WESH-TV, a Pultizer Broadcasting Station, located in Orlando, Florida (22nd market) is seeking a News Reporter/Anchor for a weekend assignment. Applicants must have 3-5 years previous experience in reporting and anchoring television newscasts. Must be able to anchor, report and write. The applicant must also make public appearances representing the station. Send resume and non-returnable tape to Russ Kilgore, News Director, WESH-TV, P.O. Box 547697, Orlando, FL 32854. No phone calls! An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Southwest Florida's top-rated television news department is seeking applicants for the following. News Photographer. Applicants must have strong photography and editing skills. Must be able to work with others and a good driving record. Microwave experience is a plus, but not necessary. News Producer. Applicants must have strong production and journalistic skills. Group in a newsroom that respects broadcast journalism. Send tape, resume and references to: Michael Castengera, News Director, WINK-TV, 2624 Palm Beach Boulevard, Fort Myers, FL 33916. EOE. DFWP.

REPORTER: Aggressive operation that still cares about the people on whom we report needs storyteller prepared to do plenty of live reporting. Send tape to Brad Rinheart, ND, WFMZ-TV, 300 East Rock Road, Allentown, PA 18103. No calls.

REPORTER: Looking for a General Assignment Reporter. Would prefer 1-3 years experience. Live shot ability is a must. Send tape, resume and cover letter to: News Director, WTAJ-TV, 5006th Avenue, Altoona, PA 16602. EOE.

Newscast Producer. KTRK-TV is looking for a creative line producer. Should have 3 years experience producing a quick paced, graphically intense newscast with a Dungeons and Dragons segment. Send resume and tape to: Richard Longoria, News Director, KTRK-TV, P.O. Box 13, Houston, Texas 77001.

Newscast Director-Sunbelt, small market with big newscast commitment. Send resume, and one page of philosophy, strengths and weaknesses, to Box 00988 EOE.
News Producet/Anchor and Reporter. For a national, weekly news program. You will have a comprehensive understanding of American politics, Israel, the Middle East and Jewish issues. You are aggressive and detail oriented. You possess strong writing skills and a thorough knowledge of videotape editing and graphic design. Send resume, reel, references and a writing sample ASAP to: Director of Production, JTN, 9021 Melrose Avenue, Suite 309, Los Angeles, CA 90069. No phone calls. Equal Opportunity Employer.

News Producer: WESH-TV, a Pulitzer Broadcasting Company Station, located in Orlando, Florida - 22nd market - is looking for a TV Morning Newscast Producer. If you know news and can write copy and teases that make people please. Norfolk, Virginia - Newsroom management experience. Send letter, resume. WVEC-TV, 613 Woodis Avenue, Hampton, Virginia 23669.

Newscast Producer: DES Moines, Iowa. KWIL-TV, 4101 Vicks, Des Moines, IA 50310. Send resumes to: Steve Klotz, Production Manager, WB32 Television. Looking for a newscast producer with a proven record of success in a large-market station. Must have knowledge of videotape and graphic design. Send resume, film reel, references and a writing sample ASAP to: Director of Production, JTN, 9021 Melrose Avenue, Suite 309, Los Angeles, CA 90069. No calls please.

Executive Producer, We lost our Executive Producer to Pittsburgh! WBBW-TV (NBC 49th DMA) is looking to fill this number one position in the newsroom. Candidates should have prior live line producing and/or assignment editor experience. You will oversee the content of all newscasts, supervise line producers and special series and projects. You may have to lend a hand line producing from time to time. Please send a tape of your most recent show (3.4", 1/2", or Beta) and resume ASAP to: Terri Simonich, News Director, WBBW-TV, 62 South Franklin Street, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18773. EOE.

News Photographer, Generates, creates, shoots and edits visual news stories. Works closely and cooperatively with news reporters and anchors to provide the best visual quality and quantity of news and works to understand visual and written elements of a news story. Responsible for the day-to-day maintenance and care of assigned equipment. Must be knowledgeable in setup and operation of live equipment and transmitters. Must be creative in news editing and structure of the visual elements of the news. Must be flexible in work schedule to provide maximum news coverage. Must have high journalistic and personal standards and represent the station to the public in a positive and professional manner. Minimum three to five years experience as a news photographer at a commercial television station required. Please submit non-returnable beta or VHS tape and apply in person or send resume and tape to Human Resources, WVEC-TV, 4409 Woodis Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia 23510 or at our Hampton Bureau located at 774 Settlers Landing Road, Hampton, Virginia 23669. EOE. No phone calls please.

News Director: U.S. Broadcast Group is looking for a qualified News Director for its FOX affiliate WVVCP-TV and LMA ABC station WATM-TV in the Johnstown/Altoona market. Candidate must possess strong producing and writing skills, possess a creative style, and know how to lead people. Please send resumes to Gary Schneider, Executive Vice President, 1450 Scalp Avenue, Johnstown, PA 15904. U.S. Broadcast is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Meteorologist/Reporter, NBC affiliate is seeking a special communicator for a dynamic weekend weathercast with absolute state-of-the-art equipment and general assignment reporting during the week. You must have one to two years commercial television news experience in both areas. Non-returnable tape and resume to News Director, WJU-11, 670 West Boardman Street, Youngstown, OH 44503.

Newscast Producer: Highly desirable 100+ market in NW. Organized news professional and motivated people person. Teacher and team builder who can involve and inspire "young" staff. Must be hands-on, product-oriented. We're lean so it's hard but gratifying work. Experienced ND or exceptional Exu Prod. Send letter, TV, Human Resources, Job #333-96, 3415 University Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 55414. No phone calls. Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED PROMOTION

Sports production company is looking for producers in the New York tri-state area with a minimum of 5 years promotions producing experience. Skill must focus on writing and conceptualizing. Familiarity with 3D graphics, field production, post production and film production also a must. A sports background isn't essential, but is a plus. Please send resume and tape to Box 00983 EOE.

HELP WANTED RESEARCH

Research Director - WAVY-TV Sales Department looking for a team player and self-motivated individual. Requires undergraduate degree and knowledge of both quantitative and qualitative research. Business development utilizing resources preferred. Station/agency experience a plus. No phone calls please. Send resume to: David Rigg, General Sales Manager, WAVY-TV, 300 Wave Street, Portsmouth, VA 23704. WAVY Broadcasting Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED PUBLIC RELATIONS

Station Relations/Publicist. Looking for an individual with contacts and talent in the area of booking satellite media tours and segments on national TV shows for established lifestyle experts. Must have established relationships. Salary, bonus and stock options in fast growing company. Fax resume CDW 212-627-8630.

HELP WANTED PRODUCTION

Sports Production company seeks a writer for its weekly network magazine show. You must possess at least three years television experience, preferably in sports, along with computer proficiency, a strong editorial background, the ability to work well under pressure, creativity, and a sharp sense of humor. Send resume and writing samples to Box 00982. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Commercial Writer/Producer. Minimum 3 years experience performing all aspects of commercial production (writing, shooting, directing, editing) required. Will handle local direct and agency commercial production, from client meeting to air, in a quick turnaround situation. You must be as good with clients and salespeople as you are in the edit booth. GVG200/AOD/Marine experience preferred. Non-linear (Avid) experience helpful. KWBP TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer. No phone calls please. Send tapes and resumes to: Steve Klotz, Production Manager, WB32 Television, 9225 SW Arctic Drive, Beaverton, OR 97005.

Anchor/Reporters (2). Candidates must be great writers, live reporters and solid journalists. Investigative Producer. Lead investigative unit that's the best in America. Must be great at document research, story composition and compassion. Investigative Reporter. Must be able to turn a document story into great television. Long hours, thankless surveillance, re-write after re-write. Send tapes and resumes to: Ted Canova, News Director, WCCO-TV, 90 South 11th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55403. Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED PRODUCTION

Sports production company is looking for producers in the New York tri-state area with a minimum of 5 years promotions producing experience. Skill must focus on writing and conceptualizing. Familiarity with 3D graphics, field production, post production and film production also a must. A sports background isn't essential, but is a plus. Please send resume and tape to Box 00983 EOE.

Promotion Director, Seeking strong promotion person with writing/producing credentials. Will also assist in areas related to sales and news. Knowledge of Odetics System is a plus. Degree in advertising or marketing or prior related experience in television a plus. Send tape and resume to Mike Brooks, WHOA-TV, 3251 Harrison Road, Montgomery, AL 36109. No phone calls please. EOE.

HELP WANTED PRODUCTION

Sports Production company seeks a writer for its weekly network magazine show. You must possess at least three years television experience, preferably in sports, along with computer proficiency, a strong editorial background, the ability to work well under pressure, creativity, and a sharp sense of humor. Send resume and writing samples to Box 00982. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Commercial Writer/Producer. Minimum 3 years experience performing all aspects of commercial production (writing, shooting, directing, editing) required. Will handle local direct and agency commercial production, from client meeting to air, in a quick turnaround situation. You must be as good with clients and salespeople as you are in the edit booth. GVG200/AOD/Marine experience preferred. Non-linear (Avid) experience helpful. KWBP TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer. No phone calls please. Send tapes and resumes to: Steve Klotz, Production Manager, WB32 Television, 9225 SW Arctic Drive, Beaverton, OR 97005.

www.americanradiohistory.com
Syndicated Program Producer/Editor. Minimum 3 years experience producing 1/2-hour format syndicated outdoor-related program necessary, non-linear editing skills required, linear editing proficiency preferred. Will produce and direct programs and perform as second editor for weekly syndicated program. Shooting skills helpful. Must be self-starter, capable of overseeing all aspects of program production from concept and segment planning to full completion on a long-term weekly basis. (This anticipated opening is for January 1997, but send resumes and résumés now, demonstrating your mastery of outdoor-related program content as well as your editing skills.) KWBP TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer. No phone calls, please. Send tape and résumé to: Steve Klotz, Production Manager, WB32 Television, 10255 SW Arctic Drive, Beaverton, OR 97005.

Non-Linear Editor. If you’re editing on tape, go to the next gag if you’re into digital editing keep reading...KDBC TV is ready to hire a digital editing whiz! Come take a fully-loaded Media 100 to the next level. All the bells and whistles are already loaded, need the right person to fly it. Commercial and promotion experience a must. Send VHS tape and resume with references to KDBC TV, Attn: Jamie Bush, 2201 Wyoming Avenue, El Paso, TX 79903.

Commercial Producer-WUNI-TV 27, Boston’s Univision affiliate, seeks a full-time, bilingual Producer/Director. We’re looking for a creative, energetic team player who has a thorough understanding of commercial production and is capable of dazzling promotional strategies. Applicant must have commercial shooting and editing experience and live production experience (2 years). Spanish fluency and translation skills a must. College degree preferred. Send resume with salary history and demo reel to: WUNI-TV 27, 33 Fourth Avenue, Needham, MA 02194; Attn: M. Godin. No phone calls please. EOE.

Assistant Production Manager/Director. Experienced Director to supervise nighttime production operations. Must have previous supervisory experience. Must also have experience directing multi-anchor newscast. The right opportunity for a team player! Send VHS tape and resume with references to KDBC TV, Attn: Jamie Bush, 2201 Wyoming Avenue, El Paso, TX 79903.

HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING

TV Director of Programming and Operations. 5+ years experience preferred. Sound understanding of audience research and syndicated marketplace. Must have proven track record in development, implementation and execution of local programming. Position is both supervisory and administrative. Send resume and cover letter (no calls) to Thomas P. Kane, President and General Manager, WPVI-TV, Suite 400, 4100 City Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19131. EOE.

SITUATIONS WANTED LEGAL

General Counsel: Attorney with play-by-play experience seeks radio/TV cable sports network position utilizing both legal and announcing skills. Will also consider announcer only position. Reply to Box 00989.

TV SALES TRAINING

LEARN TO SELL TV TIME
Call for FREE Info Packet
ANTONELLI MEDIA TRAINING CENTER
(212) 206-8063
Over 25 years in the TV industry

PROGRAMMING SERVICES

NWN Studios
National Weather Network
Your own on-air meteorologist via satellite. Custom and localized TV weathered inserts for FDX, UPL, WS, Holy stations and cable stations. Three satellites feed daily. Your own on-air meteorologist and great graphics. Send these inserts and make money. Low cash and barrier and very simple to receive and use. Call Edward St. Pe at NWN 801-352-9673 and start today.

CABLE

HELP WANTED PROMOTION

ON-AIR PROMOTION MANAGER
Jones Education Company

Knowledge TV, an innovative leader in the distance education industry, is currently looking for an On-Air Promotion Manager for Jones Education Company. Reporting to the VP of Programming, you'll be responsible for the management of all On-Air promotions and interstitials. This will include managing the work of the On-Air Promotion Producer and Promotion Manager. Qualified candidates will be able to take on-air promotion spots from concept and writing through editing to placement on-air.

Requirements include some experience with Enterprise (or equivalent systems) and Television Broadcast promotion scheduling and hands-on experience with the latest Avid, or similar editing system. Two or more years experience at a broadcast station, or cable network in On-Air promotion is required, as well as demonstrated interpersonal skills. General knowledge of primary and Nielsen research is very desirable.

For consideration, please send your resume in confidence to: Jones Intercable, Human Resources-OAPM5, 9697 E. Mineral Ave., Englewood, CO 80112, fax: (303) 784-8508 or e-mail to jobs@jlc.com (if using e-mail please be sure to indicate address and phone number). Jones Intercable has a strong commitment to the principle of diversity. In that spirit, we are particularly interested in receiving applications from a broad spectrum of people, including women, people of color and individuals with disabilities.

To place your CABLE classified ad in Broadcasting & Cable, call Sandra Frey (212) 337-6941

RESUME TAPE

Career Videos prepares your personalized demo. Unique format, excellent rates, coaching, job search assistance, free stock. Great track record. 847-272-2917.

VIDEO SERVICES


In Washington, D.C. Friendly and professional ENG and EFP crews. SP Betacam packages, Avid Editing and rentals. Montage Production Ltd. 202-393-9767.
Director, On-Air Promotion. National Cable Network seeking qualified individual for Director of On-Air Promotion. Responsibilities include participation in determining direction and execution of on-air promotion for multiplex channels. Manage the day-to-day activities of an extremely busy on-air promotion department. Assign, schedule, monitor and approve jobs while maintaining efficiency of department’s budget, labor and equipment. Responsible for conceiving, developing and executing original promotion ideas. Coordinate communications and resource support for all on-air promotion projects. Individual must have proven experience at managing a creative on-air promotion department, either with an advertising agency, cable or broadcast group or production company. 8 years minimum experience as a manager of creative production. Superb interdepartmental and interpersonal skills and must be able to interact with all levels of company. Please send resume with salary history to: Director, On-Air Promotion DC-50, P.O. Box 4917, Englewood, CO 80155. Drug test and interview required for successful candidate. EEO/ MF.

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

ESPNews, the leader in sports programming, is seeking a motivated professional who will work in a high energy environment at ESPNews in Bristol, CT for one of the following opportunities:

STUDIO TECHNICIAN

Requirements include experience in operating studio cameras, still stores devices, video tape recorders, production switches, audio consoles and master control room audio switching systems during live and tape broadcasts, as well as a college degree or equivalent work experience. Ad# 1037

STUDIO/REMOTE DIRECTOR

Responsibilities include conceiving and creative direction of technical facilities in connection with studio/remote production live or local and in any studio/remote related program. Requirements include college degree or equivalent work experience. Five years of major market television sports production experience. Demonstrate ability to quickly and tactfully handle production-related situations. Wide variety of sports knowledge required. Ad# 1038

ESPNews offers a competitive benefits package, in addition to a stimulating work environment. Qualified candidates should send resume to: ESPNews, Inc., Ad# , ESPNews Plaza, Bristol, CT 06010-7454, or email: jones@espn.com (uncrypted and nonmimed). No phone calls please.

HELP WANTED SALES

RARE OPPORTUNITY
CABLE TELEVISION LICENSES AVAILABLE

Become a Cable System Affiliate and air children’s award-winning, non-violent educational programming. Children’s Cable Network (CCN) is seeking experienced sales oriented individuals who want to earn a six figure income. Home based with fantastic growth potential. Exclusive territories and training provided. Investment of $35k - $125k required. Partial financing available! Call Now!!! 1-888-868-4226

Tropical booming Pacific Rim location. Direct Sales Manager with 5 years experience. Highly motivated, aggressive professional needed. Long term opportunity. Excellent wage incentive and benefit package. Provide resume and compensation history. Contact: Ric Novak, Tropic Isles Cable TV Corp., 530 West O’Brien Drive, Agana, Guam 96910 or fax (671)477-7341.

Tropical booming Pacific Rim location. Advertising Sales Manager with 5 years experience. Highly motivated, aggressive professional with proven track record. Long term opportunity. Excellent wage incentive and benefit package. Provide resume and compensation history. Contact: Ric Novak, Tropic Isles Cable TV Corp., 530 W. O’Brien Drive, Agana, Guam 96910 or fax (671)477-7341.

Fax your CABLE classified ad to Broadcasting & Cable (212) 206-8327

November 11, 1996

www.americanradiohistory.com
University of Illinois. College of Communications, Department of Journalism. Head, Department of Journalism. Responsibilities: The head is responsible for administering a department of 16 full-time and several adjunct faculty with an enrollment of 175 undergraduates and 25 master's candidates. He or she will manage all aspects of department budget. The department has undergraduate and graduate programs in both news-editorial and broadcast journalism and is committed to an emphasis on public policy and active teaching-learning processes. The head is expected to engage in research and writing in areas of his or her expertise. The head will lead departmental efforts to relate positively to the journalism and academic communities at the state and national levels. The department has a distinct mission of providing innovative leadership in defining the future direction of the department's programs. The head will also work closely with the dean of the college and other department heads in developing and implementing college policy. Qualifications: Candidates should have exemplary professional experience. Be receptive to the distinctive nature of academic life. They should have distinguished records of academic and or professional achievement and administrative capability. They should have solid, well-rounded education, a passion for public affairs journalism, and abilities to lead, to motivate, and to listen to their colleagues. They should have appreciation and knowledge of broadcast and print media in their many forms and variations. We seek candidates who will embrace our commitment to a rigorous curricular rooted in a solid liberal arts tradition with complementary strengths in the arts and sciences. The Department of Journalism values diversity. Leadership style that emphasizes openness, consultation, and shared governance. Interest in securing external funding with a track record in this area preferred. Dedication to the concept of a balance between scholarship, research and creative activities, professional accomplishments, and service. Applications should be addressed to: Professor William E. Berry, Chair, Journalism, Search Committee, Room 119 Gregory Hall, 810 South Wright St., Mail Code 462, Urbana, IL 61801-3611, (217) 333-0128. AA/EO employer.

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign -- Assistant professor of electronic media and other specializations during race.

To apply:

Send application letter, vita and three letters of reference to: Prof. Loy A. Singleton, Telecomunications and Film Department, University of Alabama, Box 870152, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0152. Send application letter, vitae and three letters of reference to: Professor William E. Berry, Chair, Journalism, Search Committee, Department of Journalism, University of Illinois, 139 Gregory Hall, 810 S. Wright St., Urbana, IL 61801; (217) 333-2103. To ensure full consideration, applications must be received by Feb. 3, 1997. The University of Illinois is an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.

University of Central Florida -- Two positions in the School of Communication. Begin: August, 1997. Position 1: New Communications Technologies. A tenure-track assistant professor position to develop and teach courses involving new communication technologies. Ph.D. required. Teaching, television journalism, management, production or corporate video experience and teaching experience required. Demonstrated capability for research necessary. Teaching at both graduate and undergraduate levels. Position 2: A tenure-track assistant professor position to teach broadcast newswriting. MA with professional experience, demonstrated capability for research or creative work and demonstrated commitment to quality teaching. Experience in related field such as production or management desirable. Send resume and three letters of reference and official transcripts to Mike Meeske, Director, School of Communication, Orlando, FL 32816-1344. Applications received by February 15th, 1997 will receive priority consideration. UCF is a culturally diverse university and an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity employer. As an agency of the State of Florida, UCF makes all materials available for public review.

HELP WANTED SALES

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER

WE'RE THE DI GROUP AND WE'RE LOOKING FOR A BROADCAST INTELLIGENCE ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

AS AN AWARD-WINNING, HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL COMPANY WE SPECIALIZE IN NETWORK INTENSITY, IMAGE BANCING, LOGO DESIGN, NETWORK ID'S, PROMOS, COMPLETE ON-AIR LOOKS AND WEB SITES

SO, IF YOU'RE CREATIVE, MOTIVATED, HAVE PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE AND CAN SHOW HOW NOBODY DOES IT BETTER, DROP US A LINE

The DI GROUP
651 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02215
Attn: Coordinator

To place an ad in the Allied Field section, contact Sandra Frey

TEL: 212.337.6941 • FAX: 212.206.8327
INTERNET: S.REY@B&C.CAHNERS.COM

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTION

Chair, Department of Mass Communication, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, a comprehensive institution whose primary mission is undergraduate education, offers master's program needs and institutional strengths. The campus is located on 2,660 acres of gently rolling hills, approximately twenty minutes from the cultural centers of downtown St. Louis. The University serves approximately 11,000 students, including 2,400 graduate students. The Department of Mass Communication offers bachelor's and master's degree programs in the 19th largest media market in the United States. It approaches the thirtieth anniversary of its founding, the department is supported by an active and influential alumni organization. RESPONSIBILITIES: As principal academic and administrative officer for the Department of Mass Communication, the Chair reports to the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. The Chair facilitates the academic enterprise of nine full time faculty and 160 majors during an exciting time of curricular innovation. In Fall 1997, the department will begin offering an integrated mass communications program which will require course work in both print and electronic media and offer specializations in journalism, television/radio, corporate and institutional media, media advertising, electronic journalism, and visual communications. QUALIFICATIONS: An earned doctorate or equivalent. A record of teaching, scholarly accomplishment, and professional achievement sufficient to merit appointment at a senior rank. Commitment to teaching excellence in general education and undergraduate and graduate education in a liberal arts and sciences setting. Commitment to implementing and developing the integrated mass communications program designed by the department. Significant administrative experience as department chair or equivalent. Demonstrated leadership in organizational and fiscal management. Commitment to equal employment opportunity and to the value of intellectual and cultural diversity. Leadership style that emphasizes openness, consultation, and shared governance. Interest in securing external funding with a track record in this area preferred. Dedication to the concept of a balance between scholarship, research and creative activities, professional accomplishments, and service. Applications should be addressed to: Search Committee, Department of Mass Communications, Box 1775C, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, Edwardsville, IL 62026-1775, http://www.siue.edu/COMM. SALARY: Commensurate with qualifications and experience. As an affirmative action employer, SIUE offers equal employment opportunity to all. SIUE, an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution, invites applications from women and minorities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EMPLOYMENT SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOBSITE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FINANCIAL SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans By Phone: Lease/finance new or used broadcasting equipment. Flexible payment plans. Flexible credit criteria. Call Jeff Wetter at Flex Lease, Inc. 800/699-FLEX.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EDUCATIONAL SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used videotape: Cash for 3/4” SP, M2-90’s. Betacam SP’s. Call Carpel Video 301-694-3900.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOR SALE EQUIPMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOR SALE STATIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**PROFESSIONAL JOBS**

With entertainment companies

Broadcast & Cable Television, Distributors, Motion Picture, Post Production...

Entry to senior level jobs nationwide in all fields (news, sales, production, management, etc.).

Published biweekly. For subscription information:

(800) 335-4335

In CA, (818) 901-6330.

Entertainment Employment Journal

---

**TV JOBS**

Get a job without going broke.

---

**W. John Grandy**

Broadcasting Broker

117 Country Club Drive
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Phone: (805) 541-1900
Fax: (805) 541-1906

---

**NEW ENGLAND MEDIA, INC.**

Maine FM covers Portland $600,000
NH: Gorham/Berlin AM/FM - $600,000
VT/NH: Springfield/Claremont AM/FM - $765,000
MA: Worcester 5kwAM - $1,000,000
Connecticut Major City Class C AM $350,000
NY/VT: Burlington Start-up FM $500,000

102 Route 7, St. Albans, VT 05478
(802) 524-5963 (F) 527-1450

Myrtle Beach - Best AM signal in the market. 6500 watt non-directional station in fast growing resort market. $350,000.00. Call Radio Adventures at (904) 498-1010.

Michigan - Class C FM, 100,000 watt Central/Northern Michigan FM. Approx. $1,000,000 in billing, $225,000 in cash flow. Principals only. Call Sixteen Hundred, Inc. at 517-337-2877.

For Sale, 5,000 Watt AM, Capital District of New York, 195K with real estate - 145K without. Terms - Owner:(518)664-1703.

---

**BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES**

Station Owners/Managers: If you own a radio or TV station you can add $50,000.00 to your bottom line. Call Phillip Trout, Radio Connection 1-800-301-2323.

---

**COLLECTION AGENCY**

**MEDIA COLLECTION DREAM TEAM**

**CCR**

Attorney (former broadcast/cable ad sales manager NBC-TV, Katz, Petry, Lifetime) and staff handle the USA’s top media firm’s collection accounts offering:

1. Unequaled knowledge of media business.
2. Ten years of unequaled/documentable recovery rates.
3. Customized reporting.
5. References available.

Call/Write:

CCR
George Stella
1025 Old Country Road
Suite 308
Westbury, NY 11590
Tel: (516) 997-2000 (212) 766-0851
Fax: (516) 997-2071

---

November 11 1996 Broadcasting & Cable
SECURITY INVESTIGATION MANUAL

As a private citizen, law enforcement personnel, or student, if you are looking for the right how-to-manual or book in security and investigation, the SECURITY INVESTIGATION MANUAL is for you! The most comprehensive book of its kind. You will find valuable information explaining the principles, rules, and documents crucial to proper security and investigation.

This book also serves as a reference guide for individuals employed in the criminal justice field. This including policing, criminology, courts, corrections, criminal law, and security management.

Table of contents including: Credit Card Investigation, Shopping Services, Missing Person Investigation, Undercover Investigation, Security, and much more. Professional Press; paperback; 6" X 9"; 152 pages; ISBN Number 1-57087-194-9; Library of Congress Catalog Number 95-71032; Price: $20.00 plus $4.00 postage and handling.

************************************************
ORDER FORM

Please send me a copy of the SECURITY INVESTIGATION MANUAL - Enclosed is $20.00 plus $4.00 postage and handling.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:____________________ STATE:______ ZIP:__________

DEE SECURITY SERVICES, INC., P.O.BOX 31438, CINCINNATI, OH 45231
Tel.:(513)931-1872    Fax.:(513)931-1873
Classifieds

Classifieds

Order Blank (Fax or Mail)

Classified Rates

Display rate: Display ads are $187 per column inch. Greater frequency rates are available in units of 1 inch or larger.

Non-Display rates: Non-Display classified rates (straights) are $2.10 per word with a minimum charge of $42 per advertisement. Situations Wanted rates are $1.15 per word with a minimum charge of $23 per advertisement.

Blind Boxes: Add $30.00 per advertisement

Deadlines: Copy must be in typewritten form by the Monday prior to publishing date.

Category: Line ad □ Display □

Ad Copy:

Date(s) of insertion:

Amount enclosed:

Name:

Company:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

Authorized Signature:

Payment:

Check □ Visa □ MasterCard □ Amex □

Credit Card #: Name on Card:

Exp. Date: Phone:

Clip and Fax or Mail this form to:

B & C

245 W. 17 Street ▲ NYC 10011 ▲ Attention: Antoinette Fasulo or Sandra Frey

Fax Number: 212-206-8327

Broadcasting & Cable's Classified Rates

All orders to place classified ads & all correspondence pertaining to this section should be sent to Broadcasting & Cable, Classified Department, 245 West 17th Street, New York, NY 10011. For information call Antoinette Fasulo at (212) 337-7073 or Sandra Frey at (212) 337-6941.

Payable in advance. Check, money order or credit card (Visa, Mastercard or American Express). Full and correct payment must be in writing by either letter or fax (212) 206-8327. If payment is made by credit card, indicate card number, expiration date and daytime phone number.

Deadline is Monday at 5:00pm Eastern Time for the following Monday's issue. Earlier deadlines apply for issues published during a week containing a legal holiday. A special notice announcing the earlier deadline will be published. Orders, changes, and/or cancellations must be submitted in writing. NO TELEPHONE ORDERS, CHANGES, AND/OR CANCELLATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED.

When placing an ad, indicate the EXACT category desired: Television, Radio, Cable or Allied Fields; Help Wanted or Situations Wanted; Management, Sales, News, etc. If this information is omitted, we will determine the appropriate category according to the copy. NO make goods will run if all information is not included. No personal ads.

The publisher is not responsible for errors in printing due to illegible copy—all copy must be clearly typed or printed. Any and all errors must be reported to the Classified Advertising Department within 7 days of publication date. No credits or make goods will be made on errors which do not materially affect the advertisement. Publisher reserves the right to alter classified copy to conform with the provisions of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended. Publisher reserves the right to abbreviate, alter or reject any copy.

Rates: Classified listings (non-display). Per issue:

Help Wanted: $2.10 per word, $42 weekly minimum.

Situations Wanted: $1.15 per word, $21 weekly minimum. Optional formats: Bold Type: $2.45 per word.

Screened Background: $2.60. Expanded Type: $3.20 Bold, Screened, Expanded Type: $3.65 per word. All other classifications: $2.10 per word, $42 weekly minimum.

Word count: Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures as one word each. Symbols such as 35mm, COD, PD etc., count as one word each. A phone number with area code and the zip code count as one word each.

Rates: Classified display (minimum 1 inch, upward in half inch increments). Per issue:

Help Wanted: $187 per inch. Situations Wanted: $93.50 per inch.

Public Notice & Business Opportunities advertising require display space. Agency commission only on display space (when camera-ready art is provided). Frequency rates available.

Blind Box Service: (In addition to basic advertising costs) Situations Wanted: No charge. All other classifications: $30 per issue. The charge for the blind box service applies to advertisers running listings and display ads. Each advertisement must have a separate box number. BROADCASTING & CABLE will now forward tapes, but will not forward transcripts, portfolios, writing samples, or other oversized materials, such as returned to sender. Do not use folders, binders or the like. Replies to ads with Blind Box numbers must be addressed to: Box number, c/o Broadcasting & Cable, 245 W. 17th Street, New York, NY 10011.

Confidential Service. To protect your identity seal your reply in an envelope addressed to the box number. In a separate note list the companies and subsidiaries you do not want your reply to reach. Then, enclose both in a second envelope addressed to CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE, Broadcasting & Cable Magazine, at the address above.
"For the Record" compiles applications filed with and actions taken by the FCC. Applications and actions are listed by state; the date the application was filed or the action was taken, when available, appears in italic.

**OWNERSHIP CHANGES**

**Dismissed**


Waynesboro, Ga. (BALH-961002GI)—Jones Eastern Radio of Augusta Inc. for WAEQ(FM) 100.9 mhz: voluntary AOL from Jones Eastern Radio of Augusta Inc. is to Multi-Market Radio of Augusta Inc. Oct. 23

Sun Prairie, Wis. (BAL-960405GK)—Point Communications LP for WMAQ(M) 1190 kHz: voluntary AOL to Point Madison General Partnership. Oct. 18

**NEW STATIONS**

Permit canceled, call letters deleted

Defuniak Springs, Fla. (BPED-930930-MA)—Truth Communications Inc. for WVEE(FM) 91.3 mhz, ERP .3 kw, ant. 57 m. Oct. 23

Fairbury, Ill. (BPED-930901ML)—Fairbury Radio Inc. for WERY(FM) 107.7 mhz, ERP 6 kw, ant. 100 m., 413 Chestnut St., Fairbury. Oct. 23

Wishke, N.D. (BPED-920611M)—Two Rivers Broadcasting for WKEE(FM) 92.3 mhz, ERP 100 kw, ant. 119 m. Oct. 23

**Dismissed**

Oscoda, Mich. (BPED-921023MH)—C & S Broadcasting of Michigan for FM at 95.7 mhz: ERP 50 kw, ant. 150 m. Oct. 30

Lancaster, N.H. (BPED-950906MH)—New Hampshire Public Radio Inc. for FM at 102.3 mhz, ERP .6 kw, ant. 224 m. Oct. 25

Lancaster, N.H. (BPED-950906ME)—K & S Radio Partnership for FM at 102.3 mhz, ERP 1 kw, ant. 157 m. Oct. 25

Chesterfield, S.C. (BPED-951031AF)—Our Three Sons Broadcasting for AM at 870 kHz, ERP .4 kw. Oct. 24

Walla Walla, Wash. (BPED-950829MF)—Walla Walla Christian Broadcasters for FM at 99.1 mhz, ERP 1.2 kw, ant. -2 m. Oct. 30

**Returned**

Okeechobee, Fla. (BPED-960604MC)—American Educational Broadcasting Inc. for noncommercial educational FM at 89.5 mhz. June 4

Duck Hill, Miss. (BPED-960711MC)—American Family Association for noncommercial educational FM at 91.9 mhz. Oct. 22

---

**BY THE NUMBERS**

**CABLE**

Total systems: 11,660

Total customers: 62,231,730

Homes passed: 91,658

Cable penetration: 65.3%

---

**FOR THE RECORD**

http://www.broadcastingcable.com
The page contains a list of radio stations and their characteristics, such as location, frequency, power, and type. The text is formatted in a way that lists these stations in a structured manner, with each entry including the station's name, city, state, frequency, power, and additional details like channel number and type of service (e.g., educational, non-commercial). The text is a continuation of the previous page, indicating a focus on radio broadcasting and television services.
Potosi, MO. (BPED-960924MB)—New Life Evangelistic Center Inc. (Lawrence W. Rice, Jr., president, 1411 Locust St., St. Louis, MO 63103) for FM at 89.7 mhz, ERP 2.3 kw, ant. 80 m., N of SR 8, W of Rd. O and U, 3.km E of Potosi. For interests, see item above. Sep. 24

Fallon, Nev. (BPED-960920WS)—Nevada Public Television (Carl J. Auel, trustee, 1601 Belvedere Rd., 204 E. West Palm Beach, FL 33406) for noncommercial educational TV on ch. 25, ERP 500 kw visual, ant. 965 m., Fairview Peak, 7 km of Hwy 50, 58.5 km SE of Fallon. The station Card has hap is able for TVs on ch. 9 and 17, Tonopah; ch. 7, Goldfield, and ch. 16, Yerington, all Nev. Auel owns www.o (Am) Gainesville, Fla.; 50.1% of kknx(M) Gonzales, Calif., and CP for wprl(AM) Christmas, Fla.; 50% of wchp(AM) Chaplin, N.Y., and wlv(AM) Royal Palm Beach, Fla., and 33 1/3% of kknx(M) Las Vegas, and has 50% voting interest for noncommercial FMs in Key Largo and Florida City, Fla., and applications for noncommercial FMs in Naples, Fla., King City, Hollister and Paradise, all Calif., and Chaplin and Rouse Point, N.Y., and 33 1/3% interest in applications for FMs in Globe and Tucson, Ariz.; Mesquite and Hawthorne, Nev., and Clewiston and Okeechobee, all Fla., and AMs in Havana, Fla., and Hawthorne and Mesquite, Nev. He jointly (with Edwina J. Auel) owns 50% of kknx (FM) South Orville and kknx(AM) Paradise, Calif. Sep. 20

Goldfield, Nev. (BPED-960920K)—Nevada Public Television (Carl J. Auel, trustee, 1601 Belvedere Rd., 204 E. West Palm Beach, FL 33406) for noncommercial educational TV on ch. 7, ERP 30 kw, ant. 470 m., Brock Mt., 15 km S of Tonopah. For interests, see item above. Sep. 20

Sun Valley, Nev. (BPH-960930M)—Joe L. Gross (2201 Mauna Loa Dr., Ceres CA 95307) for FM at 94.5 mhz, ERP 1.2 kw, ant. 771 m., Pond Peak. For interests, see item above. Sep. 20

Sun Valley, Nev. (BPED-960926M)—George S. Flinn Jr. (188 South Bellevue, Ste 222, Memphis, TN 38104) for FM at 94.5 mhz, ERP 49 kw, ant. 448 m., 2.6 km SE of Spanish SpringsPk. Flinn owns wbrf(AM) and wbrf(AM) Germantown, Tenn.; kmzn(M) Marion and krdw(AM) North Little Rock, Ark., and wccw(AM) New Orleans; 25% of CP for kdrk(DV) Longmont, Colo., has applied for FMs in Tunica and Grenada, Miss.; Forest Acres, Okla.; and Sky Pk., Sun Valley, Nev., has 50% interest in applications for TVs in Destin, Fla.; Spokane, Wash.; Provo, Utah; Arcade, N.Y.; Gosnell, Ark.; Minn., La.; Greenville, N.C.; Newton and Des Moines, iowa. and interest in applications for TVs in Phoenix and Coolidge, Ariz.; Hot Springs, Ark., and Santa Fe, N.M. Sep. 20

Sun Valley, Nev. (BPED-960927M)—David P. Ward (4740 Elliott Way, Reno, NV 89509) for FM at 94.5 mhz, ERP 23.5 kw, ant. 218 m., Lasaka Rd., 3.1 mi. NW of Spanish Springs Pk., near Sun Valley. Ward owns 6% of kknx TV Reno. Sep. 27

Sun Valley, Nev. (BPED-960930M)—John C. Carsey (110 Guadalupe, Austin, TX 78701) for FM at 94.5 mhz, ERP 1.2 kw, ant. 768 m., on Pond Peak, NE of Sun Valley. Sep. 30

Tonopah, Nev. (BPED-960920KN)—Nevada Public Television (Carl J. Auel, trustee, 1601 Belvedere Rd., 204 E. West Palm Beach, FL 33406) for noncommercial educational TV on ch. 17, ERP 5 kw, ant. 337 m., Mt. Booker, 4 km NE of Tonopah. For interests, see item above. Sep. 20

Tonopah, Nev. (BPED-960920K)—Nevada Public Television (Carl J. Auel, trustee, 1601 Belvedere Rd., 204 E. West Palm Beach, FL 33406) for noncommercial educational TV on ch. 9, ERP 2 kw, ant. 331 m., Mt. Booker, 4 km NE of Tonopah. For interests, see item above. Sep. 20

Yerington, Nev. (BPED-960920WT)—Nevada Public Television (Carl J. Auel, trustee, 1601 Belvedere Rd., 204 E. West Palm Beach, FL 33406) for noncommercial educational TV on ch. 16, ERP 10 kw, ant. 193 m., 4.8 km S of US 95, 13 km E of Yerington. For interests, see item above. Sep. 20

Roswell, N.M. (BPED-960930K)—KM Communications Inc. (Myoun Hwa Ba, president/owner, 3654 West Jarvis Ave., Skokie, IL 60076) for TV on ch. 21, ERP 5 000 kw, ant. 162 m., N side of US Rte. 380, 4 1/4 km of Roswell. For interests, see item above. Sep. 30

Santa Fe, N.M. (BPED-960100K)—The Regents of the University of New Mexico (Richard E. Peck, president, 1130 University Blvd. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87107) for TV on ch. 9, ERP 316 kw, ant. 610 m., along Peralta Ridge, atop No Name Mtn., 9 km E of Jemez Springs. Oct. 1

Cleveland, N.Y. (BPED-960919MF)—Syracuse Community Radio Inc. (Fredric Noyes, president, P.O. Box 6365, Syracuse, NY 13217) for FM at 90.5 mhz, ERP .100 kw, ant. 32 m., W side of West St., 35 km N of NY SR 49, Cleveland, N.Y. Sep. 19

Lancaster, N.Y. (BPED-960920MA)—Holy Family Communications Inc. for noncommercial educational FM at 90.7 mhz, ERP .43 kw, ant. .43 kw, ant. 25 m., S tower of the wxrl(AM) directional antenna system. 5360 William St. Sep. 20

Canton, N.C. (BPED-960920WK)—The Achievement School Inc. (James F. Goodmon, president, P.O. Box 12800, Raleigh, NC 27605) for noncommercial educational TV on ch. 27, ERP 5 000 kw visual, ant. .3 km, 2.66 km W of Canton, on SR 23. The Achievement School owns 60% of wvza-FM Raleigh and wzy-w TV Belmont, N.C., and wcvz-FM and wwxz-FM Baltimore and has applied for TVs in High Point and Raleigh, N.C. Sep. 20

High Point, N.C. (BPED-960920WL)—The Achievement School Inc. (James F. Goodmon, president, P.O. Box 12800, Raleigh, NC 27605) for noncommercial educational TV on ch. 32, ERP 5 000 kw visual, ant. 173 m., 1.57 km N of intersection of SRs 150 and 2019, 3.1 km NE of Kernersville, N.C. For interests, see item above. Sep. 20

Raleigh, N.C. (BPED-960920WJ)—The Achievement School Inc. (James F. Goodmon, president, P.O. Box 12800, Raleigh, NC 27605) for noncommercial educational TV on ch. 34, ERP 5 000 kw visual, ant. 475 m., 2 km
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SW of Auburn, off US Hwy 70. For interests, see item above. Sep. 20

Bismarck, N.D. (BPCT-960930KW)—KM Communications Inc. (Myoung Hwa Bae, president/owner, 3654 West Jarvis Ave. Skokie, IL 60076) for TV on ch. 24, ERP 5,000 kw, ant. 246 m., SF 6, .9 km E of Saint Anthony, N.D. For interests, see item above. Sep. 30

Minot, N.D. (BPCT-960930KU)—KM Communications Inc. (Myoung Hwa Bae, president/owner, 3654 West Jarvis Ave. Skokie, IL 60076) for TV on ch. 24, ERP 5,000 kw, ant. 91 m., 3 km SE of Burlington, N.D. For interests, see item above. Sep. 30

Youngstown, Ohio (BPET-960919LA)—Television Educational Association of Metropolitan Cleveland (Jerry Warehousem, president, 4300 Brookpark Rd., Cleveland, OH 44134) for TV on ch. 58, ERP 5,000 visual, ant. 452.2 m., 182.9 m., E of SR 173, 3 km NE of Bowie, Pa. Sep. 19

Elk City, Okla. Media Properties Inc. (William L. Yde ill, president/33 1/3% owner, 11840 N. Dragon Springs Dr., Tucson, AZ 85737) for TV on ch. 31, ERP 5,000 kw, ant. 217 m., kkk1(f) tower site, 7.51 km from Elk City. For interests, see item above. Sep. 19

Enid, Okla. (BPCT-960920IQ)—Family Educational Broadcasting Inc. (Douglas Sehidaht, director, 109 Oak, Huxley, IA 50124) for noncommercial educational TV on ch. 26, ERP 107 kw visual, ant. 140 m. Family has applied for TV in Carroll, Des Moines and Ames, Iowa, and Senotabia, Miss. Seldahl has 40% interest in CP for FM in Madrid and 50% interest in application for TV in Newton, Iowa. Sep. 20

Norman, Okla. (BPCT-961001YM)—WinStar Broadcasting Corp. (Stuart B. Rekant, president, 1146 19th St. NW, #200, Washington, DC 20036) for TV on ch. 46, ERP 5,000 kw visual, ant. 494 m., 11.6 km NWW of intersection of US hwys 62 and 177, Jackton, Okla. WinStar has applied for TVs in Douglas and La Grande, Ariz.; Destin, Fla.; Pocatello and Sun Valley, Idaho; Newton, Iowa; Minden, La.; Greenville, Mo.; Butte, Holbrook, Missoula and Great Falls, all Mont.; Arcade, N.Y.; Greenville, N.C.; Rapid City, S.D.; Tazewell, Tenn.; Farwell, Tex.; Provo, Utah; Virginia Beach, Va.; Christiansted, V.I.; Pullman and Spokane, Wash.; Cranford and Marquette, Wis., and Sheridan, Wyo. Oct. 1

Portland, Ore. (BPCT-960920WH)—Television Capital Corp. (Marietta F. Feltner, president, 415 E. 37th St., Ste. 39G, New York, NY 10016) for TV on ch. 40, ERP 5,000 kw visual, ant. 323 m., 9494 SE Eastman Dr., Happy Valley, Ore. Television Capital Corp. has applied for TV on ch. 63, Richmond, Va. Sep. 20

Forest Acres, S.C. (BPCT-960912MN)—LM Communications Inc. (Lynn M. Martin, president/owner. P.O. Box 11778, Lexington, KY 40578) for FM at 94.3 mhz, ERP 2.6 kw, ant. 135 m., 1201 Main St., Columbia, S.C. LM owns wxg1(am) Lexington and wkg5-fm Paris, Ky. Martin owns wyib(fm) Foley Beach and wn1(fm) Moncks Corner, S.C., and wcoz(am) and wkg5-fm St. Albans, W.Va. Sep. 12

Forest Acres, S.C. (BPCT-960912MM)—Paul W. Robinson for FM at 94.3 mhz, ERP 6 kw, ant. 78.4 m., co-located with existing ant. of wusg-fm Columbia, S.C. Robinson owns part of wam1(f) St Andrews and wusg(f) and waco(f) Columbia, S.C. S. Sep. 12

Forest Acres, S.C. (BPCT-960912MR)—Ogeechee Broadcasting Co. Inc. (Leon B. Perls, president/50% owner, P.O. Box 5050, Cordele, GA 31015-5050) for FM at 94.3 mhz, ERP 6 kw, ant. 71.7 m., SE corner of intersection of Apple and Northland, Cayce, S.C. Perls owns 48.5% of wwm2(f) and wgray(f) Marlton, Ga. Sep. 12

Forest Acres, S.C. (BPCT-960912MD)—South Link Broadcasting (Jodie A. Dames, 33.3% general partner, 1921 Crampton Ct., Chesterfield, MO 63017) for FM at 94.3 mhz, ERP 6 kw, ant. 100 m., 5.7 mi. S of Forest Acres, Columbia Industrial Park substation. Sep. 12

Fannett, Tex. (BPCT-960929CA)—American Family Association (Donald E. Wildmon, president, P.O. Drawer 2440, Tupelo, MS 38803) for FM at 90.5 mhz, ERP 20 kw, ant. 146 m. of Port Arthur, Tex., off Hwy 73 on Lavelle Rd. For interests, see item above. Sep. 23

Jefferson, Tex. (BPCT-960920ME)—Houston Christian Broadcasters Inc. (Bruce Muns-terman, president, 2424 South Blvd., Houston, TX 77098) for noncommercial educational FM at 91.7 mhz, ERP 3.1 kw, ant. 14 n. of Hwy 49, 2.6 km SE of Lassater, Tex. HCBI owns kckk(f) Galveston and kckb(fm) Houston and has applied for FMs in Lufkin, Kerrville and Madisonville, all Tex. Sep. 20

Kerrville, Tex. (BPCT-960920MB)—Houston Christian Broadcasters Inc. (Bruce Muns-terman, president, 2424 South Blvd., Houston, TX 77098) for noncommercial educational FM at 91.1 mhz, ERP 1 kw, ant. 16 m., NE end of Hiwatha Rd. For interests, see item above. Sep. 20

Odessa, Tex. (BPCT-961001LD)—United Television (Herbert J. Siegel, president, 132 S. Rodeo Dr., 4th fl., Beverly Hills, CA 90212) for TV on ch. 30, E of Hwy 178, 23 km NW of Midland, Tex. For interests, see item above. Oct. 1

Odessa, Tex. (BPCT-961001YZ)—The Kralowec Children’s Family Trust (Arthur C. Kralowec, 107 W. Morton St., Porterville, CA 93257) for TV on ch. 30, ERP 5,000 kw, ant. 130 m., 4 mi. E of US 395, 2 mi. N of SR 158. The trust owns kkkk(f) Porterville, Calif. and has applied for TVs in Ogden, Utah; Newton, Iowa; Spokane, Wash.; Gosnell, Ark.; Virginia Beach, Va., and Antigo, Wis. Oct. 1

Pearsall, Tex. (BPCT-960926MF)—John Raymond Furr (8620 N. New Braunfels, #305, San Antonio, TX 78217) for FM at 104.1 mhz, ERP 3 kw, ant. 93 m., S side of SH 104, 1.6 km E of Pearsall. Furr owns 20% of FM in Floresville, and has 34% interest in application for FM in Leaky, Tex. Sep. 26

Salt Lake City (BPCT-960917KH)—Global Education Development Inc. (George D. Sebastian, president, 1546 Catron SE, Albuquerque, NM 87123) for TV on ch. 26, ERP 303 kw, ant. 1166 m., Farnsworth Peak. Global Education has applied for noncommercial TVs on ch. 43, Coolidge, Ariz.; ch. 20, Durango, Colo.; ch. 43, Des Moines, and ch. 34, Ames, Iowa; ch. 44, Senatobia, Miss.; ch. 9, Santa Fe, N.M.; ch. 63, Tulsa, Okla., and ch. 18, Ogden, Utah. Sebastian has 50% interest in application for TV on ch. 39, Newton, Iowa. Sep. 17

Compiled by Jessica Sandin
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Culpable or non-responsible?
EDITOR: So, in court, trash talk show host Jenny Jones admits to (1) not knowing about her show’s content prior to the night before, (2) not knowing the topic of the “same-sex crush” episode in question, (3) not having any producer or content management authority over the show that bears her name and (4) “does not recall” any show topic that she has disagreed with.

Hmmm.

In my opinion, either Ms. Jones was not accurate with those answers or she is a complete, mindless TV “twinkie.”

Culpable or non-responsible. Which one is it? Either way, she should resign and her show, and others like it, should end.—G.D. Roberts, Nashville

Tasteless, but necessary
EDITOR: I have noted with interest the editorial decision of Broadcasting & Cable to include comments from radio “personalities” that have been subject to FCC fines. A sidebar to the Oct. 21 article on the fines brought against a Virginia station quotes Howard Stern, the figure the station carries.

I applaud your decision to reprint these utterly tasteless remarks. The industry as a whole needs to see specifically what precipitated the fines. Defending the comments of Stern makes no sense when you are confronted with them unsanitized. Again, congratulations for exercising some editorial courage.—Gary Woodward, Department of Communication Studies. The College of New Jersey, Trenton

OpenMike
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Jan. 27-28 — South Central Cable Television Association annual winter meeting. Embassy Suites Hotel, Columbia, S.C. Contact: Patti Hall, (404) 252-2454.


April 4-7 — Broadcast Education Association 42st annual convention. Las Vegas Convention Center. Las Vegas. Contact: (202) 429-5300.


June 12-17 — 20th Monteux International Television Symposium and Technical Exhibition, Monteux Palace. Montreux, Switzerland. Contact: (800) 348-7238.

Major Meeting dates in red —Compiled by Kenneth Ray (ken.ray@d&c.cahners.com)
H arvard-schooled and clad in a stuffy suit, Billy Campbell made quite an impression nine years ago when he arrived for his first network programming job.

Everyone thought he was a corporate spy. Here was an MBA from Wall Street whose only childhood memory of television was the occasional ACC basketball game, and he was hired to oversee shows like Dynasty and MacGyver.

"I never really read a script. I was an athlete in football, baseball and basketball in high school," Campbell recalls of his humble beginnings at ABC Entertainment.

"But I heard a lot about the company, how well managed they were.... I didn't think I could go wrong."

He was right. Nine years later, that same aw-shucks transplant from South Carolina is number two at CBS, the network to have shown the most growth in viewers so far this season over the same period last year.

Life couldn't be better for Campbell. But then, that's what he gets for following Leslie Moonves from job to job.

"I'd go anywhere with him," says Campbell, who was first hired by Moonves in 1991 at what is now Warner Bros Television. "He's my friend. He's been loyal to me and stood by me and given me great opportunities. On the business side, he's ambitious and opinionated and has great taste in material. He leads by example but is not afraid to admit he's wrong."

Not that Campbell was looking for that sort of opportunity in TV early on. The son of a dye- and chemical-company owner, Campbell was the first graduate of the school at Christ Episcopal Church in his South Carolina hometown of Greenville to head off to Harvard. There he majored in economics before picking up a Wall Street gig as an analyst in mergers and acquisitions, Studies at Harvard Business School followed, not to mention at the Chinese University in Hong Kong.

In short, this wasn't a man who saw television as the new frontier—that is, until Dan Burke, then CEO of Capital Cities, lectured in one of Campbell's grad school marketing classes. A conversation ensued, and before long, Campbell had become the first MBA to join the ABC current programming department.

"I was the only guy in a suit the first three months, but then I decided to go the casual route, so it worked out a lot better," he says. "The great thing about that job was it was the best training ground for any young executive. You're on the line every day.... Twin Peaks came out during that period. It was a fun time.

If ABC (where Campbell also oversaw mainstays like thirtysomething, Life Goes On and China Beach) was heaven, Warner Bros. was even better. Campbell's tenure there included the development of Lois & Clark: The New Adventures of Superman and ER—shows big enough to overshadow WB duds like John Grisham's The Client and Against the Grain.

But then Moonves decided to leave the production house. Campbell, of course, wanted to follow: "It was very difficult to leave Warner Brothers. There was tremendous camaraderie and we were number one every year. But [CBS] was this incredible challenge to come to this place and try to turn it around."

After a summer of big bangs on the sets of the much-ballyhooed—and extremely costly—Cosby and Ink, the network has maintained new-season momentum as the only network with week-to-week growth (2%) over the comparable week last year. New shows like Pearl, which finished week seven with a 9.0/15, while such veterans as Touched by an Angel and Walker, Texas Ranger continue to post stellar ratings.

Not all of the rookies have been recognized as valuable players. Just last week, CBS announced plans to place the new Steven Bochco sitcom Public Morals on hiatus, while EZ Streets will go off the schedule for re-release at a later time.

Campbell is reminded constantly of CBS's ability to reach a broad range of viewers; his uncle in South Carolina rings up with plenty of praise for Promised Land, while a single buddy in New York would rather hang his hat on Pearl.

"The medium is so persuasive," Campbell says. "The country is watching whatever we put on that night."

Still, Friday mornings spent in the wreckage of NBC's Thursday night tsunami leave Campbell and Moonves wondering about the bigger picture: why continue against such odds, especially in light of increasing pressure from politicians and the erosion of viewers to cable?

—LR

**BROADCAST TV**

Holly Willrodt, crime reporter. KALB-TV Alexandria, La., joins KLKY-TV Lafayette, La., as news reporter.

Marie McGlynn, sales and marketing research director. KSDK(TV) St. Louis, joins WKYC-TV Cleveland as LSM.


Patricia Ramos, public relations coordinator. KMEX-TV Los Angeles, named communications manager.


Gary McNair, station manager. KBHM-TV Roswell N.M., joins KSNT(TV) Topeka, Kan., in same capacity.

Lori Bell-Shuk, research director. WWJ-TV Detroit, joins WDIV(TV) there in same capacity.


Jan McDaniel, president/GM, KAKE-TV Wichita, Kan., joins WCCO-TV Minneapolis as VP/GM.

**PROGRAMING**


Vila

King

Appointments at Paramount Network Television. Hollywood: Scott Vila, executive director, current programs, named VP, drama development; Brett King, director, current programming. 20th Century Fox Television, joins as VP, current programs.

Suzanne Horenstein, VP, programming and promotion. Fox Television Stations, Beverly Hills, named senior VP, scheduling, Fox Broadcasting Co., there.

**RADIO**

Rick Party, on-air personality. WGCX-FM Chicago, joins WVEE(FM) Atlanta as afternoon personality.


Appointments at WBMM(AM) Chicago: Georgeann Herbert, executive editor/assistant news director, named director, news and programming; Deidra White, managing editor, named executive editor/assistant news director.


Jeffrey Starr, host. The Jeffrey Starr Show: aired on cable television in Rhode Island. Adds talk show host. WARA(AM) Attleboro, Mass., to his responsibilities.

Philip Spivey, director, advertising. Subway, joins KPEK(FM)/KTEG(FM) Albuquerque, N.M., as GSM.

Charlie Cook, partner/senior VP. McVay Media, joins Westwood One Radio Networks, Valencia, Calif., as VP, programming/formats.

**CABLE**

Susan Glass, VP, national advertising sales, Jones Education Networks Inc., Englewood, Colo., joins America’s Health Network, Orlando, Fla., as VP, advertising sales.

Appointments at Turner Properties: At TBS: Jon Steinauf, sales manager, named VP, entertainment sales, New York: Mary Patterson, independent consultant, joins as VP, systems development. World Wide Information Technology Services. At TEN: Dick Connell, director, programming and operations, TEN International, named director, TEN network operations, library services.


Kyle Eng, publicity manager, Prime Sports West. Los Angeles, named director, public relations.

Mark Williams, plant operations manager. Cox Communications’ Middle
Appointments at Marcus Cable, Dallas:

Susie Holliday, VP, regulatory compliance, adds planning to her responsibilities; Chad Coben joins as director, corporate development; Patricia Hernandez, SEC accounting manager, named assistant controller/director, financial reporting; Amy Walker, manager, regulatory compliance, named director, regulatory compliance and planning.

Georgia system, Atlanta, named director, engineering.
Robin Walker, manager, communications, Showtime Sports and Event Programming, New York, named director, communications.

Rich Ross, senior VP, development and production, FX Networks, joins The Disney Channel, Burbank, Calif., as senior VP, programming and production.

Jeff Shell, VP, business development, Fox Television, Beverly Hills, named senior VP, finance and development, Fox/Liberty Networks, there.

MULTIMEDIA

Kerry Broom, director, children’s programs and daytime specials, CBS Entertainment Inc., joins The Harvey Entertainment Co., Santa Monica, Calif., as VP, creative affairs.

Karen Kenton, producer, joins WETA-TV/FM Washington, as associate producer. Kenton will serve as liaison between WETA, program producers and PBS on a variety of cultural productions.

Don Garber, VP, business development and special events, NFL Properties, New York, named senior VP/managing director, NFL International.

David Mertes, chancellor, California Community Colleges, joins International Community College, Englewood, Colo., as president.

SATELLITE/WIRELESS

Appointments at Keystone Communications, New York: Keith Buckley, VP, sales. Vyvx-GLOBAL, joins as executive VP, sales; Charlene Fisher, CEO, Artemis Marketing, joins as senior VP, sports.

Gail Hegarty Fell, management consultant, Goldman Sachs & Co., and Arthur D. Little Ltd., joins PanAmSat Corp., Greenwich, Conn., as senior director, new media.

Appointments at Primestar Partners, Bala Cynwyd, Pa.: Merle Eakins, VP, sales and marketing, Emerson Radio Corp., Parsippany, N.J., joins as VP, retail sales; Curt Pendleton, named VP/GM, Comcast Satellite's newly created North-Atlantic region.


ASSOCIATIONS/LAW FIRMS

Loren Omoto, news director, Minnesota Public Radio, Minneapolis, joins Native American Journalists Assoc., there as executive director.

Dennis Swanson, president/CMO, WNBC-TV New York, has resumed leadership and duties as chairman of the board of directors, Foundation for Minority Interests in Media Inc., there.

David Kinsman, manager of programs and communications, Public Affairs Council, joins NIMA International, Washington, as VP, public affairs.

Appointments at Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, Washington: Sally Novak Janin, special counsel, commercial wireless division, FCC, Washington, Kenneth Schagrin, lawyer, FCC's international bureau, and Carol Rachwald, communications policy analyst, join the firm's communication practice group.
Driven by record summer Olympics dollars, the Big Three networks registered a whopping 36.8% third-quarter gross revenue gain, to $2.62 billion, according to figures compiled by Ernst & Young and released by the Broadcast Cable Financial Management Association. For the first nine months, ABC, NBC and CBS reported combined gross revenue of $7.9 billion, up 15.3% from the same period a year ago. Not surprisingly, sports advertising in the third quarter was up 234%, to $973.5 million. Prime time revenue was down 3.3% for the quarter, to $925 million, but was up 4.2% for the first nine months, to $3.6 billion. Daytime revenue was up 20% in the third quarter, to $298 million, and up 16% for the first nine months, to $923.5 million. Kids revenue was down 29% in the third quarter, to $18 million, and down 22.2% for the first nine months, to $62.6 million.

The FCC last week OK'd Fox Television Stations' $3 billion acquisition of New World Communications Group, a deal that included 10 TV stations. The commission granted Fox a waiver allowing it to own TV stations with overlapping signals in Chicago and Milwaukee. The FCC conditioned the duopoly waiver upon the outcome of its review of TV ownership rules.

The President can take a joke. Despite some harsh criticism from David Brinkley during ABC's election night coverage, President Clinton granted Brinkley's long-standing request for an interview that was to air on yesterday's (Nov. 10) edition of This Week with David Brinkley, Brinkley's last as host. ABC got the word Friday that Clinton would do the interview, scheduled to take up about half of the show.

Hicks, Muse, Tate & Furst Inc. has made its first TV deal, agreeing last Wednesday to buy NBC affiliates KSBE-TV (ch. 8) Salinas/Monterey, Calif., and WEYI-TV (ch. 25) Saginaw/Flint, Mich., and CBS affiliate WROC-TV (ch. 8) Rochester, N.Y. The stations are valued at about $160 million. The sale is expected to close in the fourth quarter. The stations would be co-owned by Hicks, Muse and a private equity group.

Third-quarter results were being reported last week; here are some industry leaders in brief (all percentages in comparison with third quarter 1995 unless otherwise stated):

Cox Radio Inc.'s net revenue increased 5.1%, to $33.02 million, while net income rose 74.9%, to $2.37 million. Broadcast cash flow increased 26.7%, to $10.59 million, while same-station broadcast cash flow leaped 38.5% because of improved ratings and market share at Cox's stations along with efforts to control costs, according to Cox Radio President Bob Neil.

Infinity reported its 20th consecutive quarter of record financial results with net income of $25 million, an increase of 57.16% compared with last year. Net revenue went up 139%, to $201 million, because of higher advertising revenue and acquisitions made in the first half of the year.

Evergreen Media Corp. reported a net loss of $7.9 million, an improvement from a net loss of $23.5 million for the same period last year. Net revenue was up 64.9%, to $78.8 million. Broadcast cash flow increased 66.8%, to $32.6 million, and the equivalent pro forma figure rose 15.4%.

Renaissance Communications had a $2.2 million, or 6%, net revenue increase, while net income went down 75.2%, to $5.8 million from $23.5 million last year. The income decrease was partly because the 1995 figure had been inflated by an amount received from NBC as part of a settlement concerning the acquisition of Outlet Communications Inc. (B&V, Aug. 7, 1995).

Broadcast cash flow was flat, with an increase of 0.5%.

Young Broadcasting Inc.'s net revenue went up 20%, to $35.4 million, and the company reported a net loss of $2.5 million, an improvement of 70.8% since last year. Broadcast cash flow increased 16%, to $17.8 million, while pro forma cash flow remained almost unchanged, with a 2% increase. The flat revenue was due to the Olympics, says chairman Vincent Young.

YBI has only one NBC affiliate.

Univision released only pro forma figures, which show net revenue of $92.9 million, a 17% increase. Net income rose 382%, to $10.6 million, and broadcast cash flow rose 23%, to $35.5 million.

Viacom reported an 18% increase in revenue from networks and broadcasting, totaling $649.6 million. The company's total revenue went up 11.9%, to $3.35 billion. Net income gained 93.3%, a result of the $1.3 billion sale of the Viacom cable systems to TCI. The gains were partly due to growth in advertising revenue from Nickelodeon/Nick at Nite and MTV, recuperation at Blockbuster; and box-office hits from Paramount—"Mission: Impossible" among them. Without start-up costs for Nick at Nite's TV Land and increased production costs, results could have been even better.

Sinclair Broadcast Group Inc.'s broadcast cash flow increased to $28.2 million, a 99.2% gain. Net broadcast revenue went up 124.5%, and after-tax cash flow rose 64.9%, to $26 million, but there still was a net loss of $3.3 million. Pro forma cash flow was estimated to be down 4%-5%. Loss of network affiliations in Raleigh, N.C., and Birmingham, Ala. (NBC and Fox, respectively), and the lack of growth caused by advertisers' budgets focused on the Olympics were cited as reasons for the poor pro forma showing.

Chancellor Broadcasting Co.'s net revenue increased 208.4%, to $52.8 million, but the net loss was 82.4% higher than last year. The acquisitive group's broadcast cash flow gained 164.3%, while same-station broadcast cash flow went up 34.1%.

SFX Broadcasting saw a 117% increase in net revenue, to a record $45.3 million, while net loss grew 207%, to $2.2 million. Broadcast cash flow gained 121%, and the pro forma equivalent went up 20%.

Compiled by Jessica Sandin
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Radio reports the elections

ABC Radio News anchor Bettina Gregory (pictured) delivered scheduled updates of the 1996 Presidential election last Tuesday night from ABC Radio News headquarters in New York. In addition to Gregory’s live broadcasts, ABC provided live reports from news anchors in other states, commentary from ABC News political analyst Steve Roberts, and live coverage of key speeches. ABC Radio News fed continual coverage of election news and voting results to 3,400 affiliates over 20 satellite channels. Its coverage extended almost 24 hours—from midnight Nov. 5 until 11:58 p.m. Nov. 6.

Other radio networks provided a full complement of election coverage, including news, commentary, news analysis and live, anchored reports: • Westwood One Radio Networks’ CNN, NBC News, Mutual News, Westwood One News and The Source networks served more than 1,000 affiliates with continuous coverage between 7 p.m. Nov. 5 and 12:30 a.m., and carried three special election reports in morning drive Nov. 6. • CBS Radio Network broadcast from 6:20 p.m. Nov. 5 to 1 a.m. ET, and from 6:31 a.m. to 11:31 a.m. Nov. 6 to about 485 affiliates. The Associated Press Radio Networks broadcast uninterrupted election news to 470 affiliates from 8 p.m. Nov. 5 to 1 a.m. ET. • UPI Radio Networks’ two new networks provided live, continuous coverage from 7 p.m. Nov. 5 to 1 a.m. and special election reports in its regular newscasts to about 500 affiliates and regional radio networks. • The Dow Jones Radio Network and The Wall Street Journal Radio Network included news and commentary on the economic impact of the election to a combined 175 affiliates.

...continued from page 22...
New broom

It’s going to be a bumpy ride with Senator John McCain (R-Ariz.) at the controls of the Senate Commerce Committee. Broadcasters, particularly, are likely to be of two minds about his stewardship. They’ll love him when he attacks duopoly and other ownership rules. They’ll be appalled when he sets out to auction digital spectrum, to prevent adoption of a standard for digital TV and expropriate their airtime for political advertising. As the old saying goes, John McCain wears no man’s collar but his own. From a “Mr. Smith Goes to Washington” point of view it’s appealing: indeed, this page likes the cut of his jib. But at least some of the time we’re going to disagree—mostly, we’d hope, on the little issues and less on the big ones.

The first issue out of the chute will be campaign finance reform, which turns out to be shorthand for getting broadcasters to shoulder responsibility for the whole deal. (Because politicians have come to use television as their main vehicle, the notion goes, it should be made less expensive.) The notion is getting around that broadcasting is in the public domain, subject to takeover by the Congress or the FCC for whatever purpose is on the current agenda.

Yes, broadcasters are public trustees. But that should mean that they are expected to examine their responsibilities and determine how best to discharge them; that’s why they called it a free press. It may be that broadcasters have an appropriate role to play in the campaign process, along with newspapers and magazines and cable and DBS—all the other First Amendment media over which Congress may pass no abridgement. But it’s they who should decide.

We’re all for—and anxious to reach—the 21st century, but we don’t want to see broadcasting taken hostage in the process. This will be a better country to the extent that broadcasting remains free to serve the people, and is not made the servant of Washington.

The sooner the better

The use by TV networks of statistical projections to predict election races had Republicans up in arms last week, with the emphasis on complaints that early calls encouraged voter turnout in the western states. Broadcaster sensitivity on this issue was evident by the repeated urgings anchors issued to viewers: Dan Rather, for one, became a virtual get-out-the-vote cheerleader.

The right response to politicians and viewers of all persuasions: deal with it. Not only will the technique not go away, there would be a revolt if it did. (Could you imagine sitting up until dawn waiting for the raw vote count, as was the national habit not that long ago?) Yes, there was one premature call this year, but that was the first in six years by the Voter News Service, relied upon by all the networks. (If New Hampshire U.S. Senate candidate Dick Swett had turned off his TV around 8:30 p.m. election night, he might be battling some realtor today to get back his deposit on a house in Northwest Washington.)

Flukes aside, the system works.

And if you think there’s a problem now, wait until the Internet becomes a major information medium in the elections of 2000. Projections by people not yet heard of will inundate the national consciousness to an overwhelming degree. The existing networks could end up being secondary players. (We don’t think so—quite that soon—but you get our point.)

That we are a nation of four continental time zones is a problem for the networks, but it isn’t their responsibility. Their job is to report and analyze—ideally, with as little second-guessing as possible. We say the more the merrier, and the sooner. The day could come when there will be but one projection: the instant all polls close, simultaneously. A consummation devoutly to be wished.
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Salutes the 1996 Hall of Fame Honorees

Covering the industry for 65 years.
Only one video server will put your broadcast facility on the road into the future.

Don't get caught going down the wrong road. Some video servers will work for you today, but not in the future. Television technology is changing rapidly, with new compression standards, increased storage needs, additional multi-channel feeds, new distribution technologies will impact your facility. Which video server will take you into the future?

Media Pool video server from Philips Broadcast Television Systems Company. The Media Pool's flexible and modular approach was designed to meet your growing needs today and in the future. Additional channels, more storage capacity, additional interfaces, and compression can all be added to the system so you can manage your capital cost and stay competitive.

For more information or a free demonstration, call: 1-800-962-4287.

Let's make things better.
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